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IT'S 2011.

SO WHY IS THIS OUR FIRST HYBRID?

It's not a question you'd expectfrom the world's

fourth largest automaker.

Especially when technology like hybrid cars, aug-

mented reality and even jetpacks have been around

for years. To some it might imply that we're late to the

game. To others, that we're merelyfollowing a trend.

At Hyundai, we don't see it that way.

Truth is, we couldhavefollowed other car companies

and licensed an existing hybrid platform years

ago. But making progress is not aboutfollowing. We

wanted to make something better. And, like a lot of

people when it comes to hybrids, there were certain

perceptions we held, too.

"Hybrids are weird looking."

Most hybrids are designed to be invisible to the wind.

But when it comes to style they're also pretty invisible

to the eye. We think ifyou're doing something good

by driving a hybrid, you should get to look good, too.

So wefound a way to work with the design qualities

we built into our Sonata to create a coefficient of

drag of 0.25, equal to that of the Prius.

"Hybrids are too small."

Achieving greater mileage in a hybrid typically

meant giving up interior space to accommodate a

bulky battery. We didn't think that was a sacrifice

thatpeople should have to make. Then we discovered

a new battery technology that would provide more

than a little wiggle room. Lithium polymerproperties

allow us to shape the battery to the car, not the other

way around. And the Sonata Hybrid, with the largest

interior in its class, is thefirst non-plug-in hybrid to

feature this technology.

"Hybrids have no guts."

Drive a hybrid and surrender power. Until now,

that's been the conventional thinking. But it's hardly

a fair trade. That's why every Sonata Hybrid also

comes with a class-leading 206 net hp and our

proprietary 6-speed automatic transmission to

enhance performance. But it's not just a show of

strength, considering that the Sonata Hybrid is

equally gentle when transitioning from engine-

powered to hybrid-drive mode, while also delivering

better highway MPG than any other vehicle in its class.

So why is this ourfirst hybrid?

Because we're not ones to jump on a bandwagon,

no matter howfuel-efficient it may be. And because

technology has caught up to where we can build a

hybrid that not onlygoes beyond what's expected, but

is also more like what we've wanted all along: a

comfortable, roomier, more stylish car that's also

better for the environment. The Sonata Hybrid.

To learn more, visit HyundaiSonata.com

35 Cny'40 Hwy/37 Combined MFG. EPA Estimates Actual nweaoe may vary Comgansors based on mdsoe hybrid sedans in Its market class Hyundai is a registered trademark or Hyundai Motor America All rights reserve! 6201 1 Hyundai Motor America.
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Breakthrough Awards 2011 We celebrate the year's best and boldest inventions—from a robotic hum-
mingbird to a promisingnew paralysis treatment—and salute the innovators behind them, including cinema

mastermind and explorerJames Cameron. Plus: Ten revolutionary products available now. BY LOGAN WARD

Steal This Car (for the Price of a Loaded Camry) These days there's no need to drive a ho-hum
econobox. The used-car market is booming, and yesterday's expensive exotic sports car is today's stylish

bargain. PM rounds up the best options for your next high-speed purchase. BY SAM SMITH

PM Lab Test: Mac vs PC Tablets and smartphones have taken center stage, but the long-standing Mac-

versus-PC drama rages on. And with new tech and operating systems, both Mac and Windows computers

are more powerful than ever. PM puts them through their paces to find the true star. BY JOHN herrman

72 Hours With just three days to conceptualize, build and complete entries for Red Bull's first-ever

Creation challenge, teams from all over the country rolled, pedaled and cranked their best DIY contraptions

into action. PM senior editor Glenn Derene and a panel ofjudges picked the winner. BY MARY BETH GRIGGS

Launched atop a Falcon 9 rocket, the SpaceX Dragon capsule is designed to carry seven astronauts. SpaceX hopes to dock
Dragon with the International Space Station this month. Rocket and capsule illustration by Vladimir Shelest. Icons by Dogo.

PHOTOGRAPH BY DENNIS KLEIMAN
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DEPARTMENTS In Every Issue How to Reach Us U Letters 128 This Is My Job

Tech Watch

5 What Lies Beneath An eruption among
undersea volcanoes in the South Atlantic

could create new islands. Plus: Improving

the Chinook helicopter's defense system;

what NASA can learn from a spacecraft

that crashed on the moon 44 years ago.

New Cars

Upgrade

27 Buzz Killer A random-orbit sander that

won't vibrate your fingers into numbness.

Plus: Fall-leaf-cleanup tools and tips; a his-

tory of the hexhead; a ceramic knife blade

that cuts like a scalpel; 10 new gadgets

you need to know about this month.

Buick's BMW With an upgraded suspension, larger front brakes and a 270-hp turbo

engine, the 2012 Buick Regal GS feels more Bavarian than American—but in all the right

ways. Plus: The 2012 Porsche Cayman R makes a strong argument for "less is more."

1
Does your floor

creak like it

belongs in a

horror movie?
PM's squeaky-floor

fixers can silence

that problem.

Doors open or shut themselves. Lightsflicker randomly.
A toiletjlushes on its own. When things go bump in the
night, we reach for our toolbox andget to work.

"

—DIYHome, "The TelltaleHouse, "page 101

Column

50 Brand Anew With Halibrand wheels and Stromberg carburetors making a comeback,

Jay Leno celebrates the rebirth of classic American auto parts brands.

D Tech
91 Vintage Audio in the

Digital Age Dust off your old

receiver: Classic audio gear

finds new life today.

Digital Clinic Improve the

timing of your tech purchases.

Plus: Undoing accidental app

downloads; are your Twitter

followers real people?

Home
101 The Telltale House
Flickering lights? Random
toilet flushes? It could be that

your house is haunted. On the

other hand, the solution may
lie in your toolbox.

106 Homeowners Clinic Quick

bathroom upgrades, including

a new wall sink. Plus: How to

lower your heating bill this fall.

110 PM Saturday Our DIY leaf-

sack rack makes lawn cleanup

a snap—and lets you get back

to watching the ballgame.

Auto
113 How to Inspect a Used
Car Buying preowned wheels

can be a gamble; our 101-

point inspection checklist

shifts the odds in your favor.

118 Car Clinic Replacing a

faulty oxygen sensor. Plus:

Why your car smells like

rotten eggs; snuffing out a

stubborn Check Engine light;

how to diagnose a bad starter.

54 20 Bold Ideas SpaceX Dragon Used-Car Buying Secrets How to

Fix a Haunted House The 160-MPG Car-Built by High School Students

The PopMech App
Check out our

latest iPad edition.

Just open iTunes,

go to the store

and search for

"Popular Mechanics
Magazine."
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Looking for Cool New

Products & Services?

Check Out
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CREATEt
K RadioShack

WE ARE
WHAT
YOU
MAKE
Join us for the

Great Create,

a celebration

of amazing

creations and

the parts

that made

them possible.

Learn mora at

RadioShack.com/DIY
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WORLD'S GREATEST DRIVING ROADS PM auto

experts crossed continents to find the most

engaging drives our planet has to offer. Take a

spin in California's Big Sur, carve the twisters of

Japan's Mount Fuji or open up the throttle on

the lonely expanses of Argentina's Ruta 40.

popularmechanics.com/greatroads

HORSEPOWER FOR YOUR MONEY High gas

prices and a sputtering economy don't mean
you can't afford a few horses under the hood.

We break down the car market by price range

to show exactly what rides get you the most

zoom for the buck.

popularmechanics.com/horsepower

HOT HATCHBACKS Three- and five-door hot

hatchbacks—great driver's cars disguised by

a cloak of practicality—are on the rise in the

United States. We can't wait to get behind the

wheels of these five.

popularmechanics.com/hatchbacks

For extra photos and video from our editors,

follow Popular Mechanics on Twitter at

&PopMech and on Facebook at
facebook.com/popularmechanics.

GREAT PRODUCTS AND
IMOTIONALOI
ADVERTISER'



NOT EVERY/Wend!
is on FACEBOOK.

'Dependability based oil longevity: l98l-Juty 2010 lull-size pickup lejistrations.

Chevy Silverado Half-Ton. The most dependable, longest-lasting full-size pickups on the

road.* Because man's best friend deserves man's best truck. THERE'S LIFE TO BE DONE.
Chevy Runs Deep
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Jeff Han has been helping define the

capabilities of multitouch technology

since before the release of the Apple

iPhone. He won a 2007 Breakthrough

Award for his supersize screen, which

measured 103 inches. This August, the

founder of Perceptive Pixel released a

thinner, 82-inch version. —ALLIEHAAKE

PM: Your screens are already used
by companies, including CNN. Why
redesign a successfulproduct?

JH: The technology served us well; the

problem was that the screen required a

projector behind it a few feet deep. It

was pretty big and bulky.

PM: Yournew screen is larger than

others ofits kind on the market.

What's the primary technical

challenge to going bigger?

JH: At this size, electromagnetic noise

interferes with the touch sensor. We've

developed algorithms that extract

signal from noise, much like how
radar works. The hardware part of radar

makes the radio wave and receives it,

but the magic is, once you receive the

signal, how do you interpret it?

PM: With iPhones everywhere, what
place does a large-size multitouch

screen have in the marketplace?

JH: Large displays allow you to collabo-

rate, the same way a notebook lets you

take notes for yourself and a white-

board lets people work together. This

company isn't about multitouch—it's

about multiuser.

For more, visit popularmechanics.com/

jerThaninterview.
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Toll free at 1 800 284 9487 outside of USA 1 213 741 0808 1225 South Grand Ave. Los Angeles, CA. 90015.
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Getyour Send a hi-res photo ofyourself
rith the latest issue (plus your
ame, city and state, and a short
Dte about why you love PM) to

popuIarmechanics@hearst.com.
See some of our favorites at popular
mechanics.com/readerphotos.

Pilot Joe Matthews of Grand Rapids, Mich., always keeps his eye on the sky and his instruments—

unless his autopilot, George, is flying. Recently, Matthews checked out PM on his iPad as he

climbed to 10,000 feet above Lake Michigan in his Cirrus SR22 Turbo. "I read every issue," he says.

How Many CFLs Does It Take . .

.

I enjoyed "The Light Bulb Wars," your

September article explaining how new
efficiency regulations banning incandes-

cent bulbs will affect us. In winter, I use

a tiny 7-watt incandescent light to con-

firm that the electricity is on in my sum-
mer home. It works in all temperatures.

What am I going to do when this incan-

descent is no longer available? Also, as

long as it requires a special trip to recy-

cle a CFL bulb, most will be trashed. Just

the way the world works.

FREDERICK S. HOLMES JR. ANNANDALE, VA

I read your article about the light-bulb

ban with great interest. I was an early

supporter ofCFL bulbs, seeing cost- and

energy-saving potential. The truth is,

there are issues with them. They have

outrageous bulb-life claims and, frankly,

the dimming ones don't work. Period.

JAY O'BRIEN VISTA, CA

editor'snote: While the new regulations

prohibit the sale ofmany incandescent

bulbs, most specialty lamps—including

your 7-watt night light—are exemptfrom

the rules. You have a goodpoint on the dis-

posal issue—many people aren't even

aware ofnearby disposal centers, and mak-

inga special trip may be too much effortfor

others. Sorry to say, dimmable CFLs don't

work withfixtures madefor incandescents.
And newfixtures can be pricey.

JOHN HERRMAN ASSISTANT EDITOR, POPULAR

MECHANICS

Ultimate Flying Tech: The Pilot

As the flying pilot on the A320 flight that

experienced a near-total electrical failure

after takeoff from Newark Liberty Inter-

national Airport in 2008, 1 feel compelled

to respond to "Flight Risks" (August),

your article about the wreckage of Air

France Flight 447 and the general safety

of automated cockpits. Yes, the A320 I

was piloting essentially had a complete

electrical failure, but it did not result in

any kind of mishap. In fact, I found it

completely natural to transfer over to the standby instruments. When those failed, the

captain and I completed an uneventful landing with no instrumentation whatsoever.

Yes, technology integrated into flight systems increases situational awareness and
relieves pilot workload. But all professional pilots I know recognize it as but a tool to

assist, not the means bywhich a flight is conducted. Just ask Sully. History may one day

judge the pilots ofAF 447 as guilty of not saving the airplane, but, for now, let's give them

the benefit ofthe doubt. We may truly find that the aircraftwas not reasonably recover-

!>

Hello, PM readers on
Facebook and Twitter—and
thank you for responding to
our stories. Here are some
recent comments.

This is absolutely amazing!

I can't wait for stylus features

to be added. The drafting and

design possibilities are endless!

RYAN GUILLORY, VIA FACEBOOK

("HowJeffHan Created the

World-Record 82-Inch

Multitouch LCD,"popular

mechanics.com)

©PopMech was right. The new
Jeep Wrangler will be great.

But it needs a diesel. Please

offer one! You won't be sorry!

@SEANENGARD, VIA TWITTER

('2012 Jeep Wrangler Test

Drive, "popularmechanics.com)

In response to "Five Ways
Apple Might Become a Better

Company Without Steve
Jobs," on the PM site:

Maybe they'll get along with

Adobe too? We iPhone users

could use Flash support!

DAN GRAVEEN, VIA FACEBOOK

Apple changing strategy is like

Coke coming out with a new
Coke. Idiotic!

ERIK HUYGHE, VIA FACEBOOK

WRITE TO US Send email to popularmechanics@hearst.com and posted mail to 300 W. 57th Street, New York, NY 10019. Please

include your full name, address and phone number (even if you correspond by email). All letters may be published and are subject to

editing for length, style and format. SUBSCRIBE Go to subscribe.popularmechanics.com.



able. Love your magazine and have

been subscribing for many years.

Always read everyword you write.

DOUG COCHRAN BROOMFIELD, CO

Fracking Facts
As a Halliburton employee on the

Marcellus Formation, I'd like to

thankyou foryour particularly accu-

rate and balanced article exploring

common claims about the natural-

gas-collection process known as

fracking ("Drilling Down," Septem-

ber). While I'm not in the fracking

division, I work closely with it. It's

not a process that most people

understand or can easily imagine,

and it seems like all the news
reports focus on the bad stories.

Fracking' s not perfect, and some-

times things go wrong (like the

Chesapeake spill), but as much as

I'm a fan of solar, wind and geother-

mal, our infrastructure and society

just aren't ready to drop hydrocar-

bons cold turkey. So, we must do
the best we can. Thanks for show-

ing both sides of the story.

A. JORDAN INDIANA, PA

Area 51 Atomic Bomb Tests
Nicely done on your story question-

ing the validity of a new book on
Area 51 's true history ("What Really

Happened in Area 51," September).

The book's author said atomic

bomb tests in Nevada during the

1950s were kept hidden from the

public by the government. I was a

boy in the Mojave Desert during

that time, and the existence of

these tests was far from secret.

They were written about in the area

newspapers, and my parents used

to wake me up well before dawn to

stand on the porch and watch the

flash ofthe nuclear detonation, 100

miles east. As your article points

out, there are even more problems

with the author's other extraordi-

nary claims. Seems there was a sig-

nificant lack of in-depth research

and intellectual reasoning that

went into the writing of this book.

J.L. MATTHEWS DENTON, TX

correction: In September's "How
YourHouse Works: Backyard Board-

walk, " thefastener identified as a

%-inch galvanized lag bolt should

have been labeled as a carriage, or

ledger, bolt.

FIVE STAR

SEE MORE WRA
FACEB00K.COM/

NOTHING BEATS WRANGLER
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Starting at $179

World's Most Versatile

HD Camera
Wear it. Mount it. Love it.

1080p/960p/720pHD Video

Professional Quality Sound

30 and 60 FPS Recording

5MP Auto Photo Mode

Lithium-Ion Rechargeable

32GB SD Compatible

Waterproof 1807 60m

gopro.com
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NEWS TRENDS BREAKTHROUGHS

TechWatch
PROTECTOR SHOAL:
SIX VOLCANOES,
ONE RECENTLY
ERUPTED

3000 FT

SEA
LEVEL

NEWLY
DISCOVERED
VOLCANOES

BRAIN BRAKING
"» When a driver

slams on the

brakes, there's

a lag between
the decision to

stop and the

foot's reaction.

Neuroscientists at

the Berlin Institute

of Technology are

trying to reduce

that delay. With
electrodes

attached to their

scalp and legs to

measure synaptic

and muscular

triggers, drivers

in a simulator

FUNCTIONAL
TATTOOS
• Researchers at

Northeastern

University in

Boston have

developed an

injectable "tattoo"

that monitors the

body. The invisible

mark contains

sensors that glow

when a certain

molecule is

detected; a filter

on a cellphone

camera enables

users to see the

mark. Early

applications could

include noninva-

sive blood-sugar

monitoring for

diabetics.

ROBOTIC BAKER• The quest

for a kinder, gentler robot took a

step forward when MIT's

BakeBot successfully made a

giant chocolate cookie from

scratch. What sounds like a

simple task for humans actually

requires sophisticated

hierarchical planning by the

robot's designers, and

impressive dexterity to

assemble the ingredients, cream

the butter and sugar, and shape

the dough. Using a PR2 robot

from California-based Willow

Garage, researchers pro-

grammed BakeBot to use laser

and stereo cameras to locate

and identify the ingredients.

-ALEXHUTCHINSON

POPULARMECHANICS.COM | NOVEMBER 2011 15



TECH WATCH

Lunar Lost and Found
AN ORBITER LOCATES THE SUSPECTED RESTING
PLACE OF A PROBE THAT CRASHED ON THE MOON
44 YEARS AGO. BY LESTER BLACK

ASA's Lunar Reconnaissance OrbiterCamera (LROC) is taking the highest-resolution

images of the moon's surface from space, scouting locations for future astronaut or robot

landings. But LROC may also have discovered the resting place of LunarOrbiter2
/ a NASA

spacecraft that disappeared on the far side of the moon in 1967. Orbiter2wasin an

intentional death dive, but NASA never knew the site of its impact. The debris from an

impact angle of45 degrees or more spreads out like butterfly wings, says LROC science

operations center manager Ernest Bowman-Cisneros. While losing equipment is

unavoidable, examining its crash sites is useful. "They are great laboratories for studying

small impacts on the moon," Mark Robinson, LROC's principal investigator, says.

Country: U.S.

Launch: Jan. 31, 1971
Crash: Feb. 4, 1971

INTENTIONAL

The upper stage of Apollo

14's Saturn IVB rocket

creates a 115-foot-wide

crater and causes a

moonquake that reveals

seismic details about the

lunar interior.

X SURVEYOR 2
Country: U.S.

Launch: Sept. 20, 1966
Crash: Sept. 22, 1966

UNINTENTIONAL

The soft touchdown is

supposed to aid the Apollo

program, but the

spacecraft crashes when
one of three thrusters fails

to ignite.

Country: U.S.S.R.

Launch: July 13, 1969
Crash: July 21, 1969

UNINTENTIONAL
The main retrorocket of

this lander, used in the

Soviets' second attempt

to bring moon rocks back

to Earth, fails to fire.

CHANGE 1

Country: China

Launch: Oct. 24, 2007
Crash: March 1, 2009

INTENTIONAL

The first Chinese robotic

lunar mission transmits

175 gigabytes of

information before it

plummets to the surface.
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The 35-year overnight sensation. Back in 1976, we really didn't know how big

the Honda Accord would become. We iu< ;t thinking into it. Drivers

loved how fun and smart it was. It was fuel-efficient and low-hassle. It was refreshingly

different. And every year since, we've made it better. From lessons learned making race

cars, motorcycles, and even jet planes, the Accord is the sum of our best and lates

And for two years running, J.D. Power and Associates has named the Honda Accord

"Highest Ranked Midsize Car in Initial Quality. 1
"

it's still the one.

i IH **

aCCOrd.honda.COm 1-8 00- 33- Honda t Honda Accord received the lowest number of problems per 100 vehicles among midsize cars in the proprietary J.D. Power and

Associates 2011 Initial Quality Study.
v
Study based on responses from 73,790 new vehicle owners, measuring 234 models and measures opinions after 90 days of ownership.

Proprietary study results are based on experiences and perceptions of owners surveyed in February- May 2011. Your experiences may vary. Visit jdpower.com. *23 city/34 hwy/27

combined 2012 EPA mileage estimates for Accord 4-cyhnder Sedan models. Use for comparison purposes only. Actual mileage will vary ©2011 American Honda Motor Co.. Inc.



TECH WATCH ENERGY
HARVESTING

MODERN WARFARE

Flight Risk
CHINOOK HELICOPTERS ARE KEY TO THE U.S. EFFORT IN AFGHANISTAN.
AFTER A TRAGIC INCIDENT THIS SUMMER, THE ARMY HOPES TO MAKE
THEM LESS VULNERABLE. BY SHARON WEINBERGER

THE ARMY RECENTLY ADDED
AN EOMS TO THE AIRCRAFT'S
BELLY TO DETECT SHOTS
FROM DIRECTLY BELOW.

he nation was horrified when Taliban forces used an unguided

rocket-propelled grenade (RPG) to shoot down a CH-47 Chinook in

August, killing 38 people. The attack highlighted a defensive flaw

in U.S. Army helicopters: While they're capable of warding off

sophisticated weapons, such as guided missiles, the helos are still

susceptible to low-tech attacks from RPGs or small-arms fire.

GUIDED WEAPONS

Chinooks in Afghanistan have

the Common Missile Warning

System, which detects radar-

or infrared-guided missiles

and spoofs them with chaff

(bits of fluttering metal) and

flares. The Army plans to finish

installing an improved

system—the Advanced Threat

Infrared Countermeasures

Quick Reaction Capability—on

all the helicopters deployed in

combat areas by the end of

this year. The new hardware

employs a laser

to jam infrared-guided

targeting systems.

UNGUIDED WEAPONS

Hostile Fire Quick Reaction

Capability alerts pilots to an

incoming warhead so they can

maneuver out of its way; the

system is due for installation

on Army helicopters later this

year. But the more advanced

Hostile Fire Detection

System—which tells pilots the

direction of inbound, unguided

rockets by quadrant and clock

position—is facing delays. The

Pentagon postponed a June

meeting to consider buying

the system, saying the Army

and industry did not have

enough information.

Ball of
Power
-> The sOccket

soccer ball, which
generates electric-

ity with each kick,

is going global.

Co-developed by

four Harvard

graduates, about

10,000 units of

the 2010 PM
Breakthrough

Award-winning
invention will be

distributed to

electricity-poor

communities
worldwide by the

end of 2011, and a

limited number
will be for sale on
s0ccket.com.

The production

version delivers

10 times as much
juice as the origi-

nal did by replac-

ing a built-in,

bidirectional

shake-to-charge

device with gyro-

scopic technology.

"Instead of just

capturing energy

from one dimen-

sion of motion,

it's capturing

energy from all

possible dimen-

sions," co-

developer Julia

Silverman says.

"The prototype

could power an
LED lamp; the new
ball can handle

multiple LEDs and
a water purifier."

-ALLIEHAAKE



Atacama Day Date No. 1 824: 42mm, gunmetal PVD plated stainless steel case with screw case back

and screw-down crown, antireflective sapphire crystal, water resistant to 200 meters, gunmetal PVD

plated solid link steel bracelet with security clasp, and Luminox self-powered illumination. Swiss Made.

Preferred timepiece of outdoor enthusiasts. Luminox.com
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OFFERING SUPERIORW

1&1 DUAL HOSTING |

Best value for your

business! We are dedicated to

security, innovation and value when
it comes to your website.

/ Dual Security:
Your website is simultaneously hosted

in 2 locations in our geo-redundant

data centers!

/ High speed

Global Network:
210 GBit/s Connectivity

/ Environmentally

Responsible:
100% Renewable Energy

/ Solid Technical

Foundation:
1,000 In-house Developers
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URITY WITH 1&1 DUAL HOSTING!
HURRY! OFFER ENDS 10/31/2011 HURRY! OFFER ENDS 10/31/2011— HURRY! OFFER ENDS 10/31/2011

NOW
6 MONTHS

FREE!'

Package 1&1 BUSINESS

GoDaddy

ULTIMATE

(«j Network
Solutions

UNLIMITED

Domains 1 i

Webspace unlimited unlimited unlimited

Traffic unlimited unlimited unlimited

1-Click Applications unlimited unlimited -

E-mail unlimited 1,000 unlimited

MySQL unlimited unlimited unlimited

FTP Accounts unlimited 50 unlimited

Dedicated IP Address / /
Superior Security through

1&1 Dual Hosting / -
-

1

Programming Language

Support

PHP5, PERL, Python.

Ruby, Zend

PHP5, PERL, Python,

Ruby on Rails

PHP5. Python, Ruby

on Rails, Zend

SSL Certificate 1 (forever) 1 (just initial term) 5139.00 (per year)

Sel-up Fee $9.99 - -

Monthly Cost £fcsg
6 MONTHS FREE*

$11.99 $29.13

Annual Cost $69.93 $143.88 $488.50 |

1&1 UNLIMITED
Package just

$6.99 per

month

Visit our website for

more special offers.

' Offer valid through 10/31/2011. 12 month m nimum contract term required. Other terms and conditions may apply. Visit www.landl.com for full pi

and pricing specifications and availability su jject lo change without notice. I&1 and the i&1 logo are uademaiks of 1S1 Internet AG all othci tia<

lespeclive owners. €> 2011 181 Internet AG. All lights reserved.



Putting a Name to the Face
WILL HARNESSING IDENTITY-RECOGNITION SOFTWARE TO SEARCH
ENGINES FURTHER ERODE PRIVACY? BY MARY BETH GRIGGS

A recent study led by
Carnegie Mellon University

(CMU) associate professor

of information technology

Alessandro Acquisti used
facial-recognition software

(FRS) to link student

volunteers to their Facebook

profiles—within 3 seconds.

The experiment demon-
strated the remarkable—and
some would say, alarming-
possibilities presented by
the confluence of improved

FRS, ever-faster Internet

connections and the rise of

cloud computing.

Acquisti's team amassed
information from Facebook
profiles to build a database

that included CMU students'

hometowns, images and
names. When researchers

snapped a digital photo, the

FRS scoured the database to

identify the person.

The technology would
seem to have many potential

applications, especially since

FRS is already widely used in

law enforcement and, for

instance, by the U.S.

Department of State, which
has a database of more than

75 million images for visa

processing. For his part,

Acquisti envisions consumer

uses. "You can imagine a

not-so-distant future where
these services are provided

by search engines," he says.

Speaking of search

engines, Google acquired

PittPatt, the FRS that

Acquisti used in the study,

at about the same time he
presented his findings.

Google also has bought at

least two other companies
that developed FRS
software.

Google's actions, along

with Facebook's recent

adoption of a policy to make
all main profile pictures and
names public—and thus

searchable—have raised

concern among privacy

advocates. "People are

losing control of their own
information," says Ginger

McCall of the Washington,
D.C.-based Electronic

Privacy Information Center.

\
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PAST LIVES

Sir Sweats-A-Lot
Soldiering is hard work. But

fighting in armor that's heavier

than a large bag of Sakrete? That's

medieval. A recent study in

England put reenactors of 15th-

century battles on a treadmill and
found that a fully suited subject

expended twice the energy of an
unarmored man-at-arms. Today's

body armor uses lightweight bal-

listic ceramic plates to guard the

torso, but a soldier's legs bear no
armor, increasing mobility and
stamina. Knights weren't so lucky:

They wore as much as 18 pounds
of metal on their legs. -m.b.g.

British

knight's armor

77 pounds

U.S. Air Force

flak jacket

25 pounds

U.S. Army Improved

Outer Tactical Vest

33 pounds

U.S. Special Forces

Modular Body Armor Vest

16 pounds

22 NOVEMBER 2011 I POPULARMECHANICS.COM ILLUSTRATION BY JESSE LENZ



HURRY! OFFER ENDS 10/31/2011 - HURRY! OFFER ENDS 10/31/2011 - HURRY! OFFER ENDS 10/31/2011

BEST

VALUE! GoDaddy®
Network
Solutions

.com _
ICANN Fee \
Private Domain
Registration

$%?&
Included

Annual Cost

FREE!

$0.99*
first year, then $9.99

$11.99

$0.18

$9.99

$22.16

$34.99

Included

$9.99

$44.98

united
internet!

YOUR PRIVACY IS IMPORTANT.

Mm Vk ^V^V I I ( HHm
That's why at 1&1, all domains come with FREE

Private Domain Registration to protect your

ame, address, phone number and e-mail from
pammers and identity thieves.

1-877-GO-1AND1 www.1and1.com

1-855-CA-1AND1 www.1and1.ca

' $ 0.99 special offer is valid through 10/31/2011. Price is valid for the first year only. After first year, standard pricing applies. Private domain registration is not available for .us,

and .ca domains. Visit www.1and1.com for full promotional offer details. Program and pricing specifications and availability subject to change without notice. 1&1 and the 1&1

are trademarks of 1&1 Internet AG, all other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. © 2011 1&1 Internet AG. All rights reserved.



Don't stress

mess.
Introducing

GREAT STUFF™
Work Wipes

Wipe away uncured

GREAT STUFF,>aint,

caulk, adhesives

and more. Keep tough

tools, hard surfaces

and strong hands clean.

dowgreatstuff.com

To see video of

GREAT STUFF™ Work Wipes
at work, just snap this tag.

TECH CULTURE

HOLLYWOOD FACT VS FICTION

Rock 'Em, Sock 'Em
Hugh Jackman wonders if future

robots will be able to box the way
they do in his current movie.

When Popular Mechanics visited the set

of Real Steel—which takes place in a

not-too-distant future where robots face

off in the boxing ring—leading man Hugh

Jackman asked us, "Will robots really be

this advanced in 10 years?" We had a

partial answer: The him, out Oct. 7,

touches on current and developing robot

technologies, but bot boxing would

require major advances. Still, Jackman's

curiosity prompted us to dig deeper.

Real Steel's bots fight with human

motor skills and even adapt to their

opponents' moves. According to Drew

Bagnell, an associate professor at

Carnegie Mellon University's Robotics

Institute, researchers are currently

studying robotic balance and fluid

movement. The University of Michigan's

biped robot MABEL, for example, can

run 6.8 mph and keep its balance while

reacting to its environment.

In Real Steel, bot boxer Atom learns

to spar by mimicking Jackman's

movements. Something similar is

occurring in real life. "We

got the best performance

out of DARPA's Crusher

robot when a human

showed it how to drive,"

Bagnell says. "It learned

to associate sensor

readings with things

people avoid and things they drive over;

that made it able to drive in places it

had never visited before. What happens

in Real Steel is [easier], because the

robot is mimicking simple trajectories."

Another bot, Zeus, studies the fight

styles of its foes and figures out how to

defeat them, giving Zeus the advantage.

What Real Steel gets wrong, Bagnell

says, is the remote control. Operators

in the film use fight decks to pilot the

robots, but most state-of-the-art bots

are autonomous. "People give them a

task, and they figure out how to do it,"

he says. "For a boxing robot, you'd need

some level of autonomy— a person

couldn't control everyjoint at once."

Though sparring robots may seem

far-fetched now, "10 years is a long

time," Bagnell says. "Nothing in the film

seems wildly unreasonable."

So, there's your answer, Hugh. (You

don't mind ifwe call you Hugh, do you?)

We're glad you asked.

— ERIN MCCARTHY



WHETHER YOUR WINDOWS LOOK OUT ON BIG SKIES OR
BEAUTIFUL MERMAIDS, GREAT STUFF™WILL SEAL THEM TIGHT.

res, mermaids. Just go with us on this one.

We came to Great Falls with a truckload of GREAT STUFF™ Insulating Foam Sealant and

a dream to keep what's out out and what's in in. That dream comes true with GREAT STUFF
Window & Door. It cures flexible and creates a durable, airtight, water-resistant bond.

And since we don't want to bow any frames, its formula is low pressure. Just like the kind

folks of Great Falls. And their kind mermaids, who swim behind the bar at the local lounge.

You'll just have to visit our website to see for yourself.

See us in Great Falls at dowgreatstuff.com/GreatFalls
'**" Trademark of The Dow Chemical Company ("Dow") or an affiliated company of Dow.

Consult th* Label and Material Safety Data Sheet carefully before we.

GREffSiiFF

GREATFALLS
M °"r*»« Al
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Upgrade!
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Buzz
Killer
Vibrating tools can cause

tingling and numbness in the

fingertips after extended use.

Bosch's newR0S65VC
random-orbit sander ($229)
offers relief from this

white-knuckle suffering. Eight

vibration-damping foam pads

isolate the sanding disc from the

handle, so the only connection

between the business end and

the trigger, besides the foam, is

the electrical wiring. Multiple

grip configurations allow the

user to switch hand positions to

minimize fatigue, and the

protruding front handle can be

removed to place the tool flush

against an interior corner. To

solve yet another typical sander

shortcoming, Bosch designed

the machine to accept either 5-

or 6-inch-diameter sanding

sheets. You'll have to find your

own way to perfectly line up the

paper and the pad's little holes.

Funny thing, but that task turns

out to be much easier when you

can actually feel your fingertips.

— HARRYSAWYERS

HEEEH

DETACHABLE
HANDLE

DUST CANISTER
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UPGRADE

UNBRAKO; ALLEN (united states)

Invented in 1911 by Standard Pressed

Steel (SPS) of Philadelphia and sold as

an Unbrako key, the first hex key was in

such demand duringWWII that SPS

rival Allen Manufacturing began

making its eponymous wrench in 1943.

"

INBUS (Germany)

Patented in 1936

in Germany by

Innensechs-

kantschraube

Bauer und

Schaurte, the

European hex

key is abbrevi-

ated as Inbus.

BRUGOLA^
Egidio Brugola

imported the

hexhead screw

and key to the

northern town of

Lissonein 1926,

and mechanics

across Lombardy

still reach for a

chiave a brugola

to fix a busted

Fiat.

RAZOR
BUMPS
<- The tiny

ridges on the

cutting edge
of Kyocera's

Micro-

Serrated

Knife ($62)

are 0.95 mm
apart, making
the ceramic

blade a

super-precise

slicer. We
shaved

tomatoes into

translucent

discs and

carved a

whole-grain

loaf into

playing-card-^

thin toast.

Heavenly Hex
he recessed hexhead fastener went from engines and bicycles to toys
and Ikea furniture, rising to the hardware mainstream on a wave of
popularity not seen since the Phillips. Now ready to turn the ubiquitous

bolts: DeWalt's folding locking hex keyset ($12) . Its stamped alumi-

num rod holds eight six-sided bars in rigid, slop-free settings. Considering
that the typical hex key is an L-shaped sliver of palm-gouging metal, this

tool adds a big improvement over the standard—a handle.

RIDING
SHOTGUN
b To navigate the virtual

apocalypse of id Software's

Rage ($60), PS3,PCand
Xbox players race through a

wasteland to earn vehicle

upgrades. Spiked wheels,

bayonets, armor, roof-

mounted rocket launchers

and Gatling guns (along with

prosaic suspension, engine

and tire work) create the

fierce Cuprino road warrior.
PRETTY STICKY
Rob Jordan doesn't mince

words when speaking of his

firm's Platypus Designer

Duct Tape ($8) : "I love duct

tape," he says. Jordan turned

his passion into a dozen

styles, such as denim,

diamond plate, polka dots

and houndstooth. Clients use

rolls to dress up guitar picks,

beer cozies, ties and wallets.
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SEE WHAT

CAN DO

PHILIPS

FOR YOUR



Advertisement

EMBRACE A HIGH-TECH, LOW-ENERGY
FUTURE BY UPGRADING TO THE NEW

PHILIPS AmbientLED
12.5 WATT LIGHT BULB

PERFECT
FOR YOUR
LIGHT STYLE
You're always looking for the

smartest, latest UPGRADES
for your home. But some of

the biggest innovations come
in the smallest packages. Like

the NEW Philips AmbientLED

12.5 Watt bulb—a simple

switch that can lower your

energy bill and change the way

you think about the future.

SNAP TO SAVE
Take and send a picture of this JAGTAG to

get exclusive upgrade strategies from Popular

Mechanics AND access to a $10.00 mail-in rebate

offer on any $30.00 purchase of Philips LED

products.** Verizon and AT&T customers text the

picture to 524824. All other networks, text or

email the picture to

Or scan it with a QR code app.***

ILLUMINATING REASONS
TO SWITCH TO
PHILIPS AmbientLED
USES LESS ENERGY: At only 12.5

watts, the Philips AmbientLED bulb

uses 47.5 fewer watts than a 60 watt bulb.

MERCURY-FREE: Safer for the planet

and its inhabitants.

VERSATILE: Dimmable, instant-on, quiet.

•••• ••

Ml •
• •••*

• • •

H • «*• •

V A a o g 7 JAGTAG-^

^

A BRIGHT IDEA
Save $130 in energy costs with the

NEW Philips AmbientLED 12.5 Watt

lib. Philips AmbientLED costs $34.40

to run for 25,000 hours instead of $1 65

for a standard incandescent bulb.* That

means you'll save money AND energy.

Plus, its soft white light is dimmable and

doesn't hum. For more information, visit

www.philips.com/beautifullight.

PHILIPS
sense and simplicity

"At 110 per kWh, this 12.5 watt, 800 lumen LED bulb uses $34.40 of electricity over its 25,000-hour life. This is a $130.00 savings when compared to the $165 required to run a 60 watt, 860 lumen, A19
incandescent bulb over the same period. Actual savings will vary depending on cost per kWh. "Manufacturer cash rebate by mail. Mail in original receipt, proofs of purchase and completed rebate form to

address found at ledlightover.com. Limit one (1) rebate request per household. Rebate form must accompany your request and may not be reproduced. Not to be combined with any other Philips offer. Void

where prohibited, licensed or otherwise restricted. Offer good only on purchases of Philips LED light bulbs made at The Home Depot between September 1 , 201 1 and December 31 ,2011. Rebate request must
be received by January 31 , 201 2, and include all required proof-of-purchase materials. Allow 6-8 weeks for delivery of rebate check. Lost, stolen, damaged, or expired rebate checks/items will not be replaced.

"""Messaging and data rates may apply. For terms and conditions, visit www.jagtag.com/t&c.
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Foliage Fighters:

How to Beat the Leaves
-» Whether you bag 'em or burn 'em, you have to get scattered debris into

an orderly heap. Here's the latest in leaf management, byharrysawyers
'

**

SUPER TARP
'** It takes only six or seven rounds of filling

up the 8 x 8-foot LeafLugger ($50) for

Steven Costello, this tarp's designer, to clear

out his 1-acre lot in Pennsylvania. The
nylon-mesh sides cinch up via an internal

rope to haul up to 100 pounds. "That would
be a load of very wet leaves," Costello says.

SPRUCE SPORKS
"-> After cutting flat edges into

a pair of garbage can lids, the

late Matthew Check was well

on the way to inventing his

LeafScoops ($7a pair). The
eureka moment came when he

carved teeth in the flat faces.

"Then they could even pick up

small objects, like acorns,"

distributor Bill Keller says.

THE JOY OF
RAKING

Designed by a

6-foot-7 man who has

modified just about

everything to fit his

height, the Snake Rake
($40) uses offset

handles to save a raker's

back. A clip pivots the

grips from a right-

handed to a southpaw
stroke, and pins adjust

the length. The designer,

Weston Hinden, gives

away his light aluminum

tools to any neighbors

he finds raking. "He just
has a knack for making
things better," Hinden's

wife, Lori, says.

MOVE IT OR MULCH IT
;

—

> Worx product manager Joe Ferris admits the

TriVac WG500 ($80) isn't a category-leading

blower, leaf vacuum or mulcher—but it effectively

combines all three. A switch flips the tool from

blower to vac mode, and the same impeller that

moves the air chews up the leaves. An optional

hose sends mulch straight to a trash can.
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Follow advice from
Virginia Tech turf

specialist Mike
Goatley to make the
most of deciduous

detritus.

Don't Ignore 'Em
A thick layer of leaves

blocks sunlight from

grass, trapping

moisture in the turf

canopy and increasing

the potential for

disease. You have to

get rid of them. Sorry.

Manage the Mulch
Mulching leaves directly

into grass saves time

and adds nourishing

carbon to the soil. Clear

the lawn of sticks,

which damage a

mulching mower, and
work in dry weather.

"Mulching moist leaves

minimizes dust, but wet
leaves clump," Goatley

says. "The mower can't

chop them into small

pieces that easily

decompose." Wear a

dust mask, clean the air

filter and make multiple

passes with the mower.

Separate the Straw
Pine needles are slow

to degrade and also

raise soil acidity. Use
dried straw as bedding

beneath shrubs—but
keep it off the grass.

Bag the Easy Way
If your town requires

leaves to be bagged,

lighten the workload

with PM's leaf-sack rack

(see plans, page 110).
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UPGRADE

The Tech-O-Meter
-> New gadgets hit the market at such a fast pace that they can become a blur.

Here we present 10 items worth focusing on, for better or worse, byjohnherrman

BIONIC
*"

Motorola's latest Is

the fastest phone (for

now). Its 15-Mbps
connection on LTE 4G
downloads at 10 times

the speed of 3G.

($300, est.)

SONY TABLET S Android tablets are dying

of sameness. Sony's solution: a classy

asymmetric body, built-in universal if"
remote and Chumby widgets. ($500)

2 O

1^^ ,^, b
INSIGNIA tag

INSIGNIA
TIVO TV Most
smart TVs have

hideous, clunky

interfaces. This set's

software, designed by TiVo,

doesn't include a DVR, but

its clear search and apps

are breaths of fresh

air. ($500)

->

*******

WACOM
BAMBOO ^----.

CAPTURE A $100
pressure-sensitive drawing

tablet from the company that

makes some of the best digital

art tools. The killer feature: It

also works as a multitouch

trackpad. Pinch, twist and
flick to your fingers'

content.

($100)

-—

>

O 5

REDBOX GAMES The supermarket

movie-rental-kiosk company that helped

kill Blockbuster is rolling out game
rentals to almost all of its boxes. Watch
your back, GameSpot. ($2)

TOSHIBA QOSMIO F750
A 3D laptop that doesn't \c

require glasses. Seeing

2D and 3D videos running

side by side on the same
screen is awesome. Not so

awesome: lack of support

for 3D games and a pesky

price. ($1900)

HP PRE3 This phone, the first truly major update

to the Palm Pre, was supposed to be the savior of

the handset division HP acquired from Palm. Then
HP abruptly shuttered its phone and tablet

programs. The doomed Pre3 may be the last

webOS phone ever. RIP, sweet Pre. (not for sale)

k'

fl

6

ADOBE EDGE Tired of slow, buggy,

crash-prone Flash plug-ins? Gosh, so

are we. With Edge, a tool for making
content in HTML5, Adobe has finally

accepted the grim fate of Flash, (free)

>

jO 8
X

<a
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GRIFFIN
STOMPBOX

With the iShred app,

an iPadoriPhone

becomes a wildly capable

multieffect guitar

processor. Griffin's pedal

brings that power to

the stage.

($99)

9 Ok

10

"^ BEDPHONES
These comfy,

flat, pillow-safe

earbuds are a small

invention, sure, but

also a wonderful

one. ($30)
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PopMech
iPad App
Each month, the Popular Mechanics team takes

every word and picture of the print issue,

optimizes it for the iPad and adds interactive

functionality to enhance the individual stories.

The result? PopMech: a must-download app!

This month, you'll enjoy the 2011 Breakthrough

Awards, which reveal the year's top innovations

in science, technology and engineering, as well

as a comprehensive guide to inspecting a

used car and a head-to-head comparison of

the Mac and the PC. Available on the

App Store
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Do you have an irregular heartbeat called atrial fibrillation

not caused by a heart valve problem?

And do you take warfarin, or Coumadin®, to reduce your stroke risk?

^ ->

Dr. Dennis Finkielstein

Cardiologist

New YrVk, NY
K

Doctor Compensated

If you need help paying for your medication G\RES can help,
FOUNDATION

and for more information about PRADAXA call 1-877-PRADAXA or visit pradaxa.com. \j||ii/ ingelheim



Here's why you should ask your doctor about PRADAXA.

In a clinical trial, PRADAXA 150 mg reduced stroke risk 35% more than warfarin.

Risk reduction was greatest when compared to patients on warfarin

whose blood tests showed lower levels of control.

Unlike warfarin, no regular blood tests.

PRADAXA is a prescription blood-thinning medicine

used to reduce the risk of stroke and blood clots

in people with atrial fibrillation not caused by a

heart valve problem. With atrial fibrillation, part of

the heart does not beat the way it should. This can

cause blood clots to form, increasing your risk

of a stroke. PRADAXA lowers the chance of

blood clots forming in your body.

IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION
ABOUT PRADAXA
PRADAXA can cause bleeding which can be serious

and sometimes lead to death. Don't take PRADAXA
if you currently have abnormal bleeding or if you

have ever had an allergic reaction to it. Your risk

of bleeding with PRADAXA may be higher

if you: are 75 years old or older, have kidney

problems, have stomach or intestine bleeding that is

recent or keeps coming back or you have a stomach

ulcer, take other medicines that increase your risk of

bleeding, like aspirin products, non-steroidal anti-

inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) and blood thinners.

Call your doctor or seek immediate medical

care if you have any of the following signs

or symptoms of bleeding: any unexpected,

severe, or uncontrollable bleeding; or bleeding that

lasts a long time, unusual or unexpected bruising,

coughing up or vomiting blood; or vomit that

looks like coffee grounds, pink or brown urine;

red or black stools (looks like tar), unexpected

pain, swelling, or joint pain, headaches and

feeling dizzy or weak.

It is important to tell your doctor about all

medicines/ vitamins and supplements you
take. Some of your other medicines may
affect the way PRADAXA works.

Take PRADAXA exactly as prescribed

by your doctor. Don't stop taking
PRADAXA without talking to your doctor

as your risk of stroke may increase.

Tell your doctor if you are planning to have any
surgery, or medical or dental procedure, because

you may have to stop taking PRADAXA for a short

time. PRADAXA can cause indigestion, stomach

upset or burning, and stomach pain.

You are encouraged to report

negative side effects of prescription

drugs to the FDA.
Visit www.fda.gov/medwatch or call

1-800-FDA-1088.

Please see more detailed

Medication Guide on next page.

Reduce your risk of a stroke caused by a clot that starts in the heart. Pradaxa
dabigatran etexilate

(CAPSULES
nniueacoNS



Pradaxa
dabigatran etexilate

CAPSULES

MEDICATION GUIDE
PRADAXA (pra dax' a)

(dabigatran etexilate mesylate)

capsules

Read this Medication Guide before you start taking PRADAXA and

each time you get a refill. There may be new information. This

Medication Guide does not take the place of talking with your

doctor about your medical condition or your treatment.

What is the most important information I should know about

PRADAXA?
• PRADAXA can cause bleeding which can be serious, and

sometimes lead to death. This is because PRADAXA is a

blood thinner medicine that lowers the chance of blood clots

forming in your body.

• You may have a higher risk of bleeding if you take

PRADAXA and:

• Are over 75 years old

• Have kidney problems

• Have stomach or intestine bleeding that is recent or keeps

coming back, or you have a stomach ulcer

• Take other medicines that increase your risk of bleeding,

including:

• aspirin or aspirin containing products

• long-term (chronic) use of non-steroidal anti-

inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs)

• warfarin sodium (Coumadin®, Jantoven®)

• a medicine that contains heparin

• clopidogrel (Plavix®)

• prasugrel (Effient®)

Tell your doctor if you take any of these medicines. Ask your

doctor or pharmacist if you are not sure if your medicine is

one listed above.

• PRADAXA can increase your risk of bleeding because it

lessens the ability of your blood to clot. While you take PRADAXA:

• You may bruise more easily

• It may take longer for any bleeding to stop

Call your doctor or get medical help right away if you

have any of these signs or symptoms of bleeding:

• Unexpected bleeding or bleeding that lasts a long time,

such as:

• unusual bleeding from the gums
• nose bleeds that happen often

• menstrual bleeding or vaginal bleeding that is

heavier than normal

• Bleeding that is severe or you cannot control

• Pink or brown urine

• Red or black stools (looks like tar)

• Bruises that happen without a known cause or get larger

• Cough up blood or blood clots

• Vomit blood or your vomit looks like "coffee grounds"

• Unexpected pain, swelling, or joint pain

• Headaches, feeling dizzy or weak

Take PRADAXA exactly as prescribed. Do not stop taking

PRADAXA without first talking to the doctor who prescribes

it for you. Stopping PRADAXA may increase your risk of a stroke.

PRADAXA may need to be stopped, if possible, for one or

more days before any surgery, or medical or dental procedure.

If you need to stop taking PRADAXA for any reason, talk to the

doctor who prescribed PRADAXA for you to find out when you

should stop taking it. Your doctor will tell you when to start

taking PRADAXA again after your surgery or procedure.

See "What are the possible side effects of PRADAXA?" for

more information about side effects.

What is PRADAXA?
PRADAXA is a prescription medicine used to reduce the risk of

stroke and blood clots in people who have a medical condition

called atrial fibrillation. With atrial fibrillation, part of the heart does

not beat the way it should. This can lead to blood clots forming and

increase your risk of a stroke. PRADAXA is a blood thinner medicine

that lowers the chance of blood clots forming in your body.

It is not known if PRADAXA is safe and works in children.

Who should not take PRADAXA?

Do not take PRADAXA if you:

• Currently have certain types of abnormal bleeding. Talk to

your doctor, before taking PRADAXA if you currently have

unusual bleeding.

• Have had a serious allergic reaction to PRADAXA. Ask your

doctor if you are not sure.

What should I tell my doctor before taking PRADAXA?
Before you take PRADAXA, tell your doctor if you:

• Have kidney problems

• Have ever had bleeding problems

• Have ever had stomach ulcers

• Have any other medical condition

• Are pregnant or plan to become pregnant. It is not known

if PRADAXA will harm your unborn baby.

• Are breastfeeding or plan to breastfeed. It is not known if

PRADAXA passes into your breast milk.

Tell all of your doctors and dentists that you are taking PRADAXA.

They should talk to the doctor who prescribed PRADAXA for you,

before you have any surgery, or medical or dental procedure.

Tell your doctor about all the medicines you take, including

prescription and non-prescription medicines, vitamins, and herbal

supplements. Some of your other medicines may affect the

way PRADAXA works. Certain medicines may increase your risk

of bleeding. See "What is the most important information I

should know about PRADAXA?"

Especially tell your doctor if you take:

• rifampin (Rifater, Rifamate, Rimactane, Rifadin)

Know the medicines you take. Keep a list of them and show it to

your doctor and pharmacist when you get a new medicine.

How should I take PRADAXA?
• Take PRADAXA exactly as prescribed by your doctor.

• Do not take PRADAXA more often than your doctor tells you to.

• You can take PRADAXA with or without food.

• Swallow PRADAXA capsules whole. Do not break, chew, or

empty the pellets from the capsule.

• If you miss a dose of PRADAXA, take it as soon as you

remember. If your next dose is less than 6 hours away,

skip the missed dose. Do not take two doses of PRADAXA
at the same time.

• Your doctor will decide how long you should take PRADAXA.

Do not stop taking PRADAXA without first talking with

your doctor. Stopping PRADAXA may increase your risk

of stroke.

• Do not run out of PRADAXA. Refill your prescription before

you run out. If you plan to have surgery, or a medical or a

dental procedure, tell your doctor and dentist that you are

taking PRADAXA. You may have to stop taking PRADAXA
for a short time. See "What is the most important

information I should know about PRADAXA?"
• If you take too much PRADAXA, go to the nearest hospital

emergency room or call your doctor or the Poison Control

Center right away.



What are the possible side effects of PRADAXA?
PRADAXA can cause serious side effects.

• See "What is the most important information I should

know about PRADAXA?"
• Allergic Reactions. In some people, PRADAXA can cause

symptoms of an allergic reaction, including hives, rash,

and itching. Tell your doctor or get medical help right away

if you get any of the following symptoms of a serious

allergic reaction with PRADAXA:
• chest pain or chest tightness

• swelling of your face or tongue
• trouble breathing or wheezing
• feeling dizzy or faint

Common side effects of PRADAXA include:

• indigestion, upset stomach, or burning

• stomach pain

Tell your doctor if you have any side effect that bothers you or that

does not go away.

These are not all of the possible side effects of PRADAXA. For

more information, ask your doctor or pharmacist.

Call your doctor for medical advice about side effects. You may
report side effects to FDA at 1 -800-FDA-1 088.

How should I store PRADAXA?
• Store PRADAXA at room temperature between 59°F to 86°F

(1 5°C to 30°C). After opening the bottle, use PRADAXA within

30 days. Safely throw away any unused PRADAXA after 30 days.

• Store PRADAXA in the original package to keep it dry. Keep

the bottle tightly closed.

Keep PRADAXA and all medicines out of the reach of children.

General information about PRADAXA

Medicines are sometimes prescribed for purposes other than

those listed in a Medication Guide. Do not use PRADAXA for

a condition for which it was not prescribed. Do not give your

PRADAXA to other people, even if they have the same symptoms.

It may harm them.

This Medication Guide summarizes the most important

information about PRADAXA. If you would like more information,

talk with your doctor. You can ask your pharmacist or doctor

for information about PRADAXA that is written for health

professionals.

For more information, go to www.PRADAXA.com or call

1 -800-542-6257 or (TTY) 1 -800-459-9906.

What are the ingredients in PRADAXA?

Active ingredient: dabigatran etexilate mesylate

Inactive ingredients: acacia, dimethicone, hypromellose, hydroxypropyl

cellulose, talc, and tartaric acid. The capsule shell is composed of

carrageenan, FD&C Blue No. 2, FD&C Yellow No. 6, hypromellose,

potassium chloride, titanium dioxide, and black edible ink.

Distributed by:

Boelulnger Inoeilelm Pharmaceuticals. Inc.

RidOefieW. CT 06B77 USA

Boehringer

W Ingelheim

Pradaka® is a registered trademark ot Boehringer Ingelheim

Pharma GmbH & Co. KG and used under bcense.

Copyright o 201 1 Boahmger kigelhewn Pharmaceuticals. Inc.

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED (BVtt i

Issued March 201

1

This Medication Guide has been approved by

the U.S. Food and Drug Administration.

Coumadin® is 3 registered trademark for Bnslol-Myers Squibb

JantoveniA is a registered trademark lor USt Pharma

Plawlic® Is a registered trademark ol sanofi aventts

Effienw? is a registered trademark o* Eh Lilly arid Company
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UPDATED JEEP + BENZ SUV
+ STELLAR PORSCHE + BABY SCION

New Cars

f *

2012 Buick RegalCS
* base price $35,310

ENGINE •

2.0-Liter turbocharged

14; 270 hp, 295 Ib-ft

TRANSMISSION •

Six-speed manual or

automatic
O-TO-60

6.7 seconds, estimated

BRAKES

•

14-inch front discs
uith four-piston
Brembo calipers

BUICK'S BMW

uick reserved its Gran Sport stamp for

. its high-performance cars, but the GS
badge hasn't meant much in decades.

That's about to change with the upcoming Regal

GS. This newversion of the Regal packs an

impressive suite of hardware—a punchy 270-hp

engine, stout brakes, adjustable shock absorb-

ers, firm, well-supported seats and sharp styling

enhancements. Plus, it's available with the

hallmark of any driver's car: a manual transmis-

sion (an automatic is available). On GM's Milford,

Mich., handling track, the GS felt more Euro-

pean than domestic, with crisp turn-in response,

precise steering and fantastically strong

stoppers. High-powered front-wheel-drive cars

are usually a handful, but the GS adroitly

channels the power. While not a straight-line

rocket, there's enough sauce to entertain all but

the mostjaded horsepower fiends. Next to

Cadillac's offerings, the GS is the best-driving

sedan in GM's stable and a good value to boot.

- LARRY WEBSTER
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IS FOR MORE

BENCHMARKER

With cleaner lines and

a cushier interior,

Mercedes-Benz's

third-generation M-Class

is a ground-up redo that's

nominally longer, wider

and lower than its

predecessor, with a

lengthier list of standard

equipment at the same
$48,990 starting price.

The ML comes with a

choice of two direct-

injected powerplants: a

3.5-liter gas engine (302

hp, 273 Ib-ft of torque) or

a 3.0-liter diesel (240 hp,

455 Ib-ft of torque). On
the open road, the

M-Class was more of a

comfy long-distance

cruiser than a viscerally

rewarding performance

machine. Higher-powered

variants due in about a

year should satisfy

lead-foots when they

arrive. Until then, the ML
delivers a solid people

mover—yeah, it's got

all-wheel drive, but it's

no off-roader—that slots

squarely between the

smaller GLK and the

plus-size GL
- BASEM WASEF

Enthusiasts believe that the more stripped-down and pure a Porsche is, the tighter the bond between man
and machine. Enter the Cayman R, an even more focused version of the Cayman. Engineers carved over

100 pounds from the sportster by using lighter components. The interior door handles were removed
and replaced by fabric pull loops. Even the air conditioning was sacrificed. Yet despite the pared-down
features, the $66,300 R costs four grand more than the Cayman S. Buyers do at least get another 10 hp
from the 3.4-liter flat six (330 total). But really, what the Cayman R delivers is an unmatched driving

experience. The steering provides the most direct and natural feel of any car we've driven. The suspen-
sion tune is equally brilliant on any surface too. But the incredibly supportive and comfortable seats do
tend to hold in the heat when there's no air conditioning. Our advice? Wear shorts. — ben stewart

BMW's compact electric car, dubbed the i3,

will be available in 2013. Designed to be
more affordable than the upcoming six-figure

i8 sport coupe, the roughly $35,000 i3 uses
a similar pricey carbon-fiber body to reduce
weight and increase range.

45
The estimated miles per gallon

of the Chevrolet Cruze Diesel planned
for release in 2013. This is GM's first

diesel-powered car in the U.S. since

its infamous diesel debacle of
the 1980s.



YOUR STANDARDS ARE NOT OPTIONAL.

If you think one 3-point hitch is as good as the next, try changing implements. The

premium 3-point hitch on Bobcat45 compact tractors offers the best features for truly

simple removal and hookup. Telescoping lower links extend back and forth, eliminating

the need to precisely position your tractor. On tractor models 335 and above, the handy

3-point position lever allows you to raise and lower the links from the back of the tractor.

Leave the last job behind and get on with the next. There's only one manufacturer with

standards as high as yours. Find out more at www.bobcat.com/standard10

**r * - 4,u

*? Bobca
www.bobcat.com/standard10 1.877.505.3580 One Tough Animal
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ROCKHOUND
The Jeep Wrangler has always been an off-road mule—more at home on
the rocks than on the road. And let's face it, the Wrangler was bog-slow.
No more. The $22,045 new Wrangler uses the same 3.6-liter V6 that

debuted in the new Grand Cherokee last year, and it comes paired with
a five-speed automatic or a six-speed
manual. The motor cranks out 285 hp
and a solid 260 lb-ft of torque. That's

m k^ an improvement of 83 hp and 23 lb-ft

^ I ^^. of torque. Those are big numbers.
M ^ In a drag race, the old Wrangler falls

i^«5 behind the new one as if it were
£"- ^^ saddled with a heavy trailer. The new

Jeep boasts a 25 percent improvement
in O-to-60 acceleration and 10 percent
in fuel economy. But don't think the

latest Wrangler has gone soft. We
tackled California's famed Rubicon
Trail in the new Wrangler. Crawling up
wet rocks, the Jeep would slide around,
hunt for traction and sometimes slam
hard onto its skidplates as a tire would
fall off a rock—only to claw back up
onto the next one. We snaked the Jeep
through incredibly tight boulder fields,

powered out of mudholes and waded
through doorsill-deep pools of water.

After 9 hours of trail bashing, a few
scraped bumpers was the extent of the

damage. It's good to know this Jeep is

still ... a Jeep. - ben stewart

Jeep Wrangler

2012
Jeep Grand Cherokee SRT8

54.5
The Corporate Average
Fuel Economy (CAFE)
standard for U.S.

passenger cars by 2025.
Automakers may have a
rough road ahead.

20
The percentage difference between the CAFE number
as calculated by NHTSA and the lower EPA-estimated
vehicle fuel economy, which is a better gauge of real-world
economy. In addition, there are several CAFE loopholes,

including credits for EVs and the use of environmentally
friendly a/c refrigerant, that will reduce the real-world
number even further.

O BENT REALITY

As we rocket over a

deserted stretch of

the Angeles Crest

Highway north of LA., our

senses tell us we're driving

a high-powered V8 sport

sedan—not a 5150-pound
SUV with a 2.5-ton tow
rating and 68.7 cubic feet

of cargo volume. The
full-throttle response out

of a corner pins passengers

against the seats, the

adjustable suspension

minimizes body roll but

doesn't ruin the ride, and

the steering communicates
road surface nuances

while filtering out

extraneous static.

The high-performance and

high-luxe 2012 Jeep Grand

Cherokee SRT8 is among
Chrysler's Street and

Racing Technology group's

hottest creations and will

arrive this fall for $55,295.
The 6.4-liter Hemi engine

cranks out 470 hp and 465
lb-ft of naturally aspirated

torque that makes 60 mph
arrive in the mid-4-second

range. The pull doesn't stop

until 160 mph. Time to go
hunting Porsches.
- REX ROY

t



PROMOTION

Do you have constant

RINGING
in your ear?

Finally, new discovery for quiet relief!

^Bfe
A breakthrough by a rock drummer finds com-

bination of scientifically advanced ingredients

combined with homeopathy to relieve the

ringing, which could save thousands from

risky and expensive treatments.

Every night for almost 18 years, if I couldn't find a

fan, turn on a tv or find loud static from a vacant

radio station, then sleeping was impossible. The high-

pitched ringing, buzzing and humming kept me up at

night. Sluggishness, tiredness and lost energy would be

my nemesis the next day. I couldn't take it - it was a

major problem. I couldn't sleep. I couldn't concentrate.

I heard it constantly, I couldn't hide from it... It drove

me nuts! Headaches, depressive mood swings, testiness,

constant state of anxiety. Due to the tenacity ofTinnitus

(the ringing in the ears from exposure to loud noises, or

in my case, pounding on drums and loud distorted guitar

amps behind my head for years), I was determined to

find real, pure, silent relief and I did with Quietus™...

Tinnitus - Who's at RISK? ^^T
• Carpentry & Construction • iPod Users

• Mining, Drilling & Farming • Machine Operators

• Firearms Enthusiasts • Night Club Workers

• Residential I.andscapers • Musicians

The symptoms ofTinnitus are real. I had what 1 out of 6

Americans get: the symptoms associated with Tinnitus

(ti-nahy-tuh s) from loud noises that worsen as you age,

and in many cases lead to hearing loss.

*<*• ^N%

Silence is now music to my ears.

I tried everything from hearing aid sound generators to

ginkgo biloba, zinc and magnesium mineral doses to

bio feedback. Some of these things helped reduce the

ringing, but nothing worked short of expensive, risky

surgery. Not until I discovered the active all-natural ingre-

dients of my new homeopathic product Quietus, did my
prolonged ear ringing finally silence.

"RELIEVE the ringing, CALM the hissing.

Let peace & mental clarity begin/'
Just one small tab twice a day unleashes an exclusive

proprietary blend of ingredients, including the same

select herbs FDA compliant as Homeopathic Pharma-

copoeia of the US. Quietus uses scientifically advanced

homeopathic technology that supports the body's own
healing mechanism that cancels out symptoms such as

roaring, buzzing & whizzing, and supports healthy

functioning in the inner ear.. .safety & naturally.

The Choice is Clear for Quiet Relief

AffordableV . S
Safe

No Doctors

Fast-Acting

Effective

Convenient

Money-Back
Guarantee

23:v^r
V;Y
2;
7

Minerals:

Zinc/Mag.

T

No other treatment that I

Hearing

Aids

^r

Bio

Feedback

"Z"

TR
Therapy

V^

Surgery

~T
^r

enow of matches the relief

that Quietus provides with effectiveness, speed and

convenience. With Quietus, the ringing stops and the

comfortable silence will peacefully lull you to sleep at

bedtime. When the ringing stops, remembering

people's names becomes easier. Mental clarity becomes

your calling card. Int^nse^cus becomes your edge. .

.

\ky~-
BERNARD - CREATOR, DRUMMER.

Popular Mechanics Exclusive Offer

Quietus is not available in stores. To protect it's propri-

etary homeopathic formula, as well as your risk-free

trial, Quietus is available by special request

directly from our lab for a limited time for

Popular Mechanics readers. I am so confi-

dent in the advanced technology of Quietus

and I want you to experience the same

life-altering relief I did, that you'll receive a special

30-day RISK-FREE trial* by calling us direct! Ask

how to receive a FREE Supply with your order.

1-800-305-1639
Shipping and handling non-refundable. QuietRelief.com
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OUTSMARTING THE OTHER GUYS
Scion packed a lot of innovation into the iQ, mostly to make everything fit into its tiny

overall length of 10 feet. That's a bit bigger than a Smart Fortwo but lots smaller than
a Fiat 500 or Mini Cooper. To adjust, the iQ engineers had to come up with a more
compact differential and a high-mount electronic steering rack, and they stashed the

flat 8.5-gallon fuel tank under the seats. There's room inside for three adults and a

small child, and there are 11 airbags, including a rear-window one. The full panoply
of ABS, traction- and stability-control features, power accessories and premium audio
makes it clear this is no toy car, yet it starts at $15,995. The iQ's suspension tuning
gives it a smooth, quiet ride. The 1.3-liter 94-hp four-cylinder engine and CVT
(continuously variable transmission) can be noisy when pushed hard, and it's barely

quicker than a Smart Fortwo in the sprint to 60 mph (about 12 seconds). The handling
won't excite car enthusiasts the way a Mini Cooper does, but the 37-mpg combined
city/highway fuel-economy rating is better than most of the cars that heavily

advertise 40 mpg and print "highway" in tiny type. - kevin wilson

O PACK LEADER

The arrival of a new
Toyota Camry is an

occasion to watch.

It's been the best-selling car

in the U.S. for 13 of the past

14 years. Because people

buy this car more than any

other, a new Camry is both

a reflection and a prediction

of what Americans want to

drive. This one rides on an

improved version of the

same chassis, and the

dimensions are nearly

identical to the outgoing

model. For the first time

in Camry history, it hasn't

grown. But even though the

new Camry ($21,955) is the

same size and packs more
technology than its

predecessor, it's actually

lighter and roomier inside.

The gentle ride dampens out

the nastiest roads. The SE
package responds with

more athleticism than any

Camry before it. The

four-cylinder and V6 engines

haven't changed and are

backed by six-speed

automatics. But the Hybrid

($27,400) received the most
attention. System
improvements made it

a half-second quicker to

60 mph and pushed fuel

economy to 43 mpg city.

Hey, who needs a Prius?

— BEN STEWART

J

53,500
The number of competitors Bryan Heitkotter

beat to win the U.S. version of the GT Academy,
a video-game contest that uses Gran Turismo 5 to

find potential race-car drivers. Heitkotter will join

Nissan's racing program as a paid driver. See,

Mom, playing video games pays.

1990
The last year a new
U.S. car came with a
carburetor. Starting next
year, Nascar will finally

replace carburetors with

fuel injection.



A FEW WILL LEAD.

Our officer candidates are rigorously screened, tested and

evaluated for the moral, intellectual and physical qualities

required to lead Marines in defense of our nation. If you prove

"**£»

^ you have what it takes to become a Marine Officer, the path

of most resistance will lead to a life of distinction, purpose

and honor. Few can be Marines. Even fewer can lead them.

THE FEW. THE PROUD.
MARlNEOFFICER.COM I 1.800.MARINES
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800
The number of electric-car charging
stations that Walgreens, the nation's largest

drugstore chain, will install at as many
stores by year-end. The stations will cost

money to use, so try to refrain from going on
a shampoo shopping spree while you wait.

90
The number of outdated charging
stations Costco, a warehouse retail

and grocery chain that started offering
electric charging stations as far back
as the mid-1990s, is removing. The
store said the stations were underused.

HYUNDAI'S HIGH HORSE

RIO, BRAVO!

Take Hyundai s already

strong 4.6-liter V8, bore

it out to 5.0 liters and add
direct injection for its most
powerful engine ever, at

429 hp. Then, couple it to

an all-new, eight-speed

automatic, sharpen the

steering and stiffen the

suspension and you have

the Genesis R-Spec sedan,

which impressed us with

its luxurious and sporty

attributes on roads around

Las Vegas. At $47,350 fully

equipped, it runs with big

dogs like the BMW 550i but

leaves enough in the kitty

to put a well-equipped new
Accent in the garage, too.

To make use of the

eight-speed, we'd have

preferred that the R-Spec

offer paddle shifters such as

those in the Genesis Coupe.

Hyundai won't confirm, but

it's likely that the 5.0-liter

V8 will find its way into the

Genesis Coupe—not to men-
tion the Equus—in the

not-too-distant future.

— KEVIN WILSON

The last time we tooled around in Kia's Rio5, in 2009, we gave high marks to the subcompact's quick
feel and fun quotient, but noted highway noise, the lack of power locks and windows, and the interior's

discount plastics and upholstery. The manual locks and window cranks remain on the LX trim version
of the all-new Rio5, which is due stateside in late September in sedan and hatchback variations with
a base price of less than $14,000. (Powered hardware comes with the EX, which we drove, and the SX
trim.) But burrowing through 25 tunnels on a coast-to-coast route across rumpled South Korea, we
confirmed that the quickness and fun remain—in fact, they've improved. Kia's direct-injection system
boosts output from the 1.6-liter engine by 25 percent to 138 hp, which made it tough to stay legal under
the watchful eyes of no less than 27 speed cameras. The Idle Stop and Go system, which subtly turns
the engine off when the vehicle is stationary, helps boost the sedan's fuel economy to 30/40 mpg (city/

highway). The handling is tight, and the six-speed automatic is smooth and alert to downshifts. (A

six-speed manual comes with the LX.) Kia engineers have also hushed the roomy cabin, and the fabric

seats and leather accents make the EX look sharp and athletic, not bargain-basement. — david dunbar



BE IN NO ONE'S
SHADOW.
Infiniti believes that, for a luxury vehicle to stand apart, it has to offer unrivaled performance and a more

daring design. It should exhilarate you in ways typical luxury nfcver could. In short, it has to be anything but

ordinary. This is how we approach every vehicle we build. Introducing the new 2012 Infiniti FX.

m

Join us at lnfinitiUSA.com or follow us on
nk and drive. ©JOH INHNITI.

INFINITI
Inspired Perform ance
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O SAFE PLAY

ENGINE

OF THE

ot long ago, the

subcompact class was
peppered with wheezy,

dimwitted and downright

unpleasant transportation

pods. Then came the

rebellious Scion. Soon after,

Honda brought along the

clever Fit—a car that has set

the bar high for other small

cars, including the newly

refreshed Toyota Yaris.

Mechanically, the new Yaris

is the same old Yaris, packing

a 106-hp four-cylinder mated
to a five-speed manual or a

four-speed automatic. It's

a powertrain that's a little

dated, a little coarse and, in

general, just enough to get by.

By stretching the old chassis

2 inches, cargo volume is up

from 9.3 cubic feet to 15.6.

Toyota did this while reducing

the car's overall weight by

around 40 pounds. Impres-

sive. The friskier SE version

of the Yaris is a bit more fun

to throw into a tight corner.

The Yaris is a lot of car for its

$14,115 base price, but it

needs more power and better

fuel economy to truly lead

the pack. - benstewart

AUDI'S 1.8-LITER TURBO MOTOR PILES ON THE TECH FOR GREATER EFFICIENCY AND CLEANER EXHAUST.

Audi pioneered the combination
of direct injection and turbocharging in 2006. The
two technologies are perfect complements; turbos

stuff more air into an engine, and directly injecting

fuel into the combustion chamber means more
controlled ignition and lower fuel consumption.

Now Audi has upped its game with several new
features. First, in addition to the primary direct-

injection system, there's a parallel fuel-injection

circuit, which comes into play when the engine isn't

under heavy throttle. It delivers fuel just ahead of the

intake valves to maximize atomization in the

turbulent airflow, improving combustion efficiency

and thus fuel economy. In addition, a two-stage

valve-lift mechanism has been added to enhance
exhaust removal. Altering the valve lift and the cam
timing ensures optimum airflow over a wide range

of engine speeds and loads.

An electrically powered dual-circuit coolant

system enables optimization of engine oil tempera-

tures to reduce friction while keeping the vital

top-end components cool. Bottom line: The engine

delivers a stout 236 lb-ft of torque at 1400 rpm yet

burns 21 percent less fuel. Presently, the 1.8-liter

engine is slated only for Europe, but with tightening

fuel-economy standards, the hardware and concepts

will surely spread to the 2.0-liter unit currently sold

here. - ben wojdyla



IS NATURE CALLING DAY AND NIGHT?

Going Frequently Incomplete Emptying Waking Up to Go Flow Starts and Stops Trouble Going

For guys with symptomatic benign prostatic hyperplasia (BPH), nature calls a little too often. JALYN can help reduce

urinary symptoms of BPH in men with an enlarged prostate. JALYN is not approved for the prevention of prostate cancer.

It's time to ask your doctor if JALYN is right for you.

www.JALYN.com

Important Safety Information About JALYN

• JALYN is for adult men only. Women should not take or touch JALYN • Only your healthcare provider can tell if your symptoms are due
due to risk of a specific birth defect. If a woman comes in contact BPH or a more serious condition like prostate cancer. See your

with leaking JALYN Capsules, she should wash the contact area doctor for regular exams.

immediately with soap and water. ,.,«., •_, ** , .• _ ,_ ^.
• JALYN may cause serious side effects including a higher chanc<

• Do not take JALYN if you are allergic to dutasteride, finasteride, a more serious form of prostate cancer.

tamsulosin, or any of the ingredients in JALYN. „ , ... . .
' b

• Your healthcare provider may check you for other prostate
• JALYN may cause rare and serious allergic reactions, including: problems, including prostate cancer, before you start and while

swelling of your face, tongue, or throat, and serious skin reactions, you take JALYN. A blood test called PSA (prostate-specific anti:

such as skin peeling. Get medical help right away if you have these is sometimes used to see if you might have prostate cancer.

serious allergic reactions. JALYN will reduce the amount of PSA measured in your blood. V

....... . . _ healthcare provider is aware of this effect and can still use PS/
JALYN may cause a sudden drop in blood pressure upon s anding,

see jf Jfa have ate cancer , ncreases
.

pSA ,

especially when starting treatment which may cause you to faint,
whj|e Q

y
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*
ment J£ JALYN (even jf th pSA , f are

.

th
or feel dizzy or lightheaded. Avoid driving or operating hazardous

norma| , shou|d be eva|u
<

ted b healthcare provider.
equipment when starting or restarting JALYN. ° ''

. _ „ , . .... ... . ,
. , ,. „ ... • Rarely, JALYN can cause a painful erection. If this happens get

• Tell your doctor about all the medicines you take, including prescription
rnedical help right awav

and non-prescription medicines, vitamins, and herbal supplements.

JALYN and other medicines may affect each other, causing side effects. • Do not donate blood until 6 months after stopping JALYN.

• Some types of medicines should not be taken with JALYN, including: * Before you take JALYN, tell your doctor if you: have a history of

ketoconazole, an antifungal medication, which if taken with JALYN blood pressure, plan to have cataract surgery, are allergic to si

can increase levels of tamsulosin, a component of JALYN; and medications, take medicines to treat high blood pressure, have

alpha-blockers, like tamsulosin, which if taken with JALYN may problems, or have any other medical conditions.

cause fainting, dizziness, or feeling lightheaded. . _ .. „ . . . . ...b & • The most common side effects include: ejaculation problems,
• Some types of medicines should be used with caution when taken with trouble getting or keeping an erection (impotence), a decrease

JALYN, including: erythromycin, paroxetine, orterbinafine, which when sex drive (libido), decreased amount of semen released during

taken with JALYN can increase levels of tamsulosin, a component of dizziness, enlarged or painful breasts (if you notice breast lum|

JALYN; cimetidine; certain types of medicines that are commonly used or nipple discharge, you should talk to your healthcare providei

to treat erectile dysfunction, which when taken with JALYN may cause and runny nose.

fainting, dizziness, or feeling lightheaded; and warfarin. m .. . . , _. . 1£ . »,.,„.,

GlaxoSmithKline
You are encouraged to report negative side effects of prescription drugs

to the FDA. Visitwww.fda.gov/medwatch, or call 1-800-FDA-1088.

tt you don't hove prescription coverage

»nd csr. t Mford your medicines.
.-.- GSKforYou com
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PATIENT INFORMATION

JALYN™ [JAY-LIN]

(dutasteride and tamsulosin hydrochloride)

Capsules

JALYN is for use by men only.

Read this patient information before you start taking JALYN and each time you get

a refill. There may be new information. This information does not take the place of

talking with your healthcare provider about your medical condition or your treatment.

What is JALYN?
JALYN is a prescription medicine that contains 2 medicines: dutasteride and

tamsulosin. JALYN is used to treat the symptoms of benign prostatic hyperplasia

(BPH) in men with an enlarged prostate.

Who should not take JALYN?
Do Not Take JALYN if you are:

• pregnant or could become pregnant. JALYN may harm your unborn baby. Pregnant

women should not touch JALYN Capsules. If a woman who is pregnant with a

male baby gets enough JALYN in her body by swallowing or touching JALYN, the

male baby may be born with sex organs that are not normal. If a pregnant woman
or woman of childbearing potential comes in contact with leaking JALYN

Capsules, the contact area should be washed immediately with soap and water.

• a child or teenager.

• allergic to dutasteride, tamsulosin, or any of the ingredients in JALYN. See the end

of this page for a complete list of ingredients in JALYN.

• taking another medicine that contains an alpha-blocker.

• allergic to other 5 alpha-reductase inhibitors, for example, PROSCAR* (finasteride)

Tablets.

What should I tell my healthcare provider before taking JALYN?

Before you take JALYN, tell your healthcare provider if you:

• have a history of low blood pressure

• take medicines to treat high blood pressure

• plan to have cataract surgery

• have liver problems

• are allergic to sulfa medications

• have any other medical conditions

Tell your healthcare provider about all the medicines you take, including

prescription and non-prescription medicines, vitamins, and herbal supplements.

JALYN and other medicines may affect each other, causing side effects. JALYN may
affect the way other medicines work, and other medicines may affect how JALYN

works.

Know the medicines you take. Keep a list of them to show your healthcare provider

and pharmacist when you get a new medicine.

How should I take JALYN?
• Take JALYN exactly as your healthcare provider tells you to take it.

• Swallow JALYN Capsules whole. Do not crush, chew, or open JALYN Capsules

because the contents of the capsule may irritate your lips, mouth, or throat.

• Take your JALYN 1 time each day, about 30 minutes after the same meal every

day. For example, you may take JALYN 30 minutes after dinner every day.

• If you miss a dose, you can take it later that same day, 30 minutes after a meal.

Do not take 2 JALYN Capsules in the same day. If you stop or forget to take JALYN

for several days, talk with your healthcare provider before starting again.

• If you take too much JALYN, call your healthcare provider or go to the nearest

hospital emergency room right away.

What should I avoid while taking JALYN?
• Avoid driving, operating machinery, or other dangerous activities when starting

treatment with JALYN until you know how JALYN affects you. JALYN can cause a

sudden drop in your blood pressure, especially at the start of treatment. A sudden

drop in blood pressure may cause you to faint, feel dizzy or lightheaded.

• You should not donate blood while taking JALYN or for 6 months after you have

stopped JALYN. This is important to prevent pregnant women from receiving

JALYN through blood transfusions.

What are the possible side effects of JALYN?
JALYN may cause serious side effects, including:

• Decreased blood pressure. JALYN may cause a sudden drop in your blood

pressure upon standing from a sitting or lying position, especially at the start of

treatment. Symptoms of low blood pressure may include:

• fainting

• dizziness

• feeling lightheaded

• Rare and serious allergic reactions, including:

• swelling of your face, tongue, or throat

• serious skin reactions, such as skin peeling

Get medical help right away if you have these serious allergic reactions.

• Higher chance of a more serious form of prostate cancer.

• Eye problems during cataract surgery. During cataract surgery, a condition

called intraoperative floppy iris syndrome (IFIS) can happen if you take or have

taken JALYN in the past. If you need to have cataract surgery, tell your surgeon if

you take or have taken JALYN.

• A painful erection that will not go away. Rarely, JALYN can cause a painful

erection (priapism), which cannot be relieved by having sex. If this happens,

get medical help right away. If priapism is not treated, there could be lasting

damage to your penis, including not being able to have an erection.

The most common side effects of JALYN include:

• ejaculation problems

• trouble getting or keeping an erection (impotence)

• a decrease in sex drive (libido)

• dizziness

• enlarged or painful breasts. If you notice breast lumps or nipple discharge, you

should talk to your healthcare provider.

• runny nose

Dutasteride, an ingredient of JALYN, has been shown to reduce sperm count, semen
volume, and sperm movement. However, the effect of JALYN on male fertility is not

known.

Prostate-Specific Antigen (PSA) Test: Your healthcare provider may check you for

other prostate problems, including prostate cancer, before you start and while you

take JALYN. A blood test called PSA (prostate-specific antigen) is sometimes used to

see if you might have prostate cancer. JALYN will reduce the amount of PSA

measured in your blood. Your healthcare provider is aware of this effect and can still

use PSA to see if you might have prostate cancer. Increases in your PSA levels while

on treatment with JALYN (even if the PSA levels are in the normal range) should be

evaluated by your healthcare provider.

Tell your healthcare provider if you have any side effect that bothers you or that

does not go away.

These are not all the possible side effects with JALYN. For more information, ask

your healthcare provider or pharmacist.

Call your doctor for medical advice about side effects. You may report side effects to

theFDAat1-800-FDA-1088.

How should I store JALYN?
• Store JALYN Capsules at room temperature (59° to 86°F or 15° to 30°C).

• JALYN Capsules may become deformed and/or discolored if kept at high

temperatures.

• Do not use or touch JALYN if your capsules are deformed, discolored, or leaking.

• Safely throw away medicine that is no longer needed.

Keep JALYN and all medicines out of the reach of children.

Medicines are sometimes prescribed for purposes other than those listed in a

patient page. Do not use JALYN for a condition for which it was not prescribed. Do

not give JALYN to other people, even if they have the same symptoms that you

have. It may harm them.

This patient information page summarizes the most important information about

JALYN. If you would like more information, talk with your healthcare provider. You

can ask your pharmacist or healthcare provider for information about JALYN that is

written for health professionals.

For more information, go to www.JALYN.com or call 1-888-825-5249.

What are the ingredients in JALYN?
Active ingredients: dutasteride and tamsulosin hydrochloride

Inactive ingredients: black ink, butylated hydroxytoluene, carrageenan, FD&C
yellow 6, ferric oxide (yellow), gelatin (from certified BSE-free bovine sources),

glycerin, hypromellose, iron oxide red, methacrylic acid copolymer dispersion,

microcrystalline cellulose, mono-di-glycerides of caprylic/capric acid, potassium

chloride, talc, titanium dioxide, and triethyl citrate.

How does JALYN work?
JALYN contains 2 medications, dutasteride and tamsulosin. These 2 medications

work in different ways to improve symptoms of BPH. Dutasteride shrinks the

enlarged prostate and tamsulosin relaxes muscles in the prostate and neck of the

bladder. These 2 medications, when used together, can improve symptoms of BPH
better than either medication when used alone.

Jointly Manufactured by

Catalent Pharma Solutions

F-67930 Beinheim, France

D-73614 Schorndorf, Germany

and

Rottendorf Pharma GmbH
D-59320 Ennigerioh, Germany

Distributed by

(^ GlaxoSmithKline

GlaxoSmithKline

Research Triangle Park, NC 27709

©2011 , GlaxoSmithKline. All rights reserved.
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PROSCAR is a registered trademark of Merck and Co., Inc.

JALYN is a registered trademark of GlaxoSmithKline.
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KILZ CASUAL COLORS

From the maker of KILZ® Primers, a paint with Guaranteed*

one-coat hide that can save you time and money. KILZ®

Casual Colors® paint is available in Flat, Eggshell, Satin, Semi-

Gloss and High Gloss interior and exterior finishes. For more

information and to see the 630 one-coat

colors available and a list of dealers, visit

www.kilzcasualcolors.com.

' see website and product label for Limited Warranty details

Visit www.kilzcasualcolors.com for more information

JOHNS MANVILLE

Johns Manville is the first complete line of certified

Formaldehyde-free™ fiberglass home insulation. JM

improves indoor air quality for the health and well-being of

your family by reducing overall exposure to formaldehyde,

enabling you to follow the EPA's recommendation to limit

exposure to formaldehyde. Look for our

naturally white insulation at Lowe's, or

specify Johns Manville with your builder. 1/Z1
Johns Manville

Visit www.JMhomeowner.com for more information.

DFTRAPIDFIRE

The groundbreaking DR®RapidFire™ Log Splitter replaces

hydraulics with a powerful rack and pinion system. The engine

spins two 74 pound, cast iron flywheels to generate and store

28HP of splitting force. A flick of the handle hurdles logs

through the splitting wedge in JUST ONE SECOND! The ram

automatically returns to its

starting position in two seconds

making the DR RapidFire the

world's fastest log splitter.

Visit www.DRLogSplitters.com

or call 1.800.950.9019 for more information.

GREAT PRODUCTS AND PROMOTIONAL
OFFERS FROM PM ADVERTISERS

DOW GREAT STUFF

GREAT STUFF™ Work Wipes are specially formulated

to remove excess, uncured GREAT STUFF insulating foam

sealants, and many other tough messes like uncured caulk,

construction adhesives, and oil- and latex-based paints.

These jumbo, pre-soaked wipes are tough and offer a safe,

convenient way to quickly clean hands,

tools and a variety of hard surfaces that

can get messy when remodeling or

maintaining a home. See all the messes

and surfaces Wipes can clean at www.

dowgreatstuff.com/workwipes.

Visit www.dowgreatstuff.com/workwipes for more information.

JOIN RADIOSHACK'S
THE GREAT CREATE

©RadioShack

At RadioShack, we know the

coolest things about the parts

we offer are the things you

make with them. That's why

we've launched The Great

Create. We're searching for

the most interesting creations

made using RadioShack parts. Have a great creation you'd like

to submit? Want to see what others have come up with? Visit

RadioShack.com/DIY and join The Great Create today.

Visit www.RadioShack.com/DIY for more information.
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In place of authentic Halibrand

mag wheels, replicas such as \~

these are popular with restorers.!

HE KING IS BACK.

Ifyou grew up around racetracks and car enthu-

siasts in the '50s and '60s, you're probably familiar

with King and Sun distributor test machines. Unlike

today's vehicles, those old cars didn't come with

computers to aid the ignition process. They used

mechanical distributors. A distributor test machine

pinpoints the most accurate ignition timing for a

vehicle, maximizing horsepower and efficiency.

Sun is now owned by a Dutch company and
doesn't even make distributor diagnostic machines

anymore. The original King Company was founded

in 1911 in Cleveland and went out of business a few

years ago. Without these machines, even the best

mechanic is guessing at timing accuracy. And it's

not like cars with distributors have suddenly disap-

peared altogether.

A California man named Deke Williams realized

this. So he bought the rights to the King Company
name, saved a 100-year-old American brand and

CLASSIC AMERICAN
AUTO BRANDS ARE
BEING REBORN, AND
JAY APPROVES.

designed a modern version of the

original King tester. Preserving

old American companies such as

the King Company is critical.

When these brands fade away, a

key part of our industrial heri-

tage is gone forever. Now the

King Company is named King

Electronics and is located in

Southern California.

The company's all-new dis-

tributor tester is called the D16.

It combines mechanical and
modern electronic features, and

it can spin a distributor or a mag-

neto as high as 11,000 rpm. With

50 NOVEMBER 2011 I POPULARMECHANICS.COM
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it, you can test any ignition system,

from the distributor to the spark

plugs, whether it's a mechanical dis-

tributor with points, electronic or

magnetic pickup or optical sensors

—

almost any configuration. One costs

S2995, but you'd pay nearly that much
for a restored Sun Model 504 machine

on eBay. The tester is ideal for any

garage or restoration shop.

In addition to King, a few other

esteemed companies are being

revitalized. S-K Tools, founded in

1921 by Mason H. Sherman and Roger

Klove, originally built its products in

Chicago and Ohio. An iconic Ameri-

can brand for decades, S-K invented

and patented the round-head socket

wrench and offered a lifetime

warranty on all of its products. Thanks

to superb quality, the tools developed

a faithful following.

Through the years, the company
survived many changes in ownership,

but it eventually declared bankruptcy

in 2010. Ideal Industries purchased

the company, and today, using many
original dies, SK Hand Tool is once

again manufacturing quality ratchets,

sockets and specialty tools in Syca-

more, 111., and Colorado Springs,

Colo. The company even offers the

same lifetime warranty.

For baby boomers, it wasn't

unusual to hear people talk about

mag wheels when we were growing

up. What many people didn't realize

was that mag stood for magnesium.

In 1946, Ted Halibrand, an amateur

race car driver, produced a set ofmag-

nesium alloy wheels intended for rac-

ing. He'd come up with the idea after

using the metal on planes he helped

build for World War II. His wheels

were lighter and stronger than wire

wheels, so in 1947 he established

Halibrand Engineering in Culver City,

Calif. The wheels quickly caught on

with other racers. Beginning in 1951,

every car that won the Indianapolis

500 for the next 16 years had Hali-

brands. Even Carroll Shelby's Cobras

sported Halibrand wheels.

Although magnesium is light and

Years ago, King was a popular brand of

distributor test machines, which tune old

ignition systems. Rights to the struggling

company s name were bought in 2009, and
now it's making brand-new machines.

strong, when the material is

machined, it leaves highly combusti-

ble dust and shavings. Ensuring the

process is done safely can be expen-

sive. This, combined with competi-

tion from cheap overseas wheels and

an industry shift to aluminum alloy

wheels in the mid- to late '60s, helped

diminish demand.

Halibrand sold the company in

1979, and in 2003 it became Hali-

brand Performance and relocated to

Wichita, Kan. The company is cur-

rently being reorganized, but it will be

back—to the great joy of restorers.

Replicas of those original mag wheels

are popular.

Another old product that's still

popular today is the Stromberg carbu-

retor. Many American cars from the

1920s through the 1950s were

equipped with these well-machined

carburetors. As hot rodders began

using aftermarket intake manifolds

such as the Offenhauser unit, with

bosses for three carbs, the Stromberg

became the go-to fuel mixer. They
were cheap, plentiful and known for

stone-like reliability. Restorers and

hot rodders today covet them.

But with the rebuildable cores

from the original carburetors costing

S200 to S250, it made sense for the

Edelbrock Corp. to begin manufac-

turing Stromberg Model 94 carbu-

retors again. Why mess with a 60-year-

old component when you can have a

brand-new carburetor exactly like the

original for $375 to $400?

When engineers for major car-

makers come to my garage and I

show them a steam engine or a

magneto ignition, they have no idea

how these old components work. The

technology has just passed them by.

I think if you're going to move
forward with new technology, it's

important to know and understand

all that came before. That goes for

companies, too.

Saving old companies should be a

top priority. They are part of our

nation's automotive DNA and still rel-

evant today—just on a smaller scale.

But remember, unless you're saving

the factories and the workers, you're

just saving a name. Preserving these

manufacturing skills and jobs is key.

It's the same with people. I sup-

port McPherson College in McPher-

son, Kan., because it has a bachelor's

degree program that trains young

people in auto restoration. Without

these folks, future generations won't

have the pleasure of experiencing a

classic car in all its original glory.

What a horrible thought.

Come to think of it, we'd better

get McPherson one of those

King machines. ph
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James Cameron with

one of the 3D camera
rigs he created to film

Avatar. The director

plans to take a version

of the rig on a dive to

Challenger Deep—
36,000 feet below the

surface ofthe ocean—in

a piloted submersible he
also helped to engineer.
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WHENMOSTPEOPLE THINK OFJAMES CAMERON,
theyfirst think ofhis movies: Aliens, Titanic, Avatar, The Terminator. Then they might

reflect on how hisfilms havepushed major technological advances in the entertain-

ment industry,from the state-of-the-art visual effects that created the water tentacle in

The Abyss to the high-tech SimulCam system used tofilm Avatar. Butfor Cameron,

Hollywood isjust the beginning. His innovations are also expandinghuman knowledge

by exploring newfrontiers. "Exploring is, in many ways, myfirst love, " the director

says. He has led an expedition toprobe the wreck ofthe German battleship Bismarck

and helped design 3D camerasforNASA's nextMars rover. "We letfim shootpictures

with our cameras in Mars orbit, " saysMichael Ravine, advancedprojects manager at

Malin Space Science Systems. "When I brought him the 12-foot-longprints, he halted a

meeting and came out to sweep thefloor so we had a big enough area to unroll them. He
was asking questions about collapsed lava tubes while all these moviefolks stood

around, wonderingwhat was going on. "Cameron isn't a scientist— "I think ofmyself

more as a science groupie, "he says—but there's no tellinghow many have been

inspired by his work. Popular Mechanics correspondentAnne Thompson spoke with

Cameron about hisplans to dive to ChallengerDeep, the real obstacle to colonizing

Mars andhow humanity shouldgrapple with its greatest challenge.

PopularMechanics:Next
yearyouplan to dive to the

deepestknownpoint in the

ocean in a sub thatyou've

helped design. Why?
JAMES CAMERON: I believe

in exploration. These

trenches, which are deeper

than 6000 meters, have never

been explored. We don't know
what's there. Space explora-

tion is really the product of

governments. Most individu-

als can't afford to explore

space. For private exploration,

we're really bound to the

Earth, and the last great

frontier is the Hadal trenches.

Footageforboth Titanic and
the documentary Ghosts of

the Abyss camefromROVs.
How haveyourundersea
vehicles evolvedover time?

In 1998 we started to engineer

these small robotic vehicles

that were designed to go

inside shipwrecks. We
decided to use syntactic

foam—the only flotation

system that works at extreme

depths—structurally on the

robotic vehicle, which had

never been done before. Now
we're building our 23-foot-

long piloted submersible, the

Deep Challenger, entirely out

of syntactic foam—except for

"

the pressure hull, which is the sphere thatwe all sit inside.

What are the challenges ofengineering to withstand deep-sea
environments? At 36,000 feet, you've got 16,000 pounds per

square inch ofpressure. That translates to tens of millions of

pounds distributed over the surface of the sub's pressure

sphere. Ifyour pressure port fails, your sub is going to implode.

Ifyour penetrator fails, a jet of high-pressure water will enter

the sub and cut everything in half. These are the risks thatyou

have to engineer against. But they're also givens from the

beginning of every project.

Were there any times on a dive whenyou were in realdanger?

There have been white-knuclde moments—complete power

failures, where we've had to use emergency ballast systems to

get back. And that gives you an appreciation of the layers of

technology that go into these machines to make them safe. I've

done 75 submersible dives since 1995, and, yeah, your life is at

risk anytime you go into a hostile environment like that. But

you trust the engineering.

You were also very involved in developinga3D camerafor the
Mars rover Curiosity beforeNASA's budgetary concernsgot in

the way. I'm a very minor player in development ofthe

Mastcam, the eyes ofthe rover thatwill launch later this year.

The camera was originally conceived to be 3D and have two

zoom lenses, [but NASA] decided to go with fixed-focal-length

lenses in two different focal lengths, meaningwe can't do 3D.

You used3D in Avatar to

create a completely immer-

sive world. What's the value

ofsending3D cameras into

unexploredplaces like space

and the deep sea? Evolution

has made 3D the standard

method for viewing the world.

There's a heightened sense of

being physically present, so

people will have a greater

appreciation of exploration in

general and what is specifi-

cally being learned—whether

it's on the surface of Mars or

at the bottom ofthe ocean.

Sendingcameras is one thing,

but doyou have any ambi-

tions togo to spaceyourself?

Absolutely. I was going to go

up on the Russian Soyuz

system. Elon Musk's Dragon

spacecraft (page 70) will have

the ability to send seven

people into low Earth

orbit—and none too soon.

The space shuttle wasjust

sucking up a lot ofmoney and
going nowhere fast, literally

—

going 17,000 miles an hour to

stay in orbit. That's like

Columbus going to Queen
Isabella and saying, "I'm

going to explore a new
continent. But first I'm going

to sit offshore for 30 years and

study the problem of people

living on small ships."

We've learneda lotabout

Mars in the past decade.

What will it take tofully

explore it? I think it'll be like

ocean exploration: a mixture

ofhumans and robotics. We
could put the most capable

rover on Mars, but there's still

as much as a 40-minute

lag—so ifwe tried to tell it to

avoid running offa cliff, it

would be lying at the bottom

in pieces for 40 minutes by

the time it got the signal. If

you want to get a lot ofwork
done, you've got to put a

human there.

What obstacles do weface in

actually gettingpeople to

Mars?We could use chemical

rockets to send people to
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Mars. That's not the issue—it's living on the surface. The only

way to tackle that problem is to tackle that problem, not talk

about it. This country has the potential to be resting on its

laurels so long that it loses the capability to do the kinds of

things thatwe pride ourselves on being able to do. No human
has been outside low Earth orbit in 40 years. That's crazy!

What is the role ofscience-fictionfilmmaking in inspiring

people to think boldly? Fantasy and imagination have driven

the filmmaking process, which has driven technology. And I

know from working in the sciences—especially space science

and astronomy—that every one ofthese scientists was a

science-fiction fan when they were a kid. It was an outlet for

their imagination and their sense ofwhat was possible.

Popular Mechanics is going to be 110years old nextyear.

Where willhumanity be 110 years from now? We're facing

arguably the most challenging century in human history.We
have to get our act together and learn to cooperate between

nations to solve global-scale problems. This is the turning point

where we've exceeded, or will shortly exceed, Earth's ability to

support us. And we're going to have to change our thinking.

We have to be more organized and self-sacrificing and less

contentious, or we're not going to make it.

What doyou thinkwe need to do to make these changes

happen?We need to start trusting science a whole lot more.

We love when science gives us somethingwe want, like the

semiconductors in our brand-new iPad. Butwe don't trust

science when it's a message we don'twant to hear, like we need

to reduce our consumption of resources. There were warnings

in science fiction, whose job has always been to imagine the

future—whether an exciting future of shiny technology or a

dystopian one. And now there are very real warnings from the

science community, but we're not takingthem seriously. The

danger is very real. We are racing toward a cliffwith the top down
and the radio playing. We've got to wake up.

You 'repassionate about so many ofthe topics Popular
Mechanics covers. What does winning this awardmean to

you?The magazine is a mixture of science, engineering and

backyard tinkering. I love that, because I like to sit at that

particular nexus myself. This award symbolizes that I've

managed to pull it off—to do something ofvalue in those areas.

1: With Arnold
Schwarzenegger on the

set ofTerminator 2:

Judgment Day in 1991.

2: Cameron in 1995,
before an expedition to

the Titanic wreck in a
Mir sub.

3: Inspecting an
engineering model of
the 3D Mastcam he
helped develop for

NASA's next Mars rover.

Curiosity.

4: With other members
of the X Prize

Foundation board of
trustees experiencing

zero gravity on G-Force

One, a modified Boeing
727-200.

5: Cameron filming

The Abyss in an unused
nuclearpower plant

containment tank filled

with 7.5 million gallons

of water.
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WEST PHILLY HYBRID X TEAM
SIMON HAUGER, FACULTY ADVISER

A STUDENT SUPERCAR

I
OF THE 111 TEAMS
that competed for the

$10 million purse in last

year's Progressive Insurance

Automotive X Prize, only one

was from a high school

—

West Philadelphia, where

85 percent of students are

economically disadvantaged.

West Philly entered two

vehicles—a Factory Five GTM
biodiesel hybrid kit car

(above) and a converted Ford

Focus gasoline plug-in

hybrid—and made it to the

semifinals with both. "We
were going up against teams

that had dozens of engineers,

and we had 15 students, a

couple of teachers and a

dream," says adviser Simon
Hauger, a teacher in the

school's Academy of

Automotive and Mechanical

Engineering. "One of the

marvelous things about

teenagers is they're not

daunted by that."

After its impressive X
Prize performance, West

Philly won the Green Grand
Prix in Watkins Glen, N.Y.,

last April, when its GTM
achieved the equivalent of

160 mpg over 100 miles.

"I always liked fast,

gas-guzzling race cars, so

when I first heard the club

was named the Hybrid X
Team, I wasn't so sure, but I

gave it a try," says captain

Stefon Gonzalez. "It definitely

broadened my horizons, not

just with cars but with things

like public speaking,

fundraising and networking."

The after-school program
also helped the high school

senior (and two other

teammates) land a public-

transit internship with the

Southeastern Pennsylvania

Transportation Authority.

"I call it the light-switch

effect," Hauger says. "This

work truly enlarges the

students' vision for what
they're capable of doing. We
don't put them in a row of

desks and lecture about fuel

efficiency, biofuels or

aerodynamics. We say, 'Let's

solve this problem together.'"

The students so

impressed Edison2 founder

and Automotive X Prize

champion Oliver Kuttner

that he asked them to build

an electric version of his Very

Light Car (VLC). The team
hopes to operate a nonprofit

after-school project that

employs students to make
and sell the EVLC kit car.

"When they're done, they

will have the world's most
efficient electric car by a

leap," Kuttner says.

PHOTOGRAPH BY DENNIS KLEIMAN Clockwise from left: Jeffrey Johnson, Stefon Gonzalez, Brandon Ford, Shamere Palmer,

Adam Mitchell, Sydney Dickerson, Azeem Hill, Morris Bailey and Ciera Williams
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TODD HYLTONdarpa MATT KEENNON,

KARL KLINGEBIEL aerovironment

brilliant idea

A REMOTE-CONTROLLED AERIAL VEHICLE THAT USES

ITS WINGS TO FLY-JUST LIKE AN ACTUAL BIRD

"

Matt Keennon holding the Nano Hummingbird, which can hover
and fly in three axes ofmotion using only two Happing wings.

PHOTOGRAPH BY CAROL VON ZUMWALT
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innovators

V. REGGIE EDGERTON a YURY GERASIMENKO ucla

SUSAN H ARKEMA UNIVERSITY OF LOUISVILLE

JOEL BURDICK< a: ii <ii ROB SUMMERS

brilliant idea

AN ELECTRIC THERAPY THAT

STIMULATES SPINAL NERVES,

ALLOWING THE PARALYZED TO WALK

A HIT-AND-RUN ACCIDENT in 2006 left Rob Summers
paralyzed from the chest down, shattering the college baseball

player's Major League prospects. But his injury—and his

athlete's dedication—made him the ideal candidate for a

one-of-a-kind experiment led by a scientific dream team.

UCLA researchers V. Reggie Edgerton and Yury Gerasimenko
had been studying the effects of electrical stimulation on the

spinal cord in animals for decades. To test their theories in a

human, they teamed with

Susan Harkema, rehabilita-

tion director at the Kentucky

Spinal Cord Injury Research

Center, and Joel Burdick, a

CalTech bioengineer.

After preparing Summers
with two years of physical

therapy, the scientists

implanted an electrode array

over his lumbosacral spine,

enabling them to send pulses

of electricity directly to his

spinal cord. This epidural

stimulation amplifies motor

commands to the injured

area. The team believes it

also activates local circuits of

the spinal cord that can

produce movement but that

are not directly controlled by

the brain. The spinal cord is

"smart, and it's plastic,"

Edgerton says. "That is, it can

change. It can even learn

motor tasks." The bursts of

electricity, combined with

the repetitious movement of

the locomotor training, may
awaken neural circuits that

send impulses to specific

body parts. "This can happen
without any input from the

brain," he says.

Summers, one of more
than 1.3 million Americans

who live with spinal cord

injuries, recovered unprecedented voluntary movement for

someone with complete paralysis. "The third day they turned it

on, I stood independently after not moving anything in four

years," he says. With stimulation, Summers can now bear his

own weight for 4 to 25 minutes, move his toes, ankles, knees

and hips on command and take a few steps on a treadmill.

According to research published in The Lancet, he also resumed

some bodily functions including the ability to sweat—which

PHOTOGRAPH BY M I S H A GRAVENOR From left: V. Reggie Edgerton, Susan Harkema, Rob Summers, Yury Gerasimenko
and Joel Burdick. Here, Summers supports his body weight with his arms.



A flexible web ofglass nanoparticles makes up each piece ofOsorb.
When it comes in contact with pollutants, the web opens up to

encapsulate them, causing the Osorb to swell (inset).

The electrode array

was implanted at

Summers's T12
vertebra, stimulating

his Ll-Sl spinal

cord segments.

enabled him to work as a guest pitching coach at a

baseball camp in Florida. "Prior to that, my body couldn't

handle the heat," he says. While the scientists, who have

approval for four more human subjects, are cautiously

optimistic, researchers from the University of Zurich were

less reserved in a commentary that appeared in the same
issue of The Lancet: "We are entering a new era when the

time has come for spinal-cord-injured patients to move."
innovator

PAIR EDMISTON college of wooster,absmaterials

brilliant idea

L

A POWDER THAT STRIPS NASTY CHEMICALS

MATERIALS SCIENCE FROM WATER, OVER AND OVER AGAIN

TOXIC-WATER SPONGE

• CHEMIST PAUL
Edmiston has plenty of

data to prove how well Osorb, a

glass substance, soaks up
petroleum, solvents and other

organic contaminants. But he's

most convincingwhen he mixes

motor oil with water, adds
Osorb, filters offthe swollen

powder and drinks the

remaining liquid. "It works like

a nanomechanical sponge," he
says. "I've done trace analysis,

and the water's totally clean."

A graduate student of

Edmiston's stumbled upon the

material while experimenting

with molecules for a bomb-
detection device. After she

added acetone to a beaker of

silicas, they ballooned to eight

times their normal size. She
went straight to Edmiston,

asking, "Did I mess up?"

Much to the contrary: The
silicas, Edmiston realized, are

hydrophobic, so they ignore

water but grab both polar

compounds (such as acetone)

and nonpolarones (such as

octane) out of solution. The
contaminants can be released

for disposal or recycling by

squeezing the nanomechanical

sponge—that is, by applying

heat. The swellable glass can be

reused more than 100 times.

Osorb could clean up a

number of intractable

environmental problems, from

industrial accidents to the

billions ofgallons ofwaste-

water produced by the boom in

natural gas (racking (hydraulic

fracturing). In a pilot test at a

well in Ohio, a prototype system

treated 60 gallons ofwater per

minute, slashing its petroleum

content from 227 milligrams

per liter to 0.1 mg per liter.

A metal catalyst in a new
version ofOsorb goes one step

further, breaking down
contaminants to environmen-

tally benign molecules. Stephen

Spoonamore, Edmiston's

partner in a startup called

ABSMaterials, describes it as "a

catalytic converter that works
on liquids instead ofgases."

PHOTOGRAPH BY BEN GOLDSTEIN DIAGRAM BY DOGO
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SPIRITS OPPORTUNITY
ENGINEERING TEAM LED BY: STEVEN SQUYRES CORNELL UNIVERSITY
JOHN CALLAS, RICHARD COOK, PETER THEISINGER NASAJET PROPULSION LAB

brilliant idea

ROBUST ROBOTIC SURROGATES

MARS ROVERS

SPEED WHEN ENTERtNfJ MARS ATMOSPHERE:

LENGTH: 5.2 FEET

WIDTH: 7.5 FEET

HEIGHT: 4.9 FEET

WEIGHT: 384 POUNDS

17 times heavier than Pathfinder

TOP LAND SPEED: AVERAGE LAND SPEED:

FOR SIX-WHEELED, 400-POUND mechanical geologists, Mars rovers

Spirit and Opportunity have really turned on the charm, working theirway
into the hearts ofan admiring public—and, most powerfully, those of their

engineers. "We just couldn't be prouder of those little rovers," says NASA's

deputy administrator, Lori Garver. After landing on Mars in 2004, each

rover was meant to operate for 92 days and travel about three-quarters of a mile. Nearly seven years

and 20 miles later, Opportunity still motors on. Spirit performed a feat of Martian mountaineering

before finally running out ofpower on the darker, harsher side of the planet last year. To observers

such as Daniel Wilson, author ofRobopocalypse and a PM adviser, "they're a great example of the

resiliency of robots and the ingenuity ofhumankind."

If the rovers' stamina wildly exceeded expectations, so have their discoveries: picture-postcard

images from the surface of Mars, evidence that the planet once held water, footage of dust devils

that offers insights into Martian wind. They also inspired the next generation of space explorers.

This November, a newvehicle named Curiosity will be sentto the Red Planet to continue NASA's

Mars Exploration Program, which began in 1976 with the two Viking landers. It will drill into soil

and fire lasers at rocks, analyze mineral samples and search for life's carbon-based building

blocks—work made possible by its intrepid twin predecessors. AsJohn Callas wrote in a heartfelt

goodbye to Spirit: "She has also given us a great intangible. Mars is no longer a strange, distant and

unknown place. Mars is now our neighborhood." For all that, brave rovers, we salute you.

OPERATING TEMPERATURE (E):

NAVIGATION

AVERAGE LIFETIME OF ROVER TRACKS:

MARTIAN YEAR (687 EARTH DAYS)

GEFORE BEING ERODED BY WIND



LAUNCH DATE: 06/10/03

FLIGHT DISTANCE:
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LDMGEST DNE-DAY ADVANCE: 4DE FEET

SHARPEST INCLINE SCALED: 30.2 DEGREES

IMAGES RETURNED:

1: BUSEV CRATER

Spirit touches down as planned

in the 95-mile-diameter Gusev
crater, which scientists think may
once have held an ancient lake.

2: SUMMIT OF HUSBAND HILL

08/21/05
TOTAL DISTANCE TRAVELED: 3.1 MILES

In pursuit of different rock

types, Spirit climbs a hill

roughly the height of the Statue

of Liberty—becoming the first

explorer ever to scale another

planet's summit.

FLIGHT DISTANCE:

LONGEST ONE-DAY ADVANCE: 721 FEET

SHARPEST INCLINE SCALED: 31.2 DEGREES

1: EAGLE CRATER

After landing inadvertently in

this crater on Meridiani Planu

Opportunity uses its r

grinding tool. It discove

tite, which forms i

its soaked

2: VICTORIA CRATER

TAI
DISTANCE TRAVELED: 5.77 MILES

pportunity explores inside this

stadium-size crater, finding that

water has come and gone there

several times in the past.

3: HOME PLATE 3: BLOCK ISLAND

TOTAL DISTANCE TRAVELED: 4.1 MILES

Spirit finds clues that an

explosive volcano forme
rocky outcrop—and th

may have played a role

creation.

TOTAL DISTANCE TRAVELED: 4.B MILES

B
lile driving backward,

gging a disabled front wheel,

rit becomes mired in soft

he rover studies it until

g contact with NASA in

arch 2010.

II
;-.— —

-n£r'

TOTAL DISTANCE TRAVELED: 10.7 MILES

The rover finds and analyzes

this watermelon-size, iron-

nickel meteorite, which holds

clues to the history of the Mar-

tian climate.

4: ENDEAVOUR CRATER

TOTAL DISTANCE TRAVELED: 20.B MILES

Opportunity reaches Spirit Point

on the rim of this14-mile-wide

crater—home to exposed rock

outcroppings older than any the

rover has yet examined.

ILLUSTRATION BY ALEXANDER VAN DAALEN
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innovator

PETER HOFBAUER
ECOMOTORS

brilliant idea r

TURB0CHAR6ER
An electric motor mounted to the

blower's shaft quickly spools
the compressor for a fast boost;

in reverse, it generates electricity

off the exhaust flow. Plus, it

manages exhaust pressure to

minimize emissions.

RELATIVELY SIMPLE and lightweight, two-stroke engines (found in

chain saws and outboard motors) would be great in cars and trucks, if

they weren't so dirty. "I probably spent $50 million of GM's money
proving two-strokes don't work in automobiles," says General Motors

veteran Don Runkle. The Opposed-Piston, Opposed-Cylinder (OPOC)
engine developed by EcoMotors' Peter Hofbauer changed Runkle's

mind so thoroughly that he became the company's CEO.
As in other flat engines (sometimes called boxer engines for the way

their pistons resemble two fighters tradingjabs), OPOC's pistons move
horizontally. Hofbauer's aha! moment came one day when the former

Volkswagen engineer was pondering the shortcomings ofVW's boxer

engine. "I thought, my God, ifyoujust replace the cylinder head with a

moving piston and cylinder ports, it might be less complicated."

It is—by a long shot. The engine requires less than halfthe parts of

a similar four-stroke engine and is 30 percent lighter. The net result, says

Hofbauer, is a 15 to 50 percent increase in energy efficiency, depending

on the configuration. And thanks to its unique architecture and several

key innovations, the OPOC releases far fewer emissions than a typical

two-stroke. With a 240-hp diesel prototype, EcoMotors is focused now
on the truck market; last February the company signed a licensing agree-

ment with Navistar. "When the economy has recovered, the world will

add 85 million combustion engines for cars and light trucks," Hofbauer

says. "Ifwe can offer an engine that is efficient and competitive in pro-

duction costs, it will be a success."

STEEL CONNECTING RODS
Long steel connecting rodsjoin the outer pistons to the

crankshaft. With two pistons working offone combustion
event, the engine behaves as though it has a longstroke—
utilizing more of the available energy and increasing efficiency.

Yet the crankshaft remains compact and therefore lighter.

CRANKSHAFT
The engine is modular,
and the crankshaft of
the cylinder pairs can be
connected by a clutch. For
highway cruising, unneeded
cylinders can simply be
idled and then engaged
again for passing.

Gases flow in and
out ofthe cylinder

via ports in the

walls, saving the

complexity and
weight of cylinder
heads. The design of
the intake and
exhaust systems
and combustion
chamber keeps
excess unburned
fuel from exiting the

exhaust port,

reducing emissions.
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MEDICINE

READY-MADE BLOOD VESSELS

• WHILE TRAINING IN

an intensive-care unit

during medical school,

Laura Niklason got a graphic

view of a persistent problem.

"The surgeons spent a lot of

time digging around in the

patients' legs or arms
looking for veins to replace

main arteries," she says. "I

thought, there's got to be a

better way."

According to the most
recent National Hospital

Discharge Survey, doctors in

the U.S. performed 408,000

coronary artery bypass

procedures in 2007, all of

which required vascular

grafts. And more than half of

the 320,000 chronic dialysis

patients need blood

vessels transplanted into

their arms. While tissue

engineers can grow
compatible vessels from a

patient's own cells, the wait

time can be more than six

months. Niklason, along

with colleagues Juliana Blum
and Shannon Dahl, decided

the solution should be

at a surgeon's fingertips:

Their company, Humacyte,

was the first to make blood

vessels that can be stored for

future use.

To grow these, the

researchers seed human
smooth-muscle cells onto

tubular scaffolds made from

a biodegradable polymer.

The cells produce collagen

and other molecules

that form a matrix as the

scaffold disintegrates.

Using detergent, the

researchers scrub away the

muscle cells, leaving

nonimmunogenic vessels

behind—meaning they

won't be rejected by an

unrelated patient's body.

"Think of [the vessel wall]

as a sponge," Dahl says. "It

has holes that are filled with

cells. Wash them away and

you're left with something

you can still hold on to."

The vessels retained their

strength and elasticity after a

year of refrigerated storage in

a saline solution, according

to a study published in Febru-

ary's Science Translational

Medicine, They were then

grafted into animals, where,

after six months, they showed

no signs of fibrosis or

thickening of the vessel walls.

"Since vascular disease is

really the No. 1 cause of

morbidity and mortality in

the Western world, a way to

replace diseased arteries will

have huge impact, I hope,

over the long term,"

Niklason says, "particularly

with the problem of obesity."

Humacyte hopes to

begin human trials overseas

in 2012; meanwhile, the

team is already thinking

beyond blood vessels. The
same technique could be

used to grow other simple

tissues, such as ligaments

and cartilage, that are

structurally important.

Eventually, they think,

labs will grow organs

with complex functions

—

making more transplants

off-the-shelf.

PHOTOGRAPH BY LARRY LETTERS From left: Humacyte business operations director Juliana Blum, C50
Laura Niklason and scientific operations director Shannon Dahl.
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Upgrade your playlist

with Bose sound.

The Wave music system
with Connect Kit for iPod!

You really love your iPod. Now there's a reason to love it even more. Take every song

on your playlist and bring it to life out loud with the award-winning sound of the Wave® music

system. The optional Connect Kit for iPod makes it easy, even charging your iPod or iPhone® so you can

pick it up and go.

The Wave* music system can bring new life to all your music, including CDs

and radio. This is a complete, high-performance system that includes a clock,

an alarm and a handy remote that also controls key iPod features like playlist

navigation. Forbes FYI says that "you'll think you're listening to a... system that

costs five times more." Take advantage of our 30-day, risk-free trial. Ask about

making 12 easy payments, with no interest charges from Bose* Order the

Wave® music system now and you'll even receive the Connect Kit for free - a

$99 value. Hear your playlist like never before. With the performance of Bose,

the most respected name in sound.

The Connect Kit plays music from and charges most iPod and i Phone models. In the event of audio interference, set iPhone to airplane mode. 'Bose

payment plan available on orders of S299-SISOO pa id by major creditcard. Separate financing offers may be available for select products. See website
for fetalis. Down payment is l/l? the product price plus applicable tax and shipping charges, charged when your order is shipped. Then, your credit

card will be billed for II equal monthly installments beginning approximately one month from the date your order is shipped, with 0% APR and no
interest charges from Bose. Credit card rules and interest may apply. U.S. residents only. Limit one active financing program per customer, ©2011 Bose
Corporation. The distinctive design of the Wave ' music system is a registered trademark of Bose Corporation. Financing and free Connect Kit offers

not to be combined with other offers or applied to previous purchases, and subject to change without notice. If the system is returned, the Connect

Kit must be returned for a full refund Offers are limited to purchases made from Bose and participating authorized dealers. Offers valid 10/VH-IVOT.
Risk free refers to 30-day trial only, requires product purchase and does not include return shipping. Delivery is subject to product availability. iPod and
iPhone are registered trademarksofApple Inc. Quotes reprinted with permission: Thomas Jackson, Forbes FYI. Winter/04.

FREE Connect Kit

for iPod when you order

by November 19, 2011.

To order or learn more

Bose.com/connect

1-800-411-8072,

ext. TX377

Better sound through research
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innovators

KENNY JENSEN.

DAMON VANDER LIND
MAKANI POWER

brilliant idea

A TURBINE THAT GOES

WHERE THE WIND

IS-THOUSANDS OF

FEETDFFTHE GROUND

AS A KITE BOARDER, zipping

back and forth across the surf,

Corwin Hardham experienced

firsthand the power ofwind.

As an engineer, he wanted to

harness that energy with the

ease and flexibility of the

sport. Makani Power, which
Hardham co-founded, now
leads a small pack of startups

eagerly attempting to tap into

an unexploited resource—the

strong, consistent winds
blowing above 1300 feet.

To do so, Hardham, with

engineers KennyJensen and
Damon Vander Lind, did away
with 90 percent of the mass of

a conventional turbine

—

namely, the tower—and
instead mounted Makani's

technology on a glorified

string. But rather than

resembling a kite, the sleek,

20-kilowatt Wing 7 prototype

is equal parts airplane,

helicopter and robot.

Weighing a mere 130

pounds and spanning 28 feet,

Wing 7 takes offvertically with

rotors up, rotates into

horizontal flight and autono-

mously flies in swooping
circles. Wing-mounted
turbines generate electricity,

transmitting it to the ground
through the tether. A first-of-

its-kind vertical tail wing
allows the craft to transition

through the various flight

modes, Hardham says: "It's a

whole new take on aviation."

BASE
STATION

CARBON-FIBER
ROTORS

TJ1

MOTOR
PYLONS

HOLD MOST OF
I THE WING'S I

. ELECTRONICS
AND AVIONICS

CARBON-FIBER
WING

GENERATES
20 KILOWATTS
OF POWER IN
22-MPH WINDS

STABILIZER
ALLOWS 90-DEGREE
' ROTATION FROM"

TO HORIZONTAL
FLIGHT

(^

Standing with Wing 7, from left, control systems engineer Kenny Jensen,
CEO and CTO Corwin Hardham and systems engineering lead Damon Vander Lind.



Eventually, fleets of autono-

mous, power-producing craft

may be tethered to land or to

buoys at sea.

With funding from the

Department of Energy's

Advanced Research Projects

Agency-Energy (ARPA-E)

—

as well as from venture

capitalists such as Google

founders Larry Page and
Sergey Brin—Makani plans to

develop a 1-megawatt unit by

2013 that can fly above 1800

feet, with hopes of taking it

to market two years later. The
company's ultimate goal is

to tap the jet streams above
23,000 feet, which contain

roughly 100 times the energy

currently used worldwide.

imiuvatoi

TODSIZER BELL LABS

brilliant idea

O COMMUNICATIONS BROADBAND BEAMEB BY A RUBIK'S CUBE i
A TINY CELL TOWER

• WITH PREDICTIONS of a thirtyfold increase in mobile data

demand by 2015, Tod Sizer, head of wireless research at Bell

Labs, knew something had to give. "There's no way we can put up 30

times as many cell towers as there are today," he says. So he did what

any high-tech engineerwould do—he went to hiswood shop. Sizer cut

a 60-mm cube, attached an aluminum plate to represent an antenna

and handed it to his team, telling them to rethink everything.

Their solution, the lightRadio cube, drastically shrinks the

antenna and combines it with an amplifier to boost the signal. Digital-

processing functions, which currently hunker in a building at a cell

tower's base, will be consolidated in facilities up to 25 miles away.

Sizer compares this Lego-block approach to multicore computer pro-

cessors. "The future," he says, "is not about higher- and higher-power

solutions. It's about lower-power solutions serving a smaller number
ofpeople with the same amount of data." According to the company,

arrays of the cubes—affixed to skyscrapers, airport terminals, bus

stops—can increase broadband capacity by 30 percent while cutting

operation costs and energy consumption in half.

The lightRadio cube won't topple all towers—they'll still be
needed along roadways and in rural areas—but it should greatly

reduce their proliferation. It should also revolutionize cellphone

service in the cities of resource-

strapped developing countries.
1

LIGHTRADIO CUBE
60-MM SQUARE

TRADITIONAL CELL TOWER
93 FEET TALL]
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innovator

ELON MUSK
SPACEX

brilliant idea

A SPACECRAFT THAT CAN DELIVER

BETTER PERFORMANCE AT LOWER COST

IT'S BEEN a stellar 18 months
for SpaceX. The aerospace

company signed a S492

million launch contract—the

largest in history—with

satellite company Iridium

Communications. It received

a $75 million slice ofNASA pie

to develop an escape system

for its Dragon spacecraft. And
in December, it became the

first private company ever to

launch a craft into orbit and
successfully recover it: After

circling the Earth twice, the

unmanned Dragon splashed

down within a mile of its

target in the Pacific Ocean.

"I think it's important that

humanity try to become a

multiplanet species," says

SpaceX founder and CEO Elon

Musk. "Ifwe're not steadily

improving our access to space,

making it more reliable at

lower cost and at larger scale,

that will never happen." The
company says the Dragon

capsule will be able to lift

seven astronauts into orbit

atop its Falcon rocket—more
than double the capacity of the

Russian Soyuz, at less than

one-third ofthe price per seat.

NASA engineer and 2010

Breakthrough Award winner

Daniel Andrews calls SpaceX's

achievements "necessary and

impressive," poised to create

"very real, high-tech jobs in a

new market sector." In fact, at

press time, SpaceX advertised

130 open positions.

The Dragon's first cargo delivery to the International Space Station is

planned to launch Nov. 30; the first manned mission in 2014.
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CONSUMER TECH

• The Atrix 4G is

a topnotch

smartphone, with

a dual-core Tegra 2
processor, 4G
wireless speeds

and a super-sharp

540 x 960-pixel

screen. But what
makes it revolution-

ary is a hidden

talent: It's also a

computer. When
connected to the

Motorola Lapdock,

the Atrix switches

modes—and
becomes the heart,

soul and brain of an

11.5-inch laptop.

With the Atrix,

Motorola has taken

the first step toward

a future in which
one device serves

as the nerve center

of many. ($100)

Microsoft Kinect for Windows
Software Development Kit
As a gaming device, Kinect was a hit. PM gave its

user interface, Project Natal, a Breakthrough

Award in 2009. But it wasn't until hackers got

their hands on the motion-control technology for

Xbox 360—with its infrared camera, laser depth

sensors and microphone array—that Kinect's true

potential emerged. UC Davis students used the

depth sensors for 3D video conferencing; at the

University of Minnesota, Kinect became a tool for

identifying ADD, OCD and autism in kids; Microsoft

even demonstrated a lounge chair propelled and

steered with hand gestures (right). In the software

development kit, Microsoft not only sanctions

hacking, it provides programmers, researchers and

artists with the tools to do it. That's the kind of

breakthrough-enabling attitude we love. (Free)

Square Reader,
Square & Card
Case Apps
Turning an idea into a business

is hard enough without having to

deal with the byzantine rules of

merchant banking. Square,

co-founded by Twitter's Jack

Dorsey, makes accepting credit

card payments as easy as setting

up an email account. With Square's

card reader and associated apps,

any iPad, iPhone or Android

handset can process transactions

on the spot. Signatures register on

a touchscreen, and receipts go out

via email. Square's eponymous
new app turns mobile devices into

full-fledged point-of-sale terminals

with a visual inventory; Card Case
further simplifies the process,

storing payment info in a secure app

to allow wireless, instant purchases

at Square-ready stores. (Free, plus

2.75 percent ofeach transaction)/
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Parrot Asteroid
Receiver
According to consumer
marketing firm R.L. Polk,

the average age of cars and

trucks on the road today is

about 11 years. In tech

terms, that's an eternity.

The Asteroid, Parrot's

drop-in receiver, is a simple

way to turn any older model
into a connected vehicle.

Powered by Google Android

software, the Asteroid

includes voice recognition,

hands-free calling and
connections for popular

smartphones and media

players. It also supports

3G mobile Internet, enabling

apps for navigation,

Internet radio and, well,

anything else developers

come up with. ($350)

Ford Rear
Inflatable
Seat Belts
Seatbelts haven't

changed dramati-

cally since the

introduction of the

three-point model in

1959, that is, until

Ford combined rear

belts with another

important safety

feature: the airbag.

Available as an

option in the 2011
Explorer, the belts

activate with

compressed gas via

a specially designed

buckle. As it breaks

through the fabric,

the airbag provides

support for more
than five times the

body area of a

normal belt. This

reduces pressure on

the chest and further

secures the neck and

head during an

accident, especially

important for

children and older

passengers. ($595
as part ofa safety

package)

Rockstar
Games'
L.A. Noire

• It's the video game
that could provide a

definitive response

to the question, can

games be art?

Cinema-grade

MotionScan
technology allows

actors, such as

Mod1

Men's Aaron

Staton (seated), to

actually play their

characters (inset),

giving Rockstar

Games' LA. Noire

an exhilarating level

of realism. A
detective's brow
furrows in

frustration. A
witness's lips purse.

When suspects lie,

it's revealed in the

lines of their faces.

The effect is at once
uncanny and

cinematic—and
certainly unprec-

edented. Gamers
will never look

back. ($50)
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BORALPURE SMOG EATING TILE
Using some creative chemistry, Boral Roofing has turned a

standard building material into a formidable weapon—notjust
against sun and rain, but also air pollution. The tile's coating

contains Ti02 (titanium dioxide), which reacts with and

neutralizes N0
X
(nitrogen oxide) particles in smog. The

byproduct is a harmless precipitate that accumulates on the

roof and washes away in the rain. That's pollution removal at

its best. No machinery. No moving parts. No energy input other

than sunlight. Just a clever, air-cleansing chemical reaction.

(Price: 25 percent above cost ofstandard roofing)

Solaria Photovoltaic Panels
Solar power has a problem. In order for people

to make the switch, solar technology needs to

be cheap. The silicon required for standard

photovoltaic (PV) panels, however, is extremely

expensive. Solaria struck upon an elegant

solution with its monocrystalline panels: Use 50
to 70 percent less silicon. Rather than covering

the entire module with PV panels, Solaria

leverages a patterned-glass lens to refocus

light onto a strip of solar cells. The module is

durable; the proven operating life is longer than

25 years. And because the product uses the

supply chain already established in traditional

solar panel manufacturing, overall costs remain

low. (Price: one-third less than a solarpanel
ofcomparable efficiency)

Philips AmbientLED Bulb
The AmbientLED is the first credible LED
replacement for the most common light bulb in

America, the 60-watt incandescent—and it hits

shelves just in time for new federal efficiency

standards. At 800 lumens, the bulb is just as

bright as its tungsten counterpart but

consumes only 12.5 watts of power. And after

hours of operation, it's merely warm to the

touch. Philips's secret lies in remote phosphor

technology, which generates a pleasing hue and

diffuses light to create that familiar soft glow.

One thing that may take some getting used to

is the bulb's longevity: The AmbientLED is

rated to burn for 25,000 hours, 25 times

longer than a typical incandescent. ($25)

SkyProdigy Automatic Telescopes
Contrary to what the name suggests, most "automatic" telescopes require calibra-

tion, and so take time and expertise to master. "Many people don't have that kind of

dedication," says Eric Kopit, Celestron's director of development. The company's
SkyProdigy series—which includes refractor, reflector (130-mm, left) and Maksutov-

Cassegrain-style models—makes looking into the cosmos truly effortless. With

built-in tracking cameras and a digital database of more than 4000 heavenly objects,

the SkyProdigy telescopes sight themselves in less than 3 minutes, so even a

first-time stargazer can experience the thrill of discovery. ($699-$799)
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Zero-Turn Rider concept
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New Albany,

Mississippi
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Humble, Texas
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Thanks to all who celebrated Cub Cadet's 50 years of innovation with your ideas

for the future of outdoor power equipment. An expert panel selected their Top

50 and you voted for the most innovative idea of all. Congratulations to the Top 5

innovative ideas. To learn more about the Cub Cadet Future Vision Contest entries

and Cub Cadet's innovative products visit www.cubcadet.com/next50
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Steal
this car...

Pre-owned cars

are more
affordable,

more reliable
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enjoyable than

ever. Time to

savor that old-

car smell.
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Ferrari 308/328
1975 to 1989

Why It's Cool

It's a midengine

Ferrari for the

price of a family

sedan. Even if

the Ferrari is

slower in a

straight line

(which it is), how
can you pass

that up?

Price Range

$20,000 to $40,000

-
What It Says

"I can afford a

Ferrari. Would
you like to see

my Ferrari?

Look, Ma, I've

got a Ferrari!"

Speed Bumps

Terrible

ergonomics;

interior known
primarily for

Playskool switch-

gear and
dime-store

quality. Cam-belt

service can

approach

$8000. Low
price of entry

often results in

neglect by

cheapskate

owners.

Why You Want
It Anyway...

Three words:

Magnum, Private

Investigator.

Also, it sounds

like a Ferrari, aka

a wicked wail.

Alternative

1997 to 2004
Corvette C5:

if you can get

past the

Rubbermaid
interior.

MARK THESE WORDS: We are

living in perhaps the last great era of

the automobile. If you account for

inflation, cars have never before

been—and may never again be-
faster, cheaper or more comfortable

than they are now. Waltz into your

Chevrolet dealer, you can buy a

638-hp Corvette for $110,300 that cushions

like a Cadillac. March down the street to the

local Ford shop, you can have a $13,995 Fiesta

that rides and handles better than many cars

costing twice as much. Win the lottery, a 253-

mph Bugatti Veyron that costs $1.7 million can

be yours, and it won't even misbehave in traffic.

Admittedly, that last one is a bit out of reach

for most. But progress trickles down. Computer-

aided design, digital engine management and

rustproofing have been around for decades, and

the nation's used-car market is littered with

durable, low-maintenance machines. Yester-

day's sport sedans, luxury liners and even exot-

ics are now available for pennies on the dollar.

Most still have thousands of miles left to give. In

a nutshell, this glut of old steel is the best thing

to happen to the car freak since cheap oil.

History is replete with automotive golden

eras. The period following World War II was
arguably a high point, giving us lust-worthy and

affordable sports cars, V8 muscle, even head-

turning family sedans. When those machines

hit secondhand lots, they fueled the engine of

America's burgeoning speed culture. Suddenly,

style and burned rubber were dirt-cheap.

Only the sweet deals didn't—some would

say, couldn't—last forever. Classic cars have

always been expensive, but in recent years,

those postwar masterworks climbed to new
heights. Baby boomers got older and wealthier.

The cars of the '50s, '60s and early '70s were

canonized, and because the supply was and is

finite, more people with money began clamor-

ing for a piece of a shrinking pie. Everyone

wanted the same stuff, the cars that films such

as Vanishing Point, The Italian Job and Ameri-

can Graffiti made famous.

This is how we ended up with $70,000
Chevrolet Bel Airs and million-dollar Plymouth

Hemi 'Cudas. And because a rising tide floats all

boats, it's also what gave us $25,000 Triumph

TR6s and $50,000 BMW 2002s. Maybe you

think these cars—sprightly and fun when new-
are worth big money. Maybe you light your

cigars with hundred-dollar bills. We do neither.

Part of the blame belongs to circumstance.

The machinery in question was glorified for a

reason; it was stylish, fun to drive and historically

important. But the new cars that followed, the

ones that took their place at the low-buck end

of the classifieds, stunk. Blame ballooning fed-

eral regulations or an industry slow to change

with the times, but most cars of the 1970s and

early 1980s were horrible. As the selection of

interesting iron shrunk, more people turned to

the rides their fathers and grandfathers lusted



after. Prices continued to rise, and the

classic-car hobby grew stagnant.

Only now there's movement. Museum
pieces are out; enjoyable drivers and low

investments are in. The signs are every-

where, from cheap-classic websites such as

bringatrailer.com to the rise of low-cost

clunker racing a la 24 Hours of LeMons. The

generation born in the 1970s is now old

enough to have disposable income, and the

obvious answers—the Bel Airs, the Austin

Healeys—are too expensive, too tempera-

mental. But thrillingly, the cars of this gen-

eration's youth are affordable. Thanks to

modern technology, they're also still run-

ning, still safe, still practical.

To wit: The modern speed demon can

buy and modify a 20-year-old, 150,000-mile

BMW or Porsche that will shame many new
sports cars. The luxury freak can have an old

Jag that drives almost as well as a modern

Lexus, with functional HVAC, three-digit

capabilities and leather seats. Heck, even a

mid-'90s (C4 or C5) Corvette is the perfor-

mance bargain of the century. Where else

can you find a reliable 170-mph car for the

price of a new Honda Civic?

"This has only recently become possible.

Thirty years ago, the average 10-year-old

car was falling apart, with a worn-out

carburetor, rusty body and nonexistent

interstate manners. You could live with

cars like this, but it took a certain amount
of masochism—or at the very least, the

weekly use of tools. The 1980s were a turn-

ing point, when the mass-produced auto-

mobile was advanced enough to last for

decades with just regular maintenance, yet

still simple enough to be repaired by the

home mechanic. It was a nexus of light

weight, usable performance and relatively

low emissions.

Call it the first real appearance of the

modern car. And now this stuff is cheap.

Not that the market is all wine and

roses—there are, and will always be, bad

ideas. No one needs a 150,000-mile $5000
BMW 750iL (Rather, no one needs to pay

to fix its complex V12.) No rusty $500
Toyota Supra Turbo is a good idea. Sound

judgment matters, just as it does with any

other purchase. Caveat emptor.

Still, there are countless options that

make sense. We've outlined a few for you

here, but this is the tip of the iceberg. Wel-

come to the party, and happy hunting!

Price Range

$4000 to $12,000

It's a Porsche,

albeit a

front-engined

one that shares

components
with period

Audis. Nimble,

durable, lots of

storage space.

Cheaper than

the floor mats in

a new 911.

I enjoy

sausages,

Kraftwerk and

blowing exhaust

smoke into the

faces of

air-cooled-

Porsche purists."

Timing-belt

breakage means
certain engine

death. Sardine-

can driveline

packaging and

obnoxious parts

pricing means
maintenance is

expensive. Turbo

models don't

feel as fast as

they cost.

Why You Want
It Anyway...

Speedy enough
to get you into

trouble, reliable

enough to help

you get out of it.

In the right

hands, it will

embarrass a

911. Perpetually

proletarian.

Alternative

1976 to 1989
Ferrari 400/412:

the greatest

V12 Cadillac

Eldorado Detroit

never built.



Mazda Miata
Price Range

$1000 to $7000

Why It's Cool

Imagine a 1960s Lotus designed by the same
people who brought you reliable modern
electronics and the immersive video game. The
playful promise of every British sports car ever

made—actually fulfilled.

What It Says

"Really, I'm comfortable with my sexuality.

No, I don't want a wedgie. Please, can we stop

with the wedgies?"

Speed Bumps

The engine (115- or 131-hp 14) produces less

power than the average household blender.

Amateur road racers are snapping up all the

good ones. Seat fabric is famously less than

durable, and it's tough to source replacements.

Why You Want It Anyway . .

.

Few cars this cheap handle this well. And if

snickers from strangers make you feel

insecure, you can always just tell them you're

borrowing your wife's car.

Alternative

1982 to 1993 Alfa Romeo Spider: hopelessly

anachronistic, but butch in a '70s funk kind of way.

BMW 3 Series
1984 to 1991

Why It's Cool

Good at everything, from long trips and

grocery runs to track days. Astonishingly

durable. Gloriously anonymous speed partner.

What It Says

"Officer, this car is 20 years old. I don't even

think it goes that fast."

Speed Bumps

As with the Porsche, a broken timing belt can

lunch the engine. Good performance plus low

cost and durability means most examples now
have over 200,000 miles. The cooling system

is a weak point on early models.

Why You Want It Anyway . .

.

You need a car that will do it all, but you

don't want to pay for it. Also, there's a rare

but stunning M3 version (left) with a 192-hp

four-cylinder.

Alternative

1980 to 1987 Audi 4000CS Quattro:

essentially Audi's legendary '80s Quattro

coupe with four doors.

Price Range

$2000 to $15,000
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Price Range

$2500 to $7000

Cadi L Lac
STS
1992 to 1997

Why It's Cool

Big, fast and gifted with GM's trick overhead-

cam Northstar V8. Interior like an overstuffed

couch. Front-wheel drive, so it's not hopeless

in the white stuff.

What It Says

"What's wrong with getting old? Is there an

Old Country Buffet around here?"

Speed Bumps

Cooling and oiling systems are weak points. The

line "Hey, baby, wanna see my front-drive

Cadillac?" is as appealing to the opposite sex as

"My new dentures fit perfectly!"

Why You Want It Anyway . .

.

The dash can be turned into an onboard scan

tool. It lets you watch engine parameters in

real time and check and clear codes. Lends an

air of quirky, senior-citizen dignity to anyone.

Alternative

1990 to 2002 Lincoln Town Car: limousine,

rental car, American icon.

Jaguar XJR

Why It's Cool

Feels like wealthy love, yet does killer burnouts. Acres

ofwood and leather, and a buttery ride-and-handling

balance. The last high-po Jag to use the brand's creamy
(and supercharged) inline six.

What It Says

"Luxury is worth paying for, even if you pay for it over

and over again. Can I borrow five bucks?"

Speed Bumps

Factory parts can make Ferrari bits look like bargains.

Electrical problems are endemic. It will depreciate like

mad, no matter how much money you dump into it.

Why You Want It Anyway . .

.

Because it's a Jaguar. And—even if you're pushing it

down the street—everyone feels better in a Jaguar.

Alternative

1992 to 1998 Mercedes-Benz S-Class: autobahn
cruiser extraordinaire.

Price Range

$4500 to $10,000
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Why It's Cool

The first Benz to

introduce the

chiseled, taut

body. Feels like it

was carved from

a solid metal

slab. Somehow
appeals to both

the counter-

culture and the

upper class at

the same time.

What It Says

"When the

revolution

comes, all of you

mindless jerks

are going to be

the first against

the wall."

Speed Bumps

Diesel models

are slow enough
to cause brain

damage. Parts

prices induce

fainting. Oddly

fashionable with

hipsters, so

supply is

dwindling.

Why You Want
It Anyway . .

.

Minor compo-
nents will outlive

your children's

children. Later

diesel versions

produce little

smoke and sip

fuel like a hybrid.

Apocalypse

transportation

par excellence.

Alternative

1979 to 1992
Peugeot 505:

Modern
reliability plus

French ride

comfort equals

wonderful.

Price Range

$1500 to $10,000

VoLvo 240 Sedan
1982 to 1993

Why It's Cool

Stodgy, but

charmingly so.

Dana rear axle

will hold up to a

V8 transplant.

Legendary

safety; could fall

off the Chrysler

Building without

denting a

bumper. Eats

road trips whole.

What It Says

"I don't believe in

aerodynamics, I

just believe in

me. And these

Birkenstocks."

Speed Bumps

Faster than the

Mercedes, but

not by much.

Suspension

rubber is

notoriously

short-lived.

Available with

an 82-hp,

Volkswagen-built

diesel six, which

is neither

powerful nor

efficient.

Why You Want It

Anyway . .

.

You like driving

into things and

surviving. You
like carrying

things while

driving into

things and

surviving. You
have a spare

Chevy 305 in

your backyard

and need a place

to put it.

Alternative

1982 to 1988
BMW 535i:

ubiquitous and
boxy, like the

Volvo, but fun to

drive. PM Price Range

$1500 to $6000

DO YOU NOW HAVE USED-CAR FEVER? LEARN HOW TO INSPECT

A PRE-OWNED MODEL AND PICK THE PERFECT CHARIOT.

Used:??/.
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By John Herrman

Mac PC
The desktop operating system may soon be

dead. Apple's latest release of OS X, Lion,

shows a heavy influence from iOS, the operat-

ing system found on iPhones and iPads.

Likewise, the upcoming Windows 8 OS,

expected in 2012, is inspired by smartphones.

Yet the personal computer itself is far from
gone. Sales may be down, and tablets may be hot, but there are still more than 260 million laptops

and desktops that serve as the primary window through which Americans work and play. And
many people feel their computer choices define them—allegiance to an OS can be as passionate as

loyalty to a sports team or a political party. Well, it's time to stop the bickering and cut through the

rhetoric and marketing once and for all. We purchased two near-identically specced laptops, one
with Windows 7 and another with

Mac OS X Lion, and subjected

them to a brutal battery of tests to

see which UI has the higher IQ.



User Experience
We gave our machines

to everyday users.

Here's what they
thought.

Business Traveler

"The Mac's navigation is

cleaner and more
organized. However, it

doesn't automatically

maximize apps, which

adds an extra step. I prefer

the PC's separate left/right

click buttons, and without

guidance I never would
have known about OS X's

finger gestures. Both

machines, however, would
suit my needs."

"The PC has a bigger

screen at the same
weight. Navigation in

both OSs is easy if you

know what to do, but

neither is intuitive. Aero

Peek in Windows is great,

as are Jump List shortcuts

in the Start menu. I've

been a Mac user forever,

but I think I'll switch

to a PC for my next

computer."

Know
Your
Interface

* '11 J.

T

"

Mac: The first version

ofOSX (10.0), called

Cheetah, launched a

decade ago, and much
of it remains in Mac OS X
Lion (10.7), including

the Dock, an applications

launcher. But there have

been significant changes.

Mission Control provides

a bird's-eye view of the

OS, where users can see

and organize open
applications and switch

between separate

desktops, or Spaces.

Other features have

been carried over from

smartphones: Apps are

downloaded from the

App Store, and programs
|

are suspended rather

than fully closed, so that

saving files isn't neces-

sary. Smartphone and
tablet users will easily

grasp the new
multitouch gestures,

but it can be hard to

tell where the "home"
ofthe OS is. Is it Mission

Control? The Dock? The
iOS-style Launchpad?

(GREAT
CMm

PC: Windows' greatest

strength is familiarity. Its

core navigation and
application-launching

tools, the Start menu and

taskbar, were introduced

in Windows 95; these

features, alongwith

much of the logic of the

menus and keyboard

shortcuts, have changed
little since, meaning that

anyone who has used

Windows in the past 15

years will feel at home in

Windows 7. Yet Microsoft

has done much to

improve the Start menu/
taskbar concept over the

years, adding instant

menu and file searching,

visual application

previews and a view

called Aero Peek, which

lets users find windows

by hovering the cursor

over the taskbar.

Where some users

will find comfort and
consistency, others will

find staleness. Windows
7 is a refinement, not a

reimagining.
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"Windows feels clunky—it reminds me
of my old computer, but at least I know
where stuff is. Mac hardware and
software feel more modern, but I don't

see the point of some of the gestures."

Hardware

How do buyers' options stack up?
How many models are there?

And how much do they cost?

Mac: Apple's hardware

is attractively designed

and well-built, but

options are limited and
expensive. Macs also

have certain hardware

limitations: no Blu-ray

drives, no HDMI ports

in laptops and no

removable batteries.

Many laptops have flash

storage, which is fast

but limited in capacity.

MAC STARTING PRICE
Laptop: $1000
Desktop: $600

PC: Microsoft lets

anyone make Windows
PCs, which means there

are plenty of options in

specifications, designs

and prices. Avast array

of ports and accessories

is available. Hardware

quality runs the gamut
from topnotch to poor;

hardware prices, from

sky-high to bargain-

basement.

PC STARTING PRICE
Laptop: $250
Desktop: $200

"Both Web browsers are terrible—download a new one.

Seems like there's more to set up with a PC. The HP's

hardware feels cheaper, but I like the roundness and slick

feeling; the Mac finish is gritty, and edges are sharp. Both

are fine for multimedia, but for gaming, PC wins."

Software

What's
Included

Mac: OS X Lion comes with a

suite of apps, including iTunes

(music), iPhoto (photo

management), iMovie (movie

editing), Mail and Safari (Web

browser). Serious document-

editing apps are not included.

PC: Windows 7

'

few apps, bu
"

many of the

including email, mo\

and photo managerr

free downloads.

often bundle Microsoft Office

for free, but also include

unwanted bloatware.

What's
Availal

Mac: Today's most popular

apps are available on the Mac
OS—where there is no Mac
version of a Windows app,

there is often a quality alterna-

tive. Gamers, however, will

find little comfort in Mac OS's

anemic game selection.

PC: Windows has a glut of

available software, and no

central app store. You may
always be able to find the app

you need, but it may take

some work. Thousands of

games, from vintage to

cutting-edge, are available.

Platform Agnostic

No matter which side you're on, you'll end up using a lot

of the same apps. Here are some of the must-haves.

Firefox/Chrome: Fast, full-featured Web browsers that

are better than either Safari or Internet Explorer.

Microsoft Office/OpenOffice: Office is the de facto

productivity suite; OpenOffice is a capable free and
open-source alternative.

Dropbox: An online storage locker for your files. Drag

and drop files the way you would with a flash drive.

Google Apps: Websites that behave like apps, including

Gmail, Google Docs and Google Calendar.

Facebook and Twitter: The most popular social sites

don't have a stake in the Mac-versus-PC battle.

The battle between platforms is over. In our

tests, raw performance was almost identical.

Support for third-party software was close to

equivalent. While our Mac felt faster by a hair,

our PC was cheaper by a mile. Our PC came
with a bundle of free software, but our Mac was
impervious to viruses. The point is, as tools,

these machines are both hugely—and equally-

capable. And make no mistake: In 2011, tools

are what they are. Smartphones and tablets

have stolen our attention and affection away

from laptops and desktops, and they're not giv-

ing them back. Besides, Google, Facebook,

Twitter and Bing, where we spend so much of

our time, are apolitical. So, if you love Macs,

stay put. Likewise for PC partisans-Apple's

touch-inspired software and sleek hardware

are neat, not essential. For everyone else, the

choice is simple: Save your money and buy a

PC. It'll get the job done. And if you're

interested in the real future of computing, take

that extra cash and pick up an iPad. pm
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TEAM: 1.21 JIGAWATTS
Minneapolis

Team Members: David Heisserer, Dillon Hodapp
(in wheel), Cory Huseby, Nathan Knutson

Creation: Hamster-wheel dot-matrix printer

These Back to the Future fans built the winning

creation: a human-size, plywood exercise

wheel outfitted with a dot-matrix-style printer

constructed from seven servo-controlled

spray-paint cans. The printer was fitted with a

cellphone antenna and SIM card, and audience

members at the competition were encouraged

to text words to the printer. The result was a

painted word-salad trail somewhere between
poetry and vandalism.
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Dn
an insanely hot Sunday in

July, 16 sweaty, exhausted

teams from around the coun-

try rolled, pedaled, skated

and cranked a collection of

unusual machines across an

asphalt field in Brooklyn,

New York's McCarren Park.

The teams were vying for the

$5000 grand prize in the first-

ever Red Bull Creation event—an attempt

to add a little competitive spirit to the

nascent maker movement. They had been

given three days to hammer, weld and

wire together as much as 200 pounds of

gear they brought with them with what-

ever they could salvage from a communal

junk pile, as well as from the streets of

New York City itself. On day one, the chal-

lenge was revealed: Construct a device

capable of moving a 100-pound person

without using fossil fuels. The results

would bejudged by a panel of professional

technology junkies, including Popular

Mechanics' senior editor Glenn Derene.

What ensued was a down-to-the-wire

drama of competition, imagination and a

surprising amount of cooperation as the

teams pursued the cash award and a

state-of-the-art laser cutter for each win-

ning team member. Most important, the

winners got the ultimate in geek brag-

ging rights—and the opportunity to bring

forth order from chaos.

TEAM: INNOVATION THIRST
Greenville, Texas

Team Members: Justin Griggs, Chris Home,
Greg Needel (above, right), Jeff Waegelin

Creation: Play-Powered Pod

PM editor Glenn Derene (above, left) tried

out a few swings on the team's moving
playground, an ambitious attempt to turn

swinging and seesawing into electricity.

It didn't quite work as planned. "It was
way more mechanically sophisticated than

we should have tried in 72 hours, but we
wanted to be the team to go for broke,"

says team member Greg Needel.



Those who survived three sleep-deprived

days of MIG welding, sawing, computer
programming and wiring then had to

demonstrate their vehicles in front of a crowd
on a baking-hot asphalt lot.
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TEAM:
TECHSHOP

Son Francisco

Team Members:
Sean Cusack, Danny
Garcia (right), Charlie

Nguyen (near right),

Carter Stokum
Creation: ICU Later

Winners of the team
award, TechShop

created a teeter-totter

that lifts riders 12 feet

in the air and spins

360 degrees. At the
2 g's rotational mark,

Polaroid cameras snap

riders' photos. After

the competition, the

team shipped

the contraption back

home, where they

plan to add
pyrotechnics. V
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Some teams actually finished a few hours early, but

Greg Needel of Innovation Thirst worked down to

the wire, connecting the gearboxes before taking

his hands off the team's project at the final second.

TEAM: EFFIN LADIES From "all overthe elfin'place"

Team Members: Sarah Kihls (above), Laura Leva, Zorah and

Tirzah Rodgers Creation: Human-powered beverage cooler

The Effin Ladies' ambitions got the better of them. The
team of four worked tirelessly to create a near-inexplicable

combination of elevator and refrigerator, which,

unfortunately for them, neither elevated nor refrigerated in

the public showdown.

TEAM: DONNER PARTY 2.0 Truckee, Calif. Team Members: Grant Kaye, Justin Self, Randy Vasquez (on bike),

Justin Winter Creation: Electric trike with blender/dryer trai ler

Donner Party's custom three-wheeler had dual electric power systems with separate priorities. The trike was propelled

by a lithium-ion electric-assist drive, but a second, 12-volt battery was hooked up to a blender hidden inside a salvaged,

graffiti-covered dryer. The result was a legally dubious combination of vehicle and margarita machine. PM
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Urban Lounge Gear
www.sumolounge.com

OMNI $139
SHIPPING

RBVBALEP: HOW YOU CAN
MAKE UP TO $12,500 PER
MONTH, PER AREA WITH A
UNIQUE REAL ESTATE BIZ

"This Does Not Involve You Becoming A Real

Estate Agent, No Buying & Selling Real Estate, No
Short Sales, No Rehabbing, No Flipping, No Lease

Options, No Becoming A Landlord And
It Does Not Involve Cleaning Out Foreclosures!!!"

It Requires No Credit . No (ash & No Hard Work !

There is nothing like this on the

market. You will receive a step-by-

step, easy to follow blueprint that

you can implement the day you get

it. It is a true BIZ-1N-A BOX!
Sk

TRY IT RISK-FREE FOR 60-PAYSU!

www.QuitYourJobIn45Days.com

Need more space?
Build your own
murphy bed.

Piston-lilt

mechanism kit

includes

step-by-step

construction plans
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DVD
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by 77i« Wall St. Journal
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* Permanent Repairs
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3 sizes: $39* $49 • $59
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(866) 372-2548

Order Your Factory Color Kit Today!
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Vintage Audio in

the Digital Age
DON'T DITCH THAT HI-FI! MARRY YOUR DIGITAL MUSIC
COLLECTION WITH YOUR ANALOG AUDIO GEAR. BY MARK WILSON

© There was a time when we shared music

through walls rather than social networks, when we
prized the tactility of knobs and dials over the numb
stroke of a thumb on a touchscreen. Electronics weren't

disposable, and we understood that newer didn't

always mean better.

The '70s were important years for the audio world,

and they left a lasting legacy. Today, vintage audio

Tech

Speakers:
KLH Model 20
(1965)

Digital media
streamer:

Logitech
Squeezebox
Touch (2011)

Stereo receiver:

Sansui 7070
(1976)

INSIDE

PHOTOGRAPH BY SETH SMOOT
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20 MILES HIGH
Stratospheric Exploration on the Cheap!

"Our experiments started with a cell phone and a

camera," says Christopher Lincoln, a member of

Spacebridge-a group of high-altitude enthusiasts

based in San Francisco who use weather balloons

and off-the-shelf electronics to explore regions of

the atmosphere usually only seen by astronauts on

their way to orbit. Since that first test flight, their

tools have become more sophisticated, but, says

Christopher, this is an activity that's accessible to

just about anyone with sufficient curiosity: "It takes

a little bit of skill and just a little money to get up there

and start taking pictures from altitude."

Launching from the relatively uncrowded airspace

of California's Central Valley, the Spacebridge crew

has sent payloads up to 100,000 feet. This is only a

third of the way to space, but the dramatic pictures

taken from this height reveal a black sky and the

curvature of the Earth below.

The helium-filled balloon expands as it ascends,

finally bursting and letting the payload parachute

back to Earth. This consists of a small styrofoam box

containing a compact digital camera, a microcontroller

and a cell phone. The microcontroller is a small computer

that controls the camera, triggering it to take pictures at

regular intervals, and the cell phone uses a simple tracking

application normally used by parents to keep tabs on

their teenagers; it "phones home" to let the crew know

where it landed.

The Spacebridge team makes sure the payload is under

the four-pound maximum allowed by the FAA (it's

considered an amateur meteorological experiment). They

attach some lights and radar reflectors, carefully predict

the flight path and put out a call to all local airmen just

before launch (in the Central Valley, these are mostly

crop dusters, who are often curious about what they're

up to).

In addition to perfecting their launch platform, the people

of Spacebridge also have education in mind. Their goal

is to make their experiments reproducible by students,

teachers, parents and "anyone who wants to be hands-



on with their own education," says Christopher.

They're working with teachers to create lesson plans,

and they present at fairs and conferences to connect

with anyone who might be interested. At one such

event, a woman with her young daughter was having

a long conversation with one of the Spacebridge

team. Finally, the girl, who had been listening quietly,

whispered to her mom, "Can we do this at home?"

Future plans for Spacebridge include the use of a

transmitter for in-flight retrieval of images and data, as

well as the launching of a model rocket from the balloon

at its peak height to obtain an additional 30,000 feet!

Find out more about what the Spacebridge folks are up to

on their website: www.noisebridge.net/wiki/Spacebridge

By Ken Murphy
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Tech VINTAGE AUDIO GEAR

equipment is anything but rare. Aging

speakers and receivers fill basements

across the country, or sit decoratively

and underutilized in living room corners.

They're fixtures at garage sales and

thrift shops, yet they are also the rare

type of tech product that gets passed

from generation to generation.

This isn't just about nostalgia-

vintage audio equipment simply ages

well. Many older receivers and speakers

still produce remarkable sound—often
better than the overamplified, under-

tuned, all-in-one 5.1 surround-sound

systems that have come to dominate

the home audio aisle—and they're

certainly more attractive than some of

their modern counterparts.

One problem: Our music collections

are increasingly digital—iTunes down-

loads, MP3s and streaming services-

while vintage audio equipment is

decidedly, and even proudly, analog.

Here's how to bridge the gap, bringing

your classic audio equipment into the

Internet age.

The Good Old Gear
© In terms of stereo equipment,

the late '60s and the 1970s were a

golden age. As Japan's tech giants

lusted after the American hardware

market, companies such as Kenwood,

Pioneer, Yamaha and Sansui overbuilt

and underpriced their receivers to get a

piece of the action. This is a boon to

music lovers today, as it was 40 years

ago: If you don't happen to have a pile

of audio equipment in storage already,

acquiring some is appealingly cheap.

"Those things are phenomenal," says

Stereophile senior contributing editor

Michael Fremer. "They sound so good,

and you can pick one up for $20 or

$30." Pitted against today's home
audio gear, a classic Kenwood receiver,

for example, fares remarkably well,

driving a full, powerful and variously

adjustable sound.

And then there's the design. Vintage

audio equipment often looks as beauti-

ful as it sounds; certainly more appeal-

ing than the plain plastic and sheet

HEARING LOSS

UNDERSTANDING AUDIO COMPRESSION

LOSSLESS AUDIO
The first image

represents 10 seconds of

Elvis Costello's "You Belong

to Me," recorded in FLAC
lossless audio format, which

audiophiles swear by. The file

is completely faithful to the

source material, but it takes

up 25.6 MB of space.

TYPICAL MP3
B The second image

represents the same
10 seconds compressed into

MP3 format at a quality of

192 kilobits per second-
about what you get from a

service such as iTunes. Sound
quality is acceptable, and the

song takes up just 3.5 MB of

space.

C
THE DIFFERENCE
To create the third clip,

we've subtracted the MP3's
sound data from the lossless

file's sound data (directions

atjaxl84.com). The resulting

clip is a full representation of

what audio was lost to

compression. Played back on

its own, it sounds hollow and

distant but still like the song.
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metal aesthetic adopted by so many modern electronics manufacturers. Stained

wood, brushed aluminum and glass are par for the course in '60s- and '70s-era gear.

Control panels glow in soft orange, blue and green hues, and needles bounce with

the music. It's a distinctly high-end look, available for a bargain-basement price, if not

for free—thanks, Dad!

The Way of the Wire
© Getting this older gear to play your modern music isn't as hard as you might

imagine. The simplest way to bridge the digital-to-analog gap is the commonplace

analog connection standard that was popularized in the 1950s—the humble

RCA plug. Stereo RCA cables are identified by their red and white connectors,

but the basic RCA plug format, with its rounded post and stamped metal sheath, is

also the interface for everything from phonograph connections to modern

component video.

Since RCA has been a standard for more than half a century, virtually every

digital plug manifestation has been forced to play nicely with it, so you can buy

adapter cables to bridge a 3.5-mm mini headphone jack to RCA for $5 or less at

nearly any electronics store. Technically, this is an analog-to-analog connection, so

it's virtually foolproof.

If your music source doesn't have a spare 3.5-mm jack, there are adapter options

for most common plug types. Online retailers such as Monoprice carry affordable

adapters that convert Apple's 30-pin port to RCA (for iPods, iPhones and iPads), USB
to RCA digital-to-analog converters (for computers) and mini/micro USB to RCA
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converters (for Android phones and tablets), which will let you plug your digital audio

devices into any receiver.

If you're willing to invest a bit more for a higher-quality link between your

computer and receiver, a dedicated digital-to-analog converter can bypass your com-

puter's soundcard to produce a cleaner source audio signal. The low-end soundcards

included in many computers, especially laptops, are prone to interference and noise.

Digital-to-analog converters skip over your PC's sound processor by receiving a raw

digital audio signal over USB. Products such as the HRT Music Streamer II ($150) or

NuForce Icon uDAC-2 ($130) are good bets.

Over the Air
© Plugging your digital source directly into your receiver is simple and cheap, but

it's useless if your receiver is far from your music source. There are several wireless

technologies that can act as a bridge between, say, a desktop in an office and the

receiver in the living room. Wireless interfaces also make it easier to control your

music—you can keep your iPod or smartphone in your pocket and play party DJ from

any room in the house.

Assuming that you use a lot of Apple iOS devices, the AirPlay standard is likely

your best bet. An Apple AirPort Express or AppleTV can serve as a wireless digital-to-

analog converter, receiving a Wi-Fi stream of music directly from your device—be it

an iPhone or a laptop—and sending it to your receiver via a 3.5-mm jack. (This will

require the aforementioned 3.5-mm-to-RCA adapter.

)

You can also send your music from your computer to your iPod, iPad or iPhone

by using a clever program called Airfoil ($25, PC and Mac). This turns your iDevice

into the audio interface, while you stream from the endless catalog of music on your

main machine.

If you have a catalog of tracks on a Windows PC, you can also stream music

through a Windows Media Extender with analog output capability, the most popular

of which, by a long shot, is the Xbox 360. You can stream to an Xbox from a Mac too,

but it will require some third-party software such as Nullriver's Connect360 ($20).

Neither the AirPort Express nor the Xbox 360, however, is specifically an audio

device. The AirPort is a wireless hotspot first, and a music streamer second; like-

wise, the Xbox 360 is a $200 game console that just happens to be an excellent

music device. If your only goal is to stream music from a computer to a stereo sys-

tem, and particularly if you would like to connect your digital music collection to

multiple receivers, the simplest option is an ingenious little product called the Orb

MP-1 ($80).

This 3.3-inch discus-like device serves one purpose: to receive audio via Wi-Fi,

and to pass it along to a 3.5-mm audio jack. It's small enough to hide behind a

receiver or speaker, and cheap enough that a house-wide deployment—one for the

system in the living room, one for the kitchen and one for the bathroom—won't

break the bank. The Orb comes with software that makes sending tunes from one

side of the house to the other as simple as clicking on an icon in the free Orb Caster

desktop app (PC or Mac), or using one of the accompanying smartphone apps, avail-

able for both iOS and Android.

But none of these solutions will impress true audiophiles, since none of them

support FLAC, the de facto uncompressed digital audio format. FLAC offers greater

clarity and quality than most MP3s and downloaded music, and if you've amassed a

digital collection of lossless music that you'd like to wirelessly connect to your

stereo system, you'll need a streaming device that supports it. The Logitech

Squeezebox Touch ($280) isn't cheap, but it builds a sturdy wireless bridge between

your FLAC library and your receiver, and includes support for Internet radio, as well

as streaming music services such as Spotify, Pandora and Rhapsody. ph
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Digital Clinic
by John Herrman

Ending the Gadget
Guessing Game
I was thrilled with my new laptop—until

a better model hit stores two weeks
after ^got it. How can I avoid this kind of

buyer's remorse?

A Of the countless tech-related questions I get from friends and family, one

towers above all others: "When is the next iPhone coming out?" My answer is

always the same: "I don't know. But I have a pretty good guess!"

At the heart of this question is a fear shared by all would-be gadget buyers: that

something better isjust around the corner, so buying now would be foolish. But if not

now, when?

There is a small but fertile online industry dedicated to answering precisely this

question, and the sites that algorithmically answer your when-to-buy queries work

quite well. Retrevo (retrevo.com) monitors activity at online retailers, news wires

and review sites to compile a dossier on virtually every gadget in the world,

including comparative price information, reviews and—crucially—a chart showing

how far along a gadget is in its life cycle: "new," "reaching its prime," "over the hill"

or "ready to retire."

Decide (decide.com), a newer product-tracking engine, gives more forceful advice,

issuing a "buy" or "wait" recommendation and laying out products' full release histo-

ries. (At the time of writing, Decide indexes only laptops, televisions and cameras; the

company says additional categories will be added soon.)

Anyone with questions specifically about Apple's products can refer to the vener-

able MacRumors Buyer's Guide (buyersguide.macrumors.com), which has been issu-

ing clear and dependable when-to-buy advice for Apple gear since February 2003.

"Some people enjoy reading the rumors," says founder Am Kim, "but the biggest

reason to visit a site like ours is to get

help making a buying decision."

If these sites don't settle your

nerves, you can fall back on a few rules

of thumb. Smartphones, tablets, cam-

eras and televisions—most electronics,

actually—are typically refreshed or

replaced on a yearly schedule. Check

the manufacturer's website to see if

your desired gadget has been on the

market for more than nine months, and

adjust your plans accordingly.

Laptops and desktop PCs are

trickier. Intel, which makes the proces-

sors in most of the computers on the

market today, follows what it calls a

tick-tock upgrade cycle. Every other

ILLUSTRATION BY HEADCASE DESIGN



Why use a lawn vacuum that takes half your garage to store?

The Cyclone Rake folds up flat, just 8 inches thick. It even hangs on the wall. Yet

does a job that would take a whole landscape crew, or days of hard work, any

other way. It hitches to nearly any riding mower or ZTR. With its own powerful

engine-driven vacuum-mulcher and huge hauling capacity, you can clear the

heaviest leaf cover with sitting-down ease. Backed by a full year risk-free return

policy and a 3-year warranty, it's the homeowner's answer to easy fall cleanup!

REQUEST A FREE CATALOG AND DVD

Mention the Discount Code PM1HI when you call, or enter it on

our web site for a special discount on any Cyclone Rake unit.

©Woodland Power Products, Inc., 72 Acton St., West Haven, CT 06516

Side Window
Deflectors
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Pickup, SUV
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m Dark Tint.

FloorLiner™ is made from a

Sturdy High-Density Tri-Extruded

Material, and is Digitally Measured
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Chevrolet Impala

All-Weather Floor Mats for Virtually Any
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Order
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year the company revamps the way it makes its chips so that its factories can

squeeze more processors out of a given quantity of silicon (this is known as a die

shrink, and results in lower prices and leaps in processor efficiency); the last time this

happened was early 2010. In between these updates are smaller changes to the

chips, called microarchitecture updates.

Buying at the beginning of the "tick"—the die-shrink phase—practically guarantees

against buyer's remorse, but waiting a full year is often not an option. Computers with

processors younger than nine months are a safe bet.

Lastly, beware of the sale trap. Unusually low prices may be a sign that a retailer

knows something you don't and needs to clear its inventory to make way for an

imminent replacement. Nothing ruins a great deal like instant obsolescence.

The Accidental App Buyer My toddler son, tech prodigy that he is,

managed to buy a rather expensive app on my smartphone. Is there any way I

can get my money back?

Some smartphones require a password every time an app is purchased. Others

don't—or permit a one-click purchase in a short window after the system password

is entered. In any case, it's easy to accidentally buy an app yourself—or for a curious

youngster to do serious damage to your wallet.

You have some recourse here, but nothing is guaranteed. If you use an iPhone,

you can appeal your purchase. Find the necessary form by following a link in the elec-

tronic receipt iTunes sends to your email. Just click Report a Problem at the bottom

of the receipt. You'll be taken to a website with a complaint form and a drop-down

menu. Select "I inadvertently purchased this application" from the menu and describe

the circumstances in the comment box. There's no certainty that you'll get your

SOCIAL FRAUD

ARE YOUR TWITTER FOLLOWERS REAL?

REAL

PEOPLE

PAKE OR

SPAM

LEGITIMATE COMPANIES

OR ORGANIZATIONS

How bad is Twitter's spam problem? We decided to find out. PM intern

Douglas Main hand-checked a thousand Twitter followers—500 of his own
(@douglas_main) and 500 from PM assistant tech editor John Herrman
(@jwherrman)—for authenticity. By his count, just 41 percent of those accounts

belonged to real humans, while 18 percent were run by companies or institu-

tions. The rest? Junk accounts, automatically updated with advertisements,

computer-generated text and links to spam websites.



money back, but Apple is known to

be lenient toward those who go to

the trouble of asking.

Android app refunds are either

much easier or far trickier,

depending on your situation. If

you notice your mistake immedi-

ately—for example, your young

child taps Buy just before you're

able to snatch your phone from

him—you can uninstall the app for

a full refund. The catch? You've

got 15 minutes to do it. (In the

Android market, select Menu and

then My Apps, tap on the app, and

click Uninstall and Refund.)

If the 15-minute window has

closed, you can sign in to your

Google Checkout account from a

computer and request an order

cancellation using the online form.

In this case, though, you're at the

mercy of the app's seller. Good luck.

Starving Artists
Streaming music services such as

Spotify and Rdio sound like great

deals, but here's what I don't get:

Ifyou can listen to unlimited

music for $10 a month, how on

earth do the musicians get paid?

All-you-can-listen music services

do pay artists, albeit in an unusual

way. Subscription and advertising

revenue (after operating costs) is

divvied up based on proportional

popularity. If one artist accounts

for 20 percent of total listens, for

example, he gets 20 percent of the

total royalties. (Or, rather, his label

does. A separate contract deter-

mines how much of this is passed

on to the artist.) It's fair, but it's too

early to tell if these services will

find enough paying users to repre-

sent a serious source of income for

artists. In any case, you can stream

with a clear conscience. pm

Got a technology problem?
Ask John about it. Send your ques-

tions to pmdigitalclinic@hearst.com.

Whilewe cannot answer
questions individually, problems

of general interest will be

discussed in the column.
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WHETHER YOUR HOUSE IS HAUNTED BY POOR CONSTRUCTION OR
SOMETHING SPOOKIER, GRAB A HAMMER. BY ROY BERENDSOHN
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"» Every house has secrets. Doors open or shut themselves. Lights flicker

randomly. A toilet flushes on its own. And there's that deathly odor. You've been

catching whiffs of it for years now, but you still can't seem to locate the source.

Sorry, but your house is creepy. Even if you don't believe in ghosts, the noises

you hear in the dead of night still give you the heebie-jeebies. At the very least,

you feel conflicted: You love your place, of course—but it really bothers you that it

does stuff that youjust can't explain.

Here at Popular Mechanics, we call it SHS (spooky-house syndrome). Rich

Robbins, associate dean of the College ofArts and Sciences at Bucknell University,

in Lewisburg, Pa., is something of an expert on the subject. Each October his lec-

ture "Ghosts and Hauntings: Decide for Yourself" draws a standing-room-only

crowd. "We carry a prototype in our mind of what a house should be like," says
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Robbins, who holds a doctorate in social

psychology. "When something out of the

ordinary happens, we may or may not

seek to explain it in rational terms."

Robbins says he's "agnostic" about

ghosts; he's never seen one but can't

disprove them, either. At PM, we're a bit

more matter-of-fact. When things go

bump in the night, we reach for our tool-

box and get to work.

A GHASTLY
STINK

FROM THE
SINK

You keep a

tidy bathroom,
so why does it

smell as if a

possum is

buried beneath
the vanity?

Possibility

An awful thing took

place in there-
think shower scene

from Psycho—and
an olfactory trace of

the event remains.

More likely

The sink trap is dry.

Normally it's filled

with water, a simple

and effective barrier

to odors from the

building's plumbing

or the sewer
system. But if the

drain system has

been badly designed

or poorly installed,

or the vent stack on

the roof is plugged

with leaves and
sticks, the result is

the same: Draining

water creates a

vacuum and sucks

the trap dry.

Another stink

source may be the

sink's overflow hole.

The interior cavity

leading from the

overflow to the

drain can become
black with

nasty-smelling

slime.

The fix

Getting the drain to

work properly may
involve replumbing

it and the vent

system, but the

remedy could also

be as simple as

clearing the vent

stack with a length

of wire or a

plumber's snake. To
make slime

disappear from the

overflow channel,

flush it out with a

cleaner that

contains bleach

or a mildew killer.

Burned neutral
wire caused by
looseness and
an improper,
counterclock-

wise wrap

WHO SHUT OFF
THE LIGHTS?
Bulbs flicker menacingly. An electrical short

crackles. There's a persistent but vague smell of

burning plastic. Then—gulp—everything goes dark.

liM&IUHnil After William Shatner plugged it with

a revolver, the carpet-covered monster from the

famous Twilight Zone episode dropped off the plane's

wing and landed in your basement, where the beast

has been chewing on the wiring in your electrical panel.

PimiBUPi There are dozens of reasons why
lights flicker, outlets go dead and circuit breakers

trip—none of them good, some of them dangerous. A
few of the common problems:

Spliced wires come apart.

The fix: Use the right-size

wire connector. Line up

the stripped wire ends so

they are parallel; twist on

the connector, turning it

clockwise. Give a gentle

but firm tug on the splice

to check that it's sound.

©
The house has aluminum

wiring, which was
commonly used in the

1970s—and is notorious

for thermal expansion and

loosening at splices,

switches and outlets.

The fix: Have an

electrician replace the wir-

ing, or at least check all

connections.

©
The light fixture is shot

because someone

"overlamped" it with a

higher-wattage bulb than

it's rated for. This

overheats the fixture, its

wiring and the splices

that connect it to the

house wiring.

The fix: Replace the fried

fixture, and install a bulb

with the proper wattage.

o
A loose connection lurks

at a switch or an outlet.

The fix: Turn off the

power, remove the wire

from the device and cut

away damage. Strip insula-

tion and wrap the bare

wire clockwise around the

screw, then tighten firmly.

^L ^L My wife and I live in a home whose original construction

^P ^P dates to 1790, and I can't help imagining what's gone on
there over the years. In cool weather, groaning and squeaking
sounds emanate from the southwest corner of the house. The noises

originate roughly from the area of the boiler and water heater, so

I'm sure there's a mechanical explanation. But the sounds
change pitch and cadence like a human voice, so it's unnerving.
The house is talking!" - Joe Bargmann, PM special projects editor

ILLUSTRATIONS BY JOHN HENDRIX
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Spooky, Self-

Animating Doors
They slam shut on their own!

EJUHHHHfl The ghost of Aunt

Mary, the one who hated drafts and

always wore a sweater around the

house, is letting her feelings be known.

rTiTUFIaaa-n Ihe door is hung out

of plumb and fits so loosely in thejamb

that the strike easily slips out of the

latch plate; gravity,

not Aunt Mary's

ghost, swings the

door shut or open.

A steady wind

could also be to

blame; it creates

low pressure on

the downwind side

of the house,

causing air to flow

out. Any open door

on this side of the

house could swing

shut due to the

air-pressure

differential. The

problem maybe
amplified by an open garage door on

the downwind side. Intense low-

pressure vortexes form around the

door opening.

ITM3CT A couple of hammer taps

can putjust enough bend in the hinge

pin to increase friction and stop the

door from swinging freely. Closing the

garage on a breezy day can help, as can

sealing air leaks with weatherstripping.

A low-pressure
zone on the

downwind side

ofthe house can
create enough

suction to cause
an interior door

to slam.

^fe ^^ My parents' house has mysterious and often inaccessible

^F ^m old places no longer needed in this life, where you
imagine something still exists: a root cellar, an awkward attic, a
dark area under the front porch where a toad or two lives comfort-

ably in the summer . . . There's also a closet door that has been
stuck shut for decades. Once, in the bathroom someone happened
to look up at a light fixture and saw something moving. It turned
OUt tO be a Snake." - Robin Tribble, PM copy chief

452Ea

THEY'RE HEEERE!
But who are they? Phantoms, ghouls or spooks in the attic?

Or maybe mice, bats or rats? (Scary either way, right?)

Sound: Scratching and

scurrying at night

Source: Mice or rats

The fix: Place snap traps

perpendicular to the wall,

not parallel to it. Clear

brush and shrubs next to

the house. Clean the garage

and keep all garbage cans

tidy. Store pet food and

birdseed in tightly sealed,

gnaw-proof containers.

Remove or bury dog waste.

Sound: Squeaking,

twittering and fluttering at

dusk or at night, and again

at orjust before dawn
Source: Bats

The fix: Consult a

pest-removal professional

to clean up bat droppings,

and place one-way

bat-exclusion devices.

Once bats leave, they

cannot re-enter. Close up

openings in siding and trim;

screen off vents.

Sound: Scurrying during

the day, usually in the attic

Source: Squirrels

The fix: Removal by an

animal-control company.

Look for large, gnawed
entry holes and repair

them. Use heavy screens

on attic vents. Trim tree

branches to prevent entry

from the roof and eaves.

Sound: Heavy thumping,

shuffling, gnawing and

chattering at night

Source: Raccoons
The fix: Removal (usually

of a nesting female with

her young) by a pest-

control professional. Trim

tree branches or remove
trees close to the house;

likewise, clear shaggy

shrubbery nearby. Repair

flashing or vents that a

racoon may have torn

away. Keep garbage cans

clean; consider galvanized

steel ones instead of

plastic, or place cans in

an enclosure reinforced

with sheet steel.
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ifffr- Home TELLTALE HOUSE

Mysterious Holes in the Ground
Tiny tunnel openings appear in your yard—and there's no sign of animal activity,

Possibility: Those holes are portals to the underworld, don't you know? Mischievous

excavators use them to come and go when you're not paying attention.

More likely: You've got a collapsed foundation drain, or the concrete inspection cover on

the septic tank has deteriorated and caved in. You may also have a sunken leachfield pipe

(known as a galley). Sinkholes are also caused by oil tanks or cesspools that have caved in.

The fix: To find a damaged foundation drain, dig next to your house. Once you uncover the

damaged drain, you can repair it. Yes, it's a bigjob. If you find larger damage, you'll need to

hire an excavation contractor. Investigating larger collapsed underground structures, such

cesspools and oil tanks, is best left to the pros.

DEAD TREES
TALKING
Your house sounds like a horror
movie. You can't go anywhere
without a creaking noise emanating
from a floor.

POSSIBILITY:
|
The trees that became

your house's framing have come back to

haunt you, seeking revenge for the chain

saw massacre that felled them. (And if

you think trees can't be scary, try

watching The Wizard of Oz)

IMUIIMJTH Hardwood and carpeted

floors squeak when the subfloor below

flexes down against the floorjoist.

I7!U3Wi The Squeeeeek No More kit

(above) fastens the loose subfloor to the

©
Joist-

finding bit

joist. Its floor fixture (A) positions and

snaps off screws driven through

hardwood floors. The screws (B) have a

square drivehead and a scored shank to

help them break off cleanly below the

floor's surface. The alignment tool (C)

assists in driving screws into carpeted

floors; a notch in its side helps you grab

the screw head and cleanly snap it and

part of the shank below the surface of

the subfloor. The specialty drive bit (D)

has a stop collar formed in its shank; it's

used with both the hardwood-floor

fixture and the alignment tool for

carpeted floors. Two square-drive

joist-finding bits (E) are included with

every kit. Drive one at each end of a

joist to form a sightline to help you keep

the screws on track as you work down
the length of the joist.

ATTACK
OF THE

EVIL HEAD
SLAMMER

Toilets flush by
themselves, and
there's this awful

hammering sound
when you use a

faucet or the
washing machine.

Possibility

A prankster elf

makes its way
through that loose

basement window
you've been meaning

to fix, slams the

toilet lever, then slips

out, but only after

banging its head on a

cold-water pipe.

More likely

The mystery flush is

caused by a

worn-out flapper

valve that allows

To swap a
flapper valve,

shut offwater to

the tank and
flush. Drain the
remaining water,

unclip or cut off

the old flapper,

and replace.

water to trickle out

of the toilet tank.

Eventually this trips

the fill mechanism.

The banging results

from water slamming
into a closed faucet.

It also happens when
flowing water is

stopped by a

solenoid valve in

a washing machine

or dishwasher. The

sound reverberates

through wall and

ceiling cavities.

The fix

To correct the

problem, replace the

flapper. The pipe

banging, known as

water hammer, can

be remedied by a

cushioning device

called a water

hammer arrestor. For

clothes washers, you
can thread it onto the

valve behind the

appliance. In other

cases, you have to

cut the copper tubing

and solder the

arrestor into

place. PM
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A
Free cleft surgery which takes
as little as 45 minutes and costs

as little as $250, can give

desperate children not just a

new smile — but a new life.

Your support can provide free treatment

for poor children with clefts.

$250Surgery. $125 Half surgery. 850 Medications. 0|
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productive charities —
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According to the U.S. Government, women should take sufficient levels of folic acid (400 micrograms/day) during pregnancy to help prevent neural tube defects and reduce the

risk for cleft lip and palate. When folic acid is taken one month before conception and throughout the first trimester, it has been proven to reduce the risk for neural tube defects

by 50 to 70 percent. Be sure to receive proper prenatal care, quit smoking and drinking alcohol and follow your health care provider's guidelines for foods to avoid during

pregnancy. Foods to avoid may include raw or undercooked seafood, beef, pork or poultry; delicatessen meats; fish that contain high levels of mercury; smoked seafood: fish

exposed to industrial pollutants; raw shellfish or eggs; soft cheeses; unpasteurized milk; pate; caffeine; and unwashed vegetables. For more information, visit www.SmileTrain.org.

Smile Train is a 501 (cK3) nonprofit recognized by the RS, and all donations to Smile Train are tax-deductible in accordance with IRS regulations. © 201 1 Smile Train.



A The wall sink (or vanity) sets the

stage in a small bathroom. It's the

first thing you see as you step through

the door, and because the room is small,

the sink assumes outsize importance in

the room's function and aesthetics

alike. It also can take quite a beating, so

it's not unusual to see the sink chipped,

stained or scratched. I think you're mak-

ng the right move. Swapping it will

transform the room.

In terms of difficulty, on a scale of

one to 10, I'd rate the swap at about a

five if the new sink and old sink are sim-

lar, if they take a nearly identical

mounting bracket or hanger, and if the

surrounding surface is drywall. That five

can easily increase to a six or seven if

the new sink is larger or shaped differ-

ently than the original or if it requires an

unusual mounting bracket. Worst case,

the seven increases to an eight or nine

if the wall is tiled and you learn that the

old sink was barely hanging on the wall,

n which case you could be looking at

tile removal and the installation of a

new piece of lumber in the wall on

which to affix the hanger. At that point,

you might seriously consider an all-out

bathroom remodeling job.

Regardless, the first step is finding a

sink that you like and, if possible, down-

loading its installation instructions from

the manufacturer's website. Ifyou can't

find instructions for the model that you

ike, contact the manufacturer's cus-

tomer service department and ask

someone there to email you a PDF of

the directions. With these in hand, you

can make an educated decision about

thejob's difficulty.

In the "five" version of the job, you

install a new mounting bracket per the

manufacturer's instructions. On the sink,

you mount the faucet and supply lines,

tailpiece and pop-up assembly. Then

hang the sink on the bracket. Down
below, you connect the sink's tailpiece

to the trap and connect the trap to the

trap arm that comes out of the wall.

Connect the supply lines to the faucet at

PHOTOGRAPH BY MARTYN THOMPSON



THE PERFECT HOLIDAY GIFT

Mobile Work Station 23" Structural Foam Tool Box 28" Structural Foam Tool Box

STANLEY* STORAGE MAKES THE PERFECT HOLIDAY GIFT

What do you give to that special someone who already has too

many tools? That's easy. Give him or her a place to store them.

The Stanley® FatMax® line of structural foam tool boxes comes
with a host of rugged features, including an airtight water seal

to keep out the elements, rust proof latches for extended life,

and thick structural foam walls for added durability. They make
the perfect holiday gift.

STANLEY

© 201 1 Stanley Logistics. LLC
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the shutoff valves. The "seven" or "eight" version of the job calls for all this plus tile

removal, wall cutting, carpentry, careful measuring, trial mounting—a lot of mess

and fuss. It's not mechanically difficult, but it is time-consuming. Expect two to three

full days of work to get the job done right.

TllG Garage Gap There's a space that has formed where the edge of my
garage floor meets the concrete driveway. Do I fill it in with concrete?

No. Definitely do not fill it in with concrete or any other hard and inflexible material. In

most cases, the gap occurs because the asphalt-impregnated felt strip that was

installed when the house was built has weathered away. The space into which the

We're on a first-name basis with the world.
Not many filtration companies have a global reach
like we do. But with 15 plants and facilities and over

~ million filters produced globally each year, serving

customers in over 50 countries, you either get fluent

very quickly, or you don't. No matter what country
a vehicle comes from, WIX" makes a filter for it.

Visit wixfilters.com.

AFFINIA Aftu-.ia Family of Brands

WIX.
WHERE IT COUNTS.

strip fits is known as an isolation joint. It

isolates the concrete driveway from the

garage slab and allows them both to

move independently of each other dur-

ing thermal expansion and contraction,

preventing damage from their edges

grinding together.

You can leave the gap alone (it won't

harm anything) or press a foam backer

rod into it and then apply a flexible seal-

ant on top of the rod. Backer rod is like

a giant piece of spaghetti made out of

plastic foam. Choose a diameter that

fits snugly into the opening and press it

about V!i inch below the surface of the

garage floor or driveway. Then buy a

couple of tubes of sealant.

Remember to clean the concrete

surface before applying the backer rod

and sealant. This helps the sealant bond

tenaciously to the concrete. Use a bio-

degradable cleaner like Simple Green

and scrub the area with a deck brush

on a pole. Rinse the area, then let it dry.

The Not-So-Great Escape
Our home is slightly less than five

years old, but some of the interior

walls are cold to the touch in the

winter. The front entry is particularly

drafty. What can we do?

First, identify where heat is escaping. It

can leak around poorly sealed doors

and windows. Infrared energy that

streams away from baseboard radia-

tors or radiant tubing in the floor can

pass directly through badly insulated

walls, ceilings and floors. Then there

are building components that are a

thermal-loss trifecta: They are poor

insulators, with a high mass and a large

surface area relative to a cold surface.

They conduct heat directly to outside

Got a home-maintenance or
repair problem? Ask Roy about it.

Send your questions to

pmhomeclinic@hearst.com orto
Homeowners Clinic, Popular

Mechanics, 300 W. 57th St., New York,

NY 10019-5899. While we cannot

answer questions individually,

problems of general interest will ^^
be discussed in the column. C\



air or the ground. Poorly insulated

concrete floor slabs are a prime

example. They can be a powerful

heat drain.

A new breed of contractor is

springing up to address these

problems. Known as building per-

formance contractors, they spe-

cialize in improving how a structure

uses energy. Their work starts with

a thorough inspection to deter-

mine where heat or inside air is

escaping. Then they make recom-

mendations about how to improve

the problem, or they do the reme-

dial work themselves. Aside from

making the house more comfort-

able and energy-efficient, their

efforts may also yield improved

durability of materials like drywall,

sheathing and siding. If the house's

cold surfaces and air leaks are

causing condensation to form in

wall cavities, for example, correct-

ing the problem ensures the com-

ponents will last for decades rather

than degrade prematurely.

One of the more effective tools

these specialists use is an infrared

camera to gather images of the

house from the inside and the out-

side to identify where tempera-

ture changes occur. Bright white

and yellow areas indicate hot

spots; purple and black show cold

areas. A purple spot on an interior

ceiling can highlight damp drywall

caused by a roof leak, or a cold-air

infiltration. (You can also rent ther-

mal cameras from Web-based
and local sources.)

Another tool these contractors

use is a blower door, a door-

mounted fan with pressure gauges

mounted nearby. Installed in a

temporary frame in place of the

front door, it blows inside air to the

outside. This depressurizes the

house and helps the contractor

analyze air leakage.

These tests are expensive, typi-

cally $200 to $400. Repairs, air

sealing and improved insulation

might run anywhere from $200 to

$2000. That cost is paid back in

lower heating and cooling bills, and

the house will be less drafty. pm

ChefsChoice
Diamond Hone® Knife Sharpeners

The choice of professionals worldwide!
The world's most advanced
sharpeners for fine edge
and serrated knives.

Diamond abrasives

and a revolutionary

stropping/polishing system
create the most durable,

razor sharp edges in seconds.

Precision guides eliminate

all guesswork

Assembled

in U.S.A.
. . near you, call: 800-342-3255
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Stop making sacrifices to pay
your heating bill.

We Can help. Whether you've been heating with wood for years or are

new to the idea, a Central Boiler outdoor wood furnace is the safe, efficient

and affordable way to heat your entire home and eliminate high heating bills.

It works with your existing heating system to ensure an easy and hassle-free

installation.

=*CLA5S/C
Outdoor Wood Furnace

m£r THE CLEAR CHOICE.'"
Rethink how you heat your home. Talk to your local dealer today

about limited-time, money-saving offers!

Visit CentralBoiler.com
or call (800) 248-4681 for the dealer nearest you.

Adapts easily to new or existing heating systems.

Furnace and system must be properly sized and installed. ©201 1 Central Boiler • ad6088



If you can't burn, mulch or

compost leaves, the only

option is to bag 'em—

a

laborious task. To make the

chore easier, build a sack rack

using 27 feet of %-inch PVC
pipe, eight %-inch elbows and

14 %-inch tees. The bottom
end anchors a tapered

rectangular prism. Spring

clamps hold open a 39-gallon

bag. Tip it over and stakes

keep the rack steady for raking.

The frame contains two square

ends connected by 36-inch-

long upright supports on three

sides. Fit six tees on the ends

of three 9-inch pipes. For the

top square, use lVS-inch stubs

to join the tees to four elbows.

Fit a 15-inch pipe between the

elbows to finish the square. To

make the bottom square,

repeat the process above, but

use 3-inch stubs. Connect the

elbows with an 18-inch pipe.

3-H
To make six uprights, cut four

lengths of PVC to 36 inches.

Prepare each of two staked

uprights by fitting a tee

between two pipes, creating

two assemblies 36 inches long.

Connect the six uprights to the

top and bottom squares by

inserting them into openings on
the squares' 12 tees. Because

the bottom square is larger

than the top one, the uprights

cant 5 degrees from vertical.

Make two stakes by cutting

one end of two 4-inch-long

pipes at an angle. Insert the

square ends into two open tees

at the uprights' midpoints. Face

the stakes toward the side of

the rack with no upright. That

side is open to ease removal of

a full bag. Fit a bag opening

around the small square, tip

over the rack, and press the

stakes into the ground. Clamp
the bag and rake in leaves.

+ MORE TO DO IN NOVEMBER

Stow the Mower Ride the Slickrock Prep a Bike for Winter Trade Up on Your RV Brace the Bathroom
-> Matt Scherbring of -> Join hundreds of -> Cold-weather biking -> Find deals on -> Head off awkward
Iowa's Monticello off-road enthusiasts in requires a heavier chain recreational vehicle moments this Thanks-
Equipment Company the Moapa Valley, home lubricant to handle salt, parts at the A-l Swap giving by prepping guest
says to add stabilizer to of the 31st annual grit and grime. Henry Meet in New Lothrop, privies: Tighten toilet

a mower fuel tank. Run Hump-N-Bump. Ride Carter of Brooklyn's 9th Mich., Nov. 4 and 5. seat screws, check
the mower and put it dunes, climb rocks, and Street Cycles recom- With 350 swappers. flapper valves and
away. "Nine times out of cruise in the desert mends Finish Line's WET "it's humongous," flushing hardware,

10, it'll start right up in outside Logandale, Nev., Lubricant and switching organizer Dianna Miller provide a plunger, and
the spring," he says. Nov. 4 through 5. to knobby tires. says. "It's not junk." stock up on soap.

ILLUSTRATION BY DOGO
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Keeps fuel fresh for 12 months

Prevents corrosion, gum and varnish formation

• Eliminates the need to drain fuel during storage

For more info, and to enter for a chance to

Win $2,500, scan code with your smartphone
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Message and data rates may apply. I
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How to Inspect a Used Car
DILIGENCE AND YOU'LL REDUCE YOUR CHANCES OF
'ED BY A SECONDHAND CAR. BY LARRY WEBSTER

With the help of two certified

mechanics, we've produced a

101-point used-car checklist

that you can tear out of the

magazine or download from

popularmechanics.com/

usedcarchecklist.

INSIDE

• Sooner or later most of us will buy a used car. Whether it's a cheap set of wheels for a teen-

age driver, a classic muscle car, a well-worn 4x4just for winter or simply a low-mileage alternative to

a new car, the possibilities are endless. The trick to buying any previously owned car is to know what

you're getting. And in the wild world of used cars, the only way to set your mind at ease before you

buy is a thorough inspection. Sure, you can farm this out to an expert, but anyone with some mechan-

ical experience can perform the task. You'll save a few bucks and add to your automotive knowledge.

We're here to show you how to navigate your way through a sea of possible lemons.

OXYGEN SENSORS + ROTTEN EGGS + MYSTERY LIGHTS

PHOTOGRAPHS BY 6UIDO VITTI
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4^ AutO USED-CAR INSPECTION

THE ART OFTHE INSPECTION

Before you do anything, check for an online community focused

on the model you're going to inspect. Many cars, especially

enthusiast favorites, have well-known trouble spots.

When you arrive on location, ask to see the car's title.

Salvaged cars, ones that were totaled and fixed or flooded,

have the word "salvage" on the title. (Unless the price is ridicu-

lously low, treat salvaged cars like they're on fire: Run.) Also

ask for service receipts. A thorough service history indicates a

properly maintained car and verifies the car's mileage. (In

addition, try to obtain a report from Carfax or AutoCheck.)

Assuming the paperwork checks out, examine the car out-

side—natural light reveals more flaws. On vehicles from 1996

onward, use a scan tool—either rent one or equip a smart-

phone with the $99 GoPoint GL1 cable and app—to record

any fault codes (an Internet search will reveal their meaning).

Check for rusty areas and dented, crinkled or shiny metal. Rust

is an obvious problem, but gouges along the underbody pinch

welds suggest that the car has been on a frame-straightening

machine. Small crash fixes don't necessarily fail a car, but you

don't want a vehicle that took a huge hit. Note any fluid leaks

or puddles under the car. Fixing leaks can be easy and cheap,

like replacing a valve-cover gasket, or in the case of a bad rear-

main seal, complicated and expensive.

In the engine bay, check that all the fluid levels are within

range. Note anything amiss, like bare, stray wires. Engines in

modern cars are quite robust, provided they've been main-

tained. But it's a good idea to remove the dipstick and wipe it

on a clean white rag. The oil should be brown. Milky oil suggests

coolant in the sump; a gas smell means worn piston rings. And

if there are fine metallic particles mixed with the oil, the engine

won't be running for long. Do the same fluid check for the

transmission. Dark or metallic particles indicate worn parts.

Make sure you get behind the wheel. Steve Steeb, owner

of Steve Steeb Service in Ann Arbor, Mich., relies mostly on

the test drive to suss out a car's condition. Steeb drives on

varied roads—some with bumps, others long and straight—

and listens for any strange noises. He applies brakes during

turns and drives up steep parking lot ramps. He's not looking

for specific flaws ("Worn brakes are easily fixed," he says),

but rather, getting the general feel of the vehicle. Several

things will immediately fail a car—a knocking noise from the

enginejerky transmission shifts, a slipping clutch or banging

from the suspension—but Steeb is also trying to decide if it

simply feels worn out. "Little things add up," he says. "Does

the steering wheel jiggle, or does the car pull to one side

when braking. Is the interior a cacophony of rattles? I tell

folks to trust their intuition."

A few warts don't mean that a used car is a bad buy. Take a

survey of the numerous online price guides and use that book

value as a starting point. Employ the demerits you've compiled

to negotiate. With any used car, expect the unexpected.

"There's a lightning strike waiting in every older car," Steeb

says. So leave a little in the budget to cover the inevitable

unforeseen repair. But if you're detailed and diligent, you can

minimize your chances of ending up with a clunker. pm

WHAT TO
WATCH
OUT
FOR

Any inspection

checklist aims to

help you, the

buyer, eyeball the

car completely.

Often there isn't

one obvious tell

that the car is a

basket case, but

rather, several

little things that,

taken together,

become reveal-

ing. Be thorough.

NO. 20: SEAT TEARS Unless the car is nearly

new, expect some blemishes. Higher-mileage

cars typically have wear marks in the interior,

like torn driver-side bolsters.

NO. 40: FLUID LEAKS It's hard to predict

when a slow leak will turn major, and the cost

to fix varies widely. Assume the worst.

CAUSE FOR CONCERN

NO. 13: THE MAGNET TEST Put a magnet

on the sheet metal (use a rag to avoid marring

the finish). If it fails to stick, there's a thick layer

of filler under the paint from shoddy dent repair.

DEAL BREAKER

NO. 62: OIL SEASONED WITH METAL
FLAKES Shiny particles in the oil mean the

engine is tearing itself up. DEFCON 1.

HOW TO
USE THE
CHECKLIST

Mark your
answers and then

tally the totals for

each category.

Use the scorecard

at the end as a

guide to

determine the

car's overall

condition.
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TOOLS TO BRING ^

^ T\ Pi

\s # -- !«\
_3 "St
Flashlight Jack

Aa
Jackstands

D
Clean, white ra£

9
Code reader ;s Magnet

KfH3

ITTHl

MILEAGE

Ensi i'jjM ASKING PRICE!

SCAN-TOOL CODES (IF ANY)!

h imi
24 When the climate control is turned on,

YesULUlMMdi No

Flee the premises. does the fan squeak or rattle or operate on
Noted, but Cause for Serious only one speed setting? D
not serious concern issue

25

26

Does the air conditioning blow warm air?

Turn on all the accessories (windshield wipers,

D D

THE BASICS
Yes No radio, power mirrors, etc.). Do any fail to operate

1 Is the owner's manual missing? D D properly?

2 Are there large gaps in the service history or EH Is the brake pedal worn more or less than the

no records at all? mileage on the odometer would suggest? D D
H Do you suspect the mileage isn't legitimate? D E3 Is there any rust or evidence of water in

El
the spare-tire well?

Does the sunroof operate slowly, as if it's

struggling to move?

D
4 Does the title include the word "salvage"? a

D
KEEXTERIOR MM.i:i>;i4a:a

5 Is there evidence of curb damage on the wheels? D a 30 Is there a stale smell, like mildew or spoiled milk? D

6 Are the windshield wiper blades damaged? D 31 Is there evidence of water damage in the glovebox

or under the rear seat? D
7 Are any hubcaps missing, damaged or loose? D

a8 Are all the tire pressures properly set?

9 Is the paint faded or cracked? D CHASSIS/UNDERBODY
10 Are any panels a different shade or color? D a 32 Are any of the inner fender shields missing

11 Are any of the panel gaps markedly different
or broken?

than the others? 33 Put your knee on the bumper, bounce the car

12 Are any of the trim pieces loose or missing?
three times, then stop. Does the body move up

and down more than two times? D D
13 Does a magnet fail to adhere to the sheet metal?

(Try several spots.)

HI Are any of the tires a different brand or size?

D a 34 Is there uneven wear on any of the tires? D

D 35 Does oil coat any of the shock absorbers? D

H3 Is there evidence of accident damage that

has been poorly repaired?

36 Jack up the car and safely support it so the wheels

D are off the ground. Tug and push on the wheels.

Is there any lateral play at the hub?
ED Are lug nuts missing? n

37 Pull on the tie rods and the suspension
WSk Are there any small dark spots or oily film on the mounts. Do you detect any movement? D D

bumper near the exhaust pipe? a
38 Are the brake pads and rotors worn out? D D

H=J Are there any small rust spots? D
FP] Is there rust on any of the underbody surfaces?

>J 4;1^H -1.1^,1^4kV EH Check the engine bottom. Any sign of fluid leaks?
19 Is there rust everywhere? D EH

EH
What about transmission and differential leaks?

Is there any bent or dented metal?

D

INTERIOR EH Are there shiny marks on the pinch welds?
20 Are there any tears or wear marks in the seats? a eh Is there fluid seepage around the brake caliper or
21 Are there any cracks, blemishes or broken trim? D from the bottom of the brake drums?

22 Are the spare tire, jack and tools damaged EH Check the ground under the car. Are there any
or missing? puddles of oil or fluid?

23 Do any of the windows go down or up slower than Em Look at the bottom of the radiator. Is it wet from
the others? Do they make noises? coolant?
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ENGINE Yes

47 With the engine off, squeeze the hoses

(be careful, they may be hot). Do they feel

stiff or brittle?

48 Are there cracks in the belt(s)? D
49 Are there any wires not covered by sheathing?

50 Are there any loose hose clamps?

51 Are there any loose and corroded battery clamps? D
52 Is the battery more than 4 years old?

53 Is there any sign of fluid leaks at the accessories

(power-steering pump, brake reservoir)?

54 Any evidence of nesting mice or other animals?

55 Is the air filter dirty?

56 Are fluid levels (power steering, brake, coolant,

oil and transmission) below the minimum?

57 Check for oil change stickers. Is the car

long overdue?

ED Is there seepage at the bottom of the

brake reservoir?

fcfej Is there sludge in the bottom of the

coolant reservoir?

Li'J If the engine has a timing belt, is it older

than 4 years? If unknown, answer "yes." D
.M:iM ;i :i*i«aa MESBH^HH

61 Put a drop of oil from the dipstick on a clean,

dry rag. Does it appear gooey or black?

62 Are there shiny metallic particles in the oil? D
63 Does the oil look milky or smell like gasoline? D
64 Remove the oil filler cap. Are there thick, black

deposits in the cylinder head? D
65 Sniff the automatic transmission fluid dipstick.

Does it smell burnt?

66 Wipe the dipstick on a clean, white rag. Are there

a lot of black particles, or is the fluid dark?

ENGINE, ADVANCED
(REQUIRES A MORE RIGOROUS
INSPECTION; CLEAR WITH OWNER FIRST)

E3 Check the battery for parasitic drains. Is the

standby current more than 75 milliamps?

ED Check the voltage between the coolant and

battery ground. Is it higher than 250 millivolts?

ED Plug in a scan tool. Are there any pending codes?

ED Pressure-test the cooling system. Does it leak?

>i*iM:i:i*iraa HWHHWBSi
71 Do a compression test. Are any of the cylinders

25 percent lower or more than the highest?

72 Do a cylinder leak-down test. Do any cylinders

leak more than 15 percent?

D

D

POWERTRAIN STARTUP
73 Are there any strange noises (belt squeak,

exhaust leak)?

EZ3 Turn the key to the "on" position. Do the warning

lights fail to illuminate?

EZD Start the car. Do the warning lights remain on?

ED Does the airbag light stay on or blink?

WF1 Does the engine fail to settle into a consistent idle

within a couple of minutes?

Wt-l Automatic transmission: Put the car in drive.

Does it clunk into gear?

RD Manual transmission: Depress the clutch.

Does it feel stiff orjerky?

No

D

D

a

a
a
a

a

D

D

ON THE ROAD
80 Drive the car in tight circles in a parking lot. Does

anything rub or clunk?

81 Brake firmly. Does the pedal feel soft and mushy?

82 Does the feel of the brake pedal change (e.g., soft

one stop, firm the next)?

83 Does the car veer to one side while braking?

84 Drive over some bumps at normal speeds. Does

the car bounce up and down after hitting

a bump?

85 Do you hear any loud noises from the suspension,

such as clunks or creaks?

86 Get up to highway speeds. Is there any vibration?

87 Is the steering wheel off-center when the

car is going straight?

88 Do you hear excessive wind noise?

89 Do the interior pieces rattle over bumps?

90 Does the car pull to one side?

feU Accelerate briskly. Does the transmission jerk

at the shift points?

HM Does the car accelerate in fits and starts?

fejcj Manual transmission: Put the car in

top gear while driving at 30 mph. Floor

the throttle. Do the engine revs climb

quickly, as if the clutch is slipping?

l:l=md:» . lan-.^j, s

Yes No

D
D

D

D

D

D

D
D

D

94 Do you hear any knocking noises from the engine

that get faster with higher engine speed?

95 Does the car feel tired, as if it's worn out?

TEST DRIVE (WITH A FRIEND)
96 Have someone watch the headlamps and

marker and brake lights as you

operate them. Are any burned out?

97 With your friend standing behind the car, start the

engine. Is there sustained visible smoke?

98 With your friend following, drive the car. Do the

wheels wobble, or does the vehicle have an odd

stance (e.g., it rides low in the rear)?

ED Is there smoke coming from the exhaust during

acceleration?

POST-TEST-DRIVE INSPECTION
100 Look under the hood. Do you hear a hissing noise?

101 Check under the car again. Any sign of fresh

fluid leaks? D

WHAT IT MEANS

D

D

D

D

Number of

"yes" answers
Conclusion

Fewer than 5 Probably a cream puff

5 to 10 Relatively easy to fix

More than 10 Potentially a time sink, but nothing serious
\

Fewer than 5 Nothing to fret about—it's a used car

5 to 10 Enough DIY fix-its to last ayear

More than 10 Just walk away

Fewer than 3 Make a lowball offer

3 to 6 Proceed with extreme caution

More than 6 Abandon all hope, ye who enter here

UI.ViiM

One or more deal breakers: Dodge this bullet.
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Car Clinic
by Ben Wojdyla

Oxygen
Deprivation
I've got a 1998 Ford Taurus, and
the Check Engine light came on.

Checking the code with an OBD-II

scanner revealed a bad oxygen
sensor. What's the best way to

replace it?

A Your car's computer uses data from the 2 sensors to determine the effective-

ness of the catalytic converter and how much fuel to inject. So they're critical

pieces. Luckily, replacing one is relatively straightforward. Unfortunately, original-

equipment oxygen sensors, offered by the manufacturer, can be pricey. The solution is

to buy a cheaper, universal-replacement

sensor from your local auto parts store.

Ah, but all sensors are not the same.

Older cars typically used basic units with

just one wire (the wire carried the signal,

while the unit simply grounded to the

exhaust pipe). Newer cars are fitted with

heated 2 sensors with up to four wires,

allowing the sensor to reach its base 250

F operating temperature more quickly.

The most surefire way to buy the right

replacement is to first remove the bad

one and take it with you to the store.

The sensor is typically almost welded

to the exhaust, so apply a liberal spray of

penetrating oil to the threads of the sen-

sor and let it loosen thejoint. Unplug the

sensor from the wiring harness, and get

a special 2 sensor socket from the

auto parts store (some loan them out

for free) and remove the old sensor from

the exhaust bung. If the sensor won't

budge, try more penetrating oil or

attempt the removal with the engine

warm (be careful not to burn yourself).

The universal replacement may
come with an adapter plug to mate the

new sensor to the car's wiring harness.

If so, use the adapter. Never cut the

wires on 2 sensors that come with

adapters, because, interestingly, these

types of sensors "breathe" through the

wires. Every 2 sensor works by com-

paring exhaust gas to outside air—the

difference in oxygen levels creates a

voltage that's read by the car's com-

puter. As a result, cutting the wires and

soldering them clogs that minute path-

way and renders the sensor useless.

There are, however, some sensors

that sample outside air near the unit's

base and therefore come with just bare

wires. If you obtain one of these, you'll

need to cut the plug off the old sensor

and splice it to the new one. Strip the

REMOVING AN 0-> SENSOR

Disconnect the electrical plug.

3 Attach the special
2
sensor

socket.

Fl Insert the socket over the

sensor.

| Turn counterclockwise to

remove it, while being careful not

to damage the wires.

ILLUSTRATION BY CHRIS GASH
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insulation off the ends, slide sec-

tions of heat-shrink tubing over

the sensor wires, and splice the

joint together with solder. Finish

by applying heat, sealing thejoint.

Your new 2 sensor should be

handled like a piece of china. Do not

allow the tip to touch anything—it

may become contaminated. Apply

a small amount of anti-seize to the

threads and hand-tighten the sen-

sor in the exhaust bung, being care-

ful to keep the tip away from the

sides. Use the sensor socket to

tighten the 2 sensor to three-

quarters turn past finger-tight,

depending on the manufacturer's

recommendation. Finally, reroute

the wire and attach the connector.

Be sure to keep the wire from direct

contact with high-heat sources.

Hot-Tempered i have

a 1994 Mazda Miata, and

when the engine is hot, it either

cranks very slowly or not at all.

I replaced the starter about

a year ago, but this problem is

new. The voltage at the starter

is fine, but it's still not cranking

fast enough. What's wrong?

In all likelihood, you've gotten your-

self a bad starter. Yeah, it happens—

even new parts are sometimes

toast, right out of the box. There

used to be shops that rebuilt start-

ers, but they're rare these days, so

it's tough to know if the problem is

the starter bushings or the windings.

But before you remove the starter,

check a few other things first.

Assuming your battery is healthy,

verify the starter relay (usually in the

engine bay) is functioning properly.

Its job is to use the low-voltage sig-

nal from the ignition switch to

release the high-amperage power

needed to run the starter. Test the

switch after the engine is hot by

applying 12 volts to the switch side

(small wires); if you don't hear an

audible click or the starter engage,

the relay is dead. Also be sure to
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inspect all of the ground wires that connect the engine to the chassis to make certain

power is flowing. If nothing seems troublesome, remove the starter and take it to your

auto parts store fora free test. Keep in mind, however, that yourstarter misbehaves when

it's hot, so your best bet is simply to try a new one.

RottCIl EggS Recently my 1973 MGB has been emitting a foul, rotten-

egg smell that makes the cabin unbearable. What is making my car so stinky?

Typically, the sulfur odor is an indication of a bad catalytic converter. But not only was

your vintage ride built without a cat, it's also British, which means the electrical system

is the prime suspect in any problem scenario. First, check the battery and charging

system. While the car is running, check the voltage at the battery leads. The reading

should be about 14 volts. If it's higher, say, 16 or 17, then the alternator is overcharging

the battery, which breaks down the sulfuric acid electrolyte, causing the battery to stink.

Most likely you need a new alternator, which comes with a fresh voltage regulator.

Check the battery as well. It's probably cooked.

Mystery Light I own a 1998 Dodge Neon Sport. The other day I had the

local Sam's Club install a new battery. Since then, the Check Engine light has

remained on. I checked my Chilton's manual, and it seems the computer displays

a trouble code when the battery has been disconnected. Is there any way I can

clear this trouble code without buying a $100 OBD-II tool?

Something's screwy here. There is no code for a disconnected battery that will turn

on the light. In fact, one way to clear a trouble code from the computers memory
is to disconnect the battery for a minute. But wait! If there's no problem, any code

will eventually clear itself and the light will go out. So try disconnecting the battery,

or at least pull the computer's fuse for 30 seconds. If the light is still on, you'll need

to beg, borrow or rent a scan tool or code-scout to suss out the issue. Hint: Most

auto parts stores will loan you a scan tool for free. Just plug into the car's OBD-II

port in their parking lot, get the code and reset the light.

Pickup Pointer Does driving

with the tailgate down on a pickup

result in better gas mileage?

Nope. Our pals the Myth Busters tested

pickup fuel economy twice and found leav-

ing the tailgate up uses less fuel. The duo

tried other configurations, including a rigid

tonneau cover and a nylon net in place of

the tai Igate. The best setup was the mesh.

The worst: leaving the tailgate down, pm
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> UM * I I .
:'> ghDH ' H '.-!!. 'J OapH I.. 1 . ji- :t

f[ KplTC' j~---: rflu
;n .Li

; f
".:" :<ut«l mntUM

da» irttneoaK OnrgrKil •rursLpires wt c.]«of uwj w haiprit. uM. «r towniimid OrgMtoapan mat

HARHDH tHIUitll KHH* I IMIt n

or 1 r-. .ii. : onjf 1 nirm

or tnemt ontae In orrMr ta rscfre Te coupon
dstouni. WW tnugti 2'lt/t? Umlt one
coupun per cirttofnet jmii one coupun ptr as*/

llllllllllllllllll

CENTRAL-

«
fll#|:

105 PIECE
O/Wt jnm kit

46%
IUULIUI

LOT NO 4 DRAWER TOOL
4030 CHEST INCLUDED!

$34
MREG

PRICE

$64.99 £ ^V
HAHUIIH IHUGMI IOOIS MMII&
T>fl tHjfiti itwfjn 4 OMd Jf^tHfO ft. *(u HlitM Fta(JI rortt {ifU! ilcr«i untm. cr K0 mmWr) canwi
WiaMWttiavoflwsfeOHMorowiov Cotpm am vdH an ptji pifcran mr 3d w/( rram ;rgml :ur[M5(
dm vfli mnfit QWW goM '•i* anlnW C«#Q« Wnntt M hninnt, inW « inrakiTQl ^qiulicupMi misl

ta mmrfm »*«« o< .Hi fiMi onk> ftiim

V wtMd «aw I. onMr tn TOCnn; *B tnilf:r If I I III III II III III II
dBOunt. V3U tmugh 2/H,l2 Limn one 1
c*nunpercuKwnflfinaune(oupon(w a»/ .""1.1 T

CMIMCIl l. . . IM
«i.rr«ifl I. UI n

LOT NO 68146

2000 LB. ELECTRIC WINCH
WITH REMOTE CONTROL
AND AUTOMATIC BRAKE

$4099
REG.

PRICE

$99.99

dmwtn reoivl ortKfaod rth tuppan \aa Coupon «imcnie Mignt. MM.» IransHftd Otat'si w*cn mua
b( prt»n|K in-rtrf, Of win ft* ortftr 1»rm,

01 mMred onlne -n onkr w receive tin coupon

flttOMtl v*ld through an-12 Lrnlt cm
and one coupon per <h,

llll II III I II llllllll

45 WATT
SOLAR PANEL

KIT

SAVE
$100

$14999

LOT NO.
90599

REG. PRICE $249.99
M*HB(IH tHt Ktrtl I (IIHS IIMIT3
Ti«j vaJtoSte tflicxn rt ocdtl in,v,4trte ytu diup Hiib« Ftr.pai Toth (irtai tlsrei onfcne tr OKI tumm\ Cj*ieH— -- [,«i puePdaas arm 30 ni/i rrom

—

"

l owdJrr^tttrt

be tt« wi* a^' oit»v dtouM ai cauiof.. Codpin naliMU jn[i«i uir^ieni afUr 30 (U^i rum »uml y
dm wth noapt Oftar goad aatc staples bsl Coiam camot w t>mertt. sou. « Inmiinad, OQnalccMpan matt

I HUJJ] ajl , H ii.i-i fej UBJM Mi MM
tlrtcoiint. V3W ttaough ?/it,-1Z Uml one
coupon per emtomer and one coupon per fa/

IIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIll

12" RATCHET
BAR CLAMP/SPREADER

PITTSBURGH
LOT NO. 46807

SAVE
77%

$-(99
REG. PRICE $8.99

uajHri Cin-oi

,
or *i* row ordtt farm.

otacr to rtaw tht ceupun
ttKEOurrl Wd Wough znt:l2 Unit omv
coupun per customer jnd one coupon per day

nil in ii 1 1 iiiiiiii

3 PIECE TITANIUM
NITRIDE COATED

HIGH SPEED STEEL
STEP DRILLS

drilfmaster

SAVE
40%

LOT NO
91616

REG.

PRICE

$14.99

HAKROH FHtlliHI Mm, M i IMIT I

TTt£ ubabc :oupon t, pood a>«h9*t v«i shop Hrbor fmj/M Too4s rttai sUrrS cnlne. « WD rurrntri Cwrrjl

r**ia1 nfli »(» ul*i« JituLiil or roupon Coupon rot ,HrJ of jnor [>.(iiiim, atKr JC JBW iron1 onarrfoirctaw
date wth 'itept Otto' pml ami supptn •« Coipw canmi h rjougrrl. acid or traradarral Ongmacooaon awl
kv pnsnittd d-sJok. it wth your otfe) tom
:< fl«M9J 0'lirn f D>ds< to -ttaFw tht coupon
ovscoun; VMd itmmjh 2/

coupon per nclomer and on* coupen

;

$399

III MINI IIIII IIIII
xnjei aii,

1

. »^«» i« . 1 1 •

Item

68303
SflOVrTl

OSCILLATING
MULTIFUNCTION SAI/E
POWER TOOL
8 Functions: Sanding. Cut Flooring,

Cut Metal. Sciape Concrete,

Remove Grout. Cut Plastic,

Sciape Flooring. Plunge Cut

MAftBOfl FHIIOMT TOOLS IIMI14

LOT NO. 68303/67256/68861

REG.

PRICE

$59.99

lui nu. uoouo;ui cju.

$1999;
tTis Miaak to^xn it ocod anyMrtttre /su rt

te lwj ^it* aiy orhtr decoow 01 c«aw. Coip-. .._

ttm vth irrnni Ottr gnorl wKfsjitJta ten Olicrea ratw br liou[ri wxl « MmhimJ tnjml :mn:n rr

Ir prestnJe4 n-ilurs, 11 nth >uur urdcr lu'tn

rr [nVjitd ontnt n ordu to rectnv the couxn
dscoum vald ttvouoh 211,12. Lrvfl ont
coupon per cuelomii and ant coupon hi dav

iiiiiiii 1111 11 nun

800 RATED WATTS/
900 MAX. WATTS

PORTABLE
GENERATOR
CHICAGO
HEBmEIG«n«nil«»l

.<AHHHH HI IOOIS USUI 3

PRICE $149.99

Tan \tfutit\t mupw is atud irv*titn- itw *•«§ Hjibor Ftwrjrt Tooit iittol (tirts, n

cm UMdvtlvi jrvodHi dtsxjrttii cau|or\ Coiqin nc4 wldoo ptor pu^taui 1"-

data «th reoupi Olttr tjoad wttto iirjpnes bsl Couton camot te ooiptt, wd c

iiimtfrl (Jr-n-H

Couocn net wld-in prior pu-itaaei iflt' 3Q tLtfS km crnnal puirJust

ttsi Couton camtt u ooilpu, utd. er iransHnaa Oiqnal co^Mn twtt

P* pTfKn>|» "^lorfl or * rw srrtti djn

or itrtfiid onire in ordtt to lecahre We coupon
iii.:/., ui /..in ttvniiQh I'.-i 1? ii'.i one
coupon per cuEtonw and one coupon pp dary

iiiiiNiiuipiiini



mAHUIIH fill IliMl tOOt S I IMIt H

bauetd

MlMl mop. (Met goad vtt s»0ta tot Canon «m« te sosgi, sot) r/

be ptunMd n-ctott. in wife van' ordei term,

Qr WThrprJ mrlm * order to tntW to coupon

decouni Valid bYouor am/U. L : one
coupon par asiomtr and one coupon per iter.

REG. PRICE $19.99
is. ON**, uf aw Hunta-;. si'iior

Mi N Mi Mr. siHi pMMi
or lunsJrrrf appeal wuprr mtsl

III III II III II II II I II

LOW-PROFILE
CREEPER

LOT NO. 2745

SAVE
300 LB. jrjjoy
CAPACITY *KJ /O

Tools sold

separately.

HARHI1R FRfir.HT rni i

$1799
REG.

PRICE

$34.99
Ths 'Utahta ztupan k pond amneir yxi shop Hj-hx FmaM Tools «*! tlentt. antra or BCfl ntmwt Canrat

t< *uri «th mi, ut*w rJuuLT! or coostn. Coupon not vail an jru- nudtism Diet JO ttirt Irum ornrul wtttuie

mb wti ncatc or* aootf wrtk swetes Mt Cotton mntH bcutfu, iarj or unskml auHTaapM mtsi

fee pimMd ft flDtt, or nth your nnrn lutm

llll Mill till 1III1I
1 Blur*, or *4ti your unlii lium

i ulltK It) uliter ID IBCeftt *« COUOCA

discount Vifd tnroujt-. 2.-1 1,-12 Umi an
coupon per rjilnmc jtrf ant coupon ptr day

6" DIGITAL CALIPER

PITTSBURGH
LOT M0. 47257

REG.

PRICE

$29.99
ID* CWpQft « IM4 VpUlM ytM H*P WW "Hem TOW (iiltf *W«. pnire, {* BQfj fernetr). CWnK

it iH.1 •Hi mt iMr rJlooum" or anoan Cwpan not rttU on ettai piTCMtesittii ]0 (»/i tram tog nil ;<ir[hj»

(UK wtr rtCdpt Oter aooC '**ili Wpttts Bsr Coupon EaMVjt tit oeupttl. toW or wnskt'M Orgruji coupon rnjjt

Be piearled n-Unre. or wtti your O'de' Itrm,

w rrrwrt o'lm 11 p'tbi to hwm m* cdlcw
ftSCOUBL IMM tftfOujh 2711/12 Llmt ont
coupon mi custom* and on* coupon par day

Mil I 1 1 1 II llll 1 1 llll

LOT NO. B6287

LEATHER INDUSTRIAL
WORK GLOVES, 5 PAIRS

SAVE S

40%

$599
REG.

PRICE One size

$9.99 fits ail

4-1/2" ANGLE GRINDER
driljmaster

PRICE

$19.99
MAwmiH rHMiiHt turns UMII }

The, iiliate ciipan Is oood anywtitre you s-ie Hirnor FregN loos until slmes, anliM, ur SOB number}. Cannot

ba used tfti aw Other OBOtunt or caiwr. Coupon not wt rJ «i prH« suxtaMl fflv 30 uio * cm aiigM pjrc-jei*

MiMt ran Mr gi 1MI mi M DmmmMm tiMtiM.i MhMM MM 1 Ms irM
be »re3<nW »^»fO a' «*ii ro« ortw torm,

or inhiid wire m nnMi to more Ihe coupon

dBaunl WW nrotigh I-IM? litml onn
ooupon per cuUotrwi mil one coupon per day

llllllllllllllllll

HAHBOH IHllliHI 100t& LIM11 B
Thie -niiHih SWpon 6 «M ^«nsii you jhto lto-tw FfHoTil ToM» i)H >IC«», »•!") a DM WfDWll. CWmtl
M <ted «th jny olMr flwowtl o> 001901 Cojpon rut raw un ific pircftKg-, ittir 30 Wfl irum v gml pjnMst
Mi mIIi 'leapt 0«r o«K)wtir«swto « Coupon canrwl Hi btuplK. too «r iwnWnoa Orjiuiiocpyi ™m
be presaMtd n-sinie, or itih ynjr nidet laim

y *ti(f« iiNiv i" ciiosi 'o n>:«M re am>r II II Mil Mil II III I II
dscount. vald tnrougr 2-1 1.-12 Unil one I
CMponpwiulornB<jndOM coupon air day: '"' *' "/VHSJT"™

Sd WIRELESS
»4 DRIVEWAY

ALERT SYSTEM
LOT NO.

Requires one 9 von and three C 93068
batteries (sold separately)

Ml
SAVE
60%

$1199
REG. PRICE

$29.99
flu wbUi t cnjtnri s sucnJ atralert you ihap rtaMf Fiti^H Tucit siti sides, enh
Qc u«d *rti hi/ tmc atioati or ioipon Coupon ml >n«l o* pnor pardiuee jthi 30 days ''om xorul si

rJllr mi» r*:«[l tat- fxo} vnli wroUt «J Co«H< nrrijl M boujhl. irlri or tirsfemji] Onorti^Cij wn njtr

hi irtMftnrj n-s*nrr-. or »ir ymr ofder iitm or

«>rir«d ortne In onltr » 'K8W Itii COIVO*
duount VilU iFifourjh 2/11/12. born one
coupon per cuitomer ard one coupon per day

II III III II III II I II II

ADJUSTABLE SHADE
AUTO-DARKENING
WELDING HELMET

LOT NO. 46092

$3499
REG. PRICE

$69.99MAHBCIN FRntill! IlltUS LIMIT |
His iHteAfej ca*p»t H asm miAnw. tm i*ue Hhu:t FwuN fcos iiiAjiiiu'ti ortw. m 803 rtimtaij Carrot

I :n-ttno, « «tt your onto brm or

mm) Mm h orMt u nrtaM the coupon
dBCDum. Vald ftDugh 2-11/12 Limit one
cutpon per custoin«i iiil une cuupon per day

mm huh 1mi

IIAMKUH (Hlil.nr 11)01 i IIMlT 4

CENTRALPNEUMATIC

3 GALLON, 100 PSI

OILLESS PANCAKE
AIR COMPRESSOR

LOT NO. 95275

SAVE $4199
^ 10 REG. PRICE $74.99

Tr*& 'iHutut- cputnri k nxrj jn»*li(!» von !li:(i Kr 1

M aurj *» *Ty o«er *Kninl w wupwi Cwwn n
MrfMT-icnr* CWrr(MW'Milisij[rjt(s<aW Cn««

Ma-tui l it«ri! Ten*) i-tui staw cnliid, w b:o H.ih!h| Cmui
«i rwl •ao or. inv p«CT)ees itln 30 ten trorri cngnjl i«nfuji

Coven OinoT 04 rxnipM. uU Ot WSHmM Lytjnal Ci

•e prearttd n-tfow. or wtti youi onbr irjrm.

x *!(«» ortni n oudgi ID itW'rt Ine coupon
dlKOurt VUKt Itlioujn 2-11/12. LhiiC one
coupon pei ualumer aid une coupon pet day.

llllllllllllllllll

SAVE
55%

driljmaster
1500 WATT DUAL
TEMPERATURE

HEAT GUN
(57271112°)

LOT NO
96289

REG.

PRICE

$19.99

rumer) Cinroi

bi utfd witi my orer ixart v unpin Coupon taimu w prior pen*«i«il1ir 30 e^ from aims txmhM
dill »i» rectW (JD7 aooJwti*iaiKkj«r Coioai tannnt to hoojm. scW ot tinjicm] Orajnil :»jpnn mill

b» pinmltd iO-tinnt, a wiri you ante km
iii mined onl-e h order to flKsvc Ihe cojxn
atoouTt VaM ihio-jQh 2'ii,-!2 LvM ont

coup*- per (UGlorrwf aid ov couron per da\-

$399

III II II II I III I llll II

8 POSITION DOG BONE
ttsburgh WRENCHES

^ LOT NO.
65498

tlAHBOH I Hlllihl rDOlS LIMIfft

METRIC
LOT NO.
65497 REG. PRICE

$14.99

unmet. C*r gooaMhie {upprKWt Coupon lannril tM bwgni. icid ort-insteirat frojeui inipin miti
1 or iirnmled fi-.lu-t v Mtti yout indet krm
I ur errtfod otnt i- n-«- to rrxt'n The coupon

I dscourt Via tttro^gfi 21i:i2 Lirrit on
I
coupon per oettomtr an) ont coupon per flay.

Hill I llll llll llll II

RECIPROCATING SAW
WITH ROTATING HANDLE

CHICAGOB ELECTRIC
POWER TOOLS

$^99 REG. PRICE LOT NO. 65570

$39.99
IIARIOR ffltlQMt IOOL!> LIMITS
Iht uatutK cevcrjn e eotd a»f»r*f # t«u ihop H»wt Ftrtjht ToetJ irtW slots. Cfllrti « 800 nirnUtV Cannol

Ot uttd witi itr/orrretKOirn crcotoon Coupon not i4Q if amy \nnfiua aim 30 rbys tiornowjralpLWlBse

tlalt »i> rwei» Ofer nHjJwtiitaiKiksiasl Cntpairaiinol In twijhl sold omnsfcirut Ctejiuhaionn mil
tie ptnenled ivUort, or Mlh yout ncke larw,

or oinnM perm ft on» to TOtW the CO«W
dtscoont Valid throwjh 2'li/lZ. Lent om
coupon per aaGUirrpH aid ana coucon w dav

linn iniiiiiiiiii

10 FT. x 15 FT.

PORTABLE GARAGE
LOT NO. 68217

$17999
REG. PRICE $299.99

MARBilH (RIIUHt Him S LIMIT S

ThKiilaMt :«p>! « wo) J*swt«ie «u tfioo Hatbii Ffw or 1 Toot ..iuuiI Hurt), utira. SOU nutiter) Cimet
to easd mux iwothtf obcoiM at cautrm Coapon mtuM on imt pueMai ma JO tei\ icoi cr anal cunnm
«re -«ih rrastpt Crhir o»m1'*»,*s»[1esSs; Coupoi oamtf w hrjjrjm, »«. « tnjmterree iJngraTcoLpcri m$a
tc efrsenied! iHtont tn »th yp# rtrrjii (mm
tr enrma onrt nt onHi to iKtnt Pe coupon

dexoum. Mid trrOD^i 2-ll'l2 Limit one
coupon per cuHutnoi and one cuupun per day

llll llllllllllllllllll

REG. PRICE $129.99

1*8 raJkoMs coupon It g»d arv*ntre ftn fltpp h4nwFYe^MTto«|retaluwt& uitm, ut S0G riumue') Camrj— or coupon coipoinauiflyiwytiuKremiiiTpMiiiriv:-
~-

kttoMtW C*JPoric»nnMK;Boi(rt. wrj, or trmHtftd

or flMld CflVe m order "o r»;«-i! the coupon

dstount VM trnjuflh Z-tI/12 Lmll one
cotton per cuflotner and one coupon per oj<

llllllllllllllllll

580 LB.

CAPACITY
FOUR DRAWER
ROLLER CART

US+GENERAL
LOT NO. 95659

REG.

PRICE

$229.99

^PITTSBURGH
RAPID PUMP
ALUMINUM RACING

UBMvrTlnm
I -hi r-i M atTtr'j«<)xtirisujC"«t«l Coupon'Jtmpi te Muoir. solo, nrir»i«tr<»d On*w coooo* must

o' irmud coins n am n maw Ins ccupon

dbcouttt Vald thnMigti 2/11/12. Until m
oogpon per cussomci ard one coupon per tjav

HUH II llll Ml I II II

<2B?
3-1/2 PUMPS LIFTS

MOST VEHICLES!

5>*^uyy price
XJ'U $99.99

MAHHUR IHIH.HI tlllll S UMII 4

Tl>t vabaUe ceupon e food anywnef. you ihop Marooi Ftttgfit TotK itua tlotw onlne « BOO nunneri Cartmi

di uiid nth mi arv «KOfm a cotpoi coupon ni mu on prior pertius* amt 3D tan ttairi ^ mu] ;u-;ru»i

dUx wli rtctvt ore- otoJ vtttt tumttt UR Couptn cannol 0« btugrrl toM or nnsfc'ml Gngnaksvpon mill

n-iloR, cr Mlh y

tr enlita) aum n otdw to iectr* tht cotoon

S'xuurt VjM tPKujh I'H.'U LtaK om
:ou[«r per cu5lumer and one coupon per (try

llllllllllllllllll

EASY WAYS 1- WSm 2. GO TO? 3. CALL!

TO SHOP! 360 Stores Nationwide www.HarborFreight.com 1-800-423-2567



BUYER S GUIDE
For advertising rates call John Stankewitz (212) 767-5703, or fax: (212) 767-5625

Unclog Drains with Your Pressure Washer

100 Ft Sewer Jetter Only $129 Pickup Rf«r Window Gu«rd Grave Marker

WWW.TERRATRIKE.COM
FREE CATALOG 800-945-9910

www .art4metalworking.com

ES OF LEAVES
DE!

The DR® LEAF and LAWN VACUUM turns

your riding mower into a powerful yard clean-up

machine! VACUUMS & SHREDS leaves,

grass clippings, and other debris from your lawn

using an incredible 85 mph suction force!

Call for a FREE DVD & Catalog!

1-800-950-9019
www.DRIeatvac.com

7271 3X© 2011 CHP, INC

Whatever your game, display it in a

metal building from Heritage. Call us

today for a building that will protect and

showcase your prized possessions.

HERITAGE
III II I MM , SYSTIiMS

1.800.643.5555
HeritageBuildings.com

Unscented Formulas
for Men and Women.
Vial of 1/6 oz. added to 2-4 oz. of

your favorite fragrance, worn daily

lasts 4 to 6 mos. Free shipping.

Will work br most, but not al . 10:13 far

women $88 50. 1 0X far men $99.50.

Ken (WA) "I have noticed a difference in my wife's

personality toward me after I started using the 10X

about 2 years ago. She wants to be around me.

I know the difference between men and women.

Look, I didn't get a user's manual, but I know men
are simple: switch on, switch off. Women are dials,

gauges, rheostats; much more complex. Except that

when I wear the 10X it seems to dial in and it is all

tuned. She likes me. She Jkwants to be with me."5he JMa

4#6Not in stores i^V 610-827-2200

or view the science and order online at

www.athenainstitute.com pm

Makes Glass

INVISIBLE
"It's like driving with no windows"

America's #1 selling automotive glass cleaner

FREE offers, tips, videos and more online

1-888-ST0NER3

FreelnvisibleGlass.com

FREE Shipping
Expand you' profitability with Baage-A-Mmit buttons

Using our Starter Kit you can create

customized buttons lor customers.

Burtons cost less than 18c to make

and can be sold lor $1 or more.

For only $»frtff"$29.95. receive

everything you need to make your

first ten 27<" buttons.

Request your FREE
catalog or order todayl

www.badgeaminit.com

Badge-A-lYIinit
Badge-A-Minit. Dept. PM111I. 345 N. Lewis Ave.. Oglesby, IL 61348

Call 800-223-4103

K I N E KT GEAR RING

moving gears you can wear
watch the- video 1-888-600-8494

www.kinektdesign.com
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www.viamedic.com n
800.547.9903 I
ORDIR ONLINE. BY PHONE OR MOBILE DEVICEI

VIAMEDK
SAFE • SECURE • DISCREET

If you, or a loved one, has developed

BLADDER CANCER
After taking the Type 2 Diabetes medication

ACTOS™
Then you may be eligible to file a lawsuit

against the drug's manufacturer.

On June 15, 201 1, the U.S. Food and

Drug Administration warned the public

that use of the diabetes drug Actos

(pioglitazone) for more than a year may

be associated with an increased risk of

bladder cancer.

Contact us immediately if you have

been afflicted in this way, as there are

time limits regarding your ability to file

a claim.

Weitz & Luxenberg can help you

understand your legal options. We are

one of America's largest trial law and

products liability law firms representing

injured persons

from all fifty

states in the

union, and are

committed to

represent your

interests aggressively and profession-

ally. Our leadership experience in such

national litigations as asbestos injuries,

defective medical products and medi-

cines, environmental toxic torts and

others has given thousands of clients

the confidence to entrust us with their

most serious legal issues.

For a free consultation please call us

today at 1-888-411-LAWS (5297).

700 BROADWAY • NEW YORK, NY 10003
BRANCH OFFICES IN NEW JERSEY, CALIFORNIA & COLORADO

1.888.411.LAWS • wwTv.weitzlux.com

We are also investigating

FOSAMAX
FEMUR INJURIES

ATTOMfMOl/fflreiW. Prior results do not guarantee a similar outcome. We may associate with local litms in states wherein we do not maintain an office.

GET YOUR CAREER
DIPLOMA AT HOME

PHASE CHECK ONE PROGRAM ONLY

High School Electrician

Accounting

Administrative Assistant /

Secretary

Art

Auto Mechanics

Beauty Care

Bookkeeping

Business Management

Child Day Care Management

Child Psychology

Computer Programming

Computer Training

Conservation / Environmental

Sciences

Fitness & Nutrition

Forensic Science

Health Care Aide

Locksmith

Medical Billing Specialist

Medical Office Assistant

Medical Transcriptionist

Motorcycle Repair

Paralegal / Legal Assistant

PC Repair

Pharmacy Assistant

Photography

Physical Therapy Aide

Plumbing

Contractor / Construction Mgmt Private Investigator

Cooking & Catering

Creative Writing

Criminal Justice

Dental Assistant

Drafting with AutoCAD*

Drug & Alcohol Treatment

Specialist

Early Childhood Education

Psychology / Social Work

Real Estate Appraiser

Sewing & Dressmaking

Spanish as a Second Language

Teacher Aide

Veterinary Assistant

Video Game Design

Wedding Consultant

Send for FREE INFORMATION or call:

1-800-363-0058 ex* in?!

Name

Address

Age

. Apl_

City/State Zip

Stratford Career Institute

Mailing/Shipping Address
1 Champlain Commons, Unit 3, PO Box 1560

Saint Albans, VT 0S478-5560

www.scitraining.com
ENTER ID.SPOA1A ©



CLASSIFIED ADS
To reach over 9 million prospects, or for additional advertising information, call Kathleen Gleason at 708-352-2487, or e-mail: klassmark@aol.com.

Thank you for choosing Popular Mechanics Classified Advertising, 512 West Burlington Ave., LaGrange IL 60525.

For subscription questions, visit service.popularmechanics.com.

ALTERNATIVE ENERGY

HYDROGEN CONVERSION PLANS
Get up to 50% better gas mileage.

Build your own HHO generator or

get complete system for V-8 trucks

for $797 incl. S&H. 949-945-5417

www.Hyfusion.com

ALTERNATIVE TRANSPORTATION

Electric and Gas Powered Bicycles,

Bike Conversion Kits, Scooters, Minibikes,

Mopeds, Dirtbikes, ATVs,

WWW.FIVEFLAGSMOTORBIKES.COM,
(850) 941-2080.

APPAREL

SUSPENDERS WITH PATENTED
No-Slip Clip. Free Catalog 800-700-4515.

www.suspenders.com

ARTS, CRAFTS, SUPPLIES

WHOLESALE PRICES ON JEWELRY
CRAFT ITEMS, Beads & Beading

Supplies, Rockhound Supplies,

Belt Buckles, Clock Movements.

Free 122 page catalog.

Eloxite: Dept. 45,

Box 729. Wheatland, WY 82201,

Ph.: 307-322-3050

Web: www.eloxite.com

AUTOMOTIVE

AMSOIL, SYNTHETIC LUBRICANTS.
Buy Direct, Register to Buy Wholesale.

Free Catalog. 1-888-450-2658.

www.syntholls.com

SUPER SONIC SPARK PLUGS
US Patent 5.610.470

More Power - Better Mileage

Cars, Trucks, Motorcycles

1-800-243-6674

www.enginebrain.com/2

AVIATION

MILITARY & NASA FLIGHT MANUALS
for history's greatest planes and

spacecraft - declassified!

Hundreds available from P-51 to X-

Planes. Preview them all online.

www.PeriscopeFilm.com

1-800-709-6734.

BICYCLES

GOLDEN EAGLE BICYCLE ENGINES
2 & 4 Cycle Geared Belt 25 - 40cc

517-410-2793

bikeengines.com

BOATS, OUTBOARDS, TRAILERS

BOAT KITS - PLANS - PATTERNS -

SUPPLIES Catalog $5.00,

Clarkcraft, 16-6 Aqualane,

Tonawanda, NY 14150.

716-873-2640.

www.clarkcraft.com

AS SEEN ON NCISI BUILDYOUR
OWN BOAT - Send $9.95 for Book of

Designs, includes free plans.

Glen-L. 9152 Rosecrans/PM,

Bellflower, CA 90706, 888-700-5007

WWW.SMALLBOATPLANS4U.COM

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

CONCRETE CHARLIE™ SAYS:
Claim your piece of the

$100 Billion waterproofing

industry and become a

foundation crack repair specialist.

Most Complete Training

in the Industry!

Don't Wait! Territories available NOW!
Or, buy a kit and fix your cracks!

www.concretecharlie.com
Enter Pop. Mech Promo Code: 971208

EARNINGS UNLIMITED!
Mail our burglar alarm advertisements

from home! S.A.S.E.:

LISTINGS-P, Box 699, Lake Zurich,

Illinois, 60047-0699.

DO-IT-YOURSELF

HYDRAULIC JACK REPAIR
Manual and catalog: $15.00

620-594-2247.

Hydraulic Parts Supply,

P.O. BOX 97-PM, Sawyer. KS 67134.

SOON THE GOVERNMENT
will enforce the

MARK OF THE BEAST
as CHURCH AND STATE unite!

Let THE BIBLE identify him.

FREE BOOKS/DVDs
The Bible Says, ROB. 99.

Lenoir City, TN 37771

thebiblesaystruth@yahoo.com

1-888-211-1715.

ELECTRONICS

CONDUCTIVE PAINT, EPOXY
From $12. Silver or carbon paint.

Silver epoxy. Carbon tapes.

Custom formulas available.

www.semsupplies.com

301-975-9798 (M-F)

ELECTRONICS
Digital Copyguard Eliminator,

Stabilize and Restore

Distorted Video. Guaranteed
to work with all

DVD and VHS Systems.
Free information Package

574-233-3053. www.rcdst.com
PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD

DESIGN
Schematic, Layout, Packaging,

Fabrication and Assembly. Reverse
Engineering. Prototypes to

Production. Your one stop solution!

www.PCB3D.com

EMPLOYMENT
JOB SECURITY GUARANTEED!

Regardless of the economy
Learn and use the Twelve Steps

to Job Security.

GOTO: www.JobSecurity.com

FINANCIAL

RARE COIN INVESTMENTS.
Our clients DON'T LOSE money!

FREE brochure.

DENKO 1-877-777-1754.

FOR INVENTORS
PATENT YOUR BRILLIANT

INVENTION!!!
Registered Patent Attorneys

Available to Assist You
New York and New Jersey Offices

Call (646) 373-2504 or Email:

INF0@PATENTANDTAXLAW.COM

GOLD PROSPECTING
GOLD MAPS

Virginia, Carolinas, Georgia, Alabama,
California. How to pan and find gold.

Fun. Go for it! 321-783-4595

WWW.GOLDMAPS.COM

HOME HEATING
REDUCE HEATING BILLS!

"EFFICIENIZE"
Your Older Style Gas Furnace.

Safe, Easy Steps.

STOP WASTING VALUABLE BTU'S & $$$
Guaranteed Results!

FurnaceMasters.net

HEARING AIDS
HEARING AIDS - GUARANTEED

LOWEST PRICES!
No huge commissions.

Home trial, terms. All makes.

We're the oldest, biggest, best.

Custom instrument specialists.

Free information. 1-800-323-4212.

Lloyds-PMC



HEARING AIDS

DIGITAL HEARING AID SALE
16 channel bands, any size, any type or

BTE $339.95

Options: touchtone, twin mics,

custom molded - $50.00

Newl Open Fit Technology -

most brands - big discounts

Repairs $77.00 (since 1981)

Free brochure & mold kit

Hearing One 1-800-249-4163

100 Main Street, Marty SD 57361

TROUBLE WITH YOUR
HEARING AID?

Lilli Electronics is a full service

hearing aid repair lab.

We can quickly return most

hearing aids to perfect, working

condition. Serving the U.S.

and beyond since 1967.

Call: 1-800-653-8882 or visit us at:

lillletectronlcs.com.

HELP WANTED
$400 WEEKLY ASSEMBLING

Electronic Circuit Boards/Products.

Rush S.A.S.E.:

Home Assembly - PM, P.O. Box 450,

New Britain, CT 06050-0450
$300 TO $1000 WEEKLY
ASSEMBLING PRODUCTS

FREE INFORMATION RUSH SAE:

INKLING PRESS,
BOX PM28. 105 Morin Street,

Field, ON, CANADA P0H1M0

INVENTORS

INVENTORS: Free information tells

how to offer your invention

for sale or license.

Kessler Corporation, 52+ years

800-537-1133, ext. 25,

www.kesslercorp.com

INVENTORS - NEVER SEND
IDEAS TO STRANGERS!
LEARN AFFORDABLE

PROTECTION / MARKETING METHOD
NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION.

FREE INFORMATION: 1-800-846-

3228. www.lnventassist.com/pm

INVENTORS

PROTECTYOUR IDEAI

Write Your Own Patent Application

PatentPro® Software
www.patentpro.us

JEWELRY

WITH MOTION IN MIND
KINEKT DESIGN GEAR RING:

Interactive jewelry for men & women.
Turn the outer rims of the ring &

see the gears move (watch our video!).

Lifetime Warranty & Free Shipping.

Order online or call 1-888-600-8494.

www.kinektdeslgn.com

LAKES & PONDS

LAKE OR POND? Aeration

-

1st Step towards improved water quality.

Complete Systems $169 - $329

11,000 Gal. Per Hour Water

Fall Pump only 3.6 amps! Just $399.95

www.fishpondaerator.com

608-254-2735 Ext. 3

LIVE STEAM MODELS

WORKING STEAM ENGINES
Discounts! Accessories, Parts,

Stirling Engines.

Limited Edition Tin Toys, Cars & Trains.

Catalog $6.95 Refundable.

Yesteryear Toys

Dept.PMSBox537
Alexandria Bay, NY 13607

www.yesteryeartoys.com

1-800-481-1353.

METALWORKING

BUILD, REPAIR, RESTORE ANY METAL
Quality Hand-tools & Forming Machines

for Automotive. Aviation,

Homeshop, Sculpture, Instructional

DVDs & Workshops.

20 years & still the best!

Free catalog 530-292-3506

www.tinmantech.com

OFINTERESTTOALL

FREE CATALOG by mail. Meet nice

singles, women, men. Photos. Profiles.

All ages. Since 1981.

Box 310, Allardt, TN 38504

Call 931-879-4625.

OF INTEREST TO MEN

SINGLE RUSSIAN LADIES

Seek romance, marriage.

E-mail, tours, free ads for men.

Anastasia Intl. Since 1994.

http://WWW.ANASTASIADATE.COM

HOT LOCALWOMEN
Listen to Ads & Reply..FREE!

FREE Code 7569, 18+

1-888-634-2628

www.MegaMates.com

ASIAN BRIDES! Worldwide!

Free Details/Photos!

PIC, Box 4601-PM, TO., CA 91362.

805-492-8040. www.pacisl.com

PLASTIC MATERIALS

ACRYLIC & POLYCARBONATE
for windows, doors, farm, and

industrial projects.

PVC, Polypropylene, Nylon, Acetal, more.

Gamma Seal bucket lids.

www.freckleface.com

SATELLITE SYSTEM

COMPLETE DIGITAL SATELLITE TV
DISH SYSTEM / FREE CHANNELS

No Contract or Monthly Bill,

Watch FREE 200+ Channels

Call 574-233-3053 for

FREE Satellite Chart and

Information Package, www.rcdst.com

SNOW GUARDS
STOP SNOW SLIDES ON

METAL ROOFS!
Practically Invisible, Easy Installation.

Online Estimator.

Fast Shipping www.snoJax.com

SOLAR ENERGY

Solar Panels, regulators, from $50,

10-150 watts, high efficiency, by German

equipments. Limited $time.

For camping, cabins, reverse the meter!

866-439-8004,

sales@solartorrent.com,

http://www.solartorrent.com

STEEL BUILDINGS

STEEL BUILDINGS, designed for

the do it yourselfer. Buy direct from

the factory & SAVE THOUSANDS.
Worldwide Steel Buildings

www.wsbnow 800-825-0316.

TREASURE FINDERS

BURIED TREASURE - Sensitive

equipment allows locating from distance.

Brochure free. Simmons. Box 10057-MA,

Wilmington, NC 28404

www.simmonsscientificproducts.com

WANTED TO BUY

BUYING GOLD, SILVER,

PLATINUM - ANY FORM
60 years experience. Free pricing quotes.

Top payment. 1-800-932-1010

www.preciousmetalsreclaiming.com

WATER PURIFIERS

DRINKING WATER SCAMS EXPOSED!
Free Special Report ($15.00 Value)

Find out which water is best for you!

800-874-9028 waterwise.com

WEBSITE HOSTING

CHEAPWEB HOSTING

Save moneywith promo code pm5858.

Free website templates, best service,

fast and easy signup.

www.foxserv.net/specials.htm

WINE/BEER MAKING

WINEMAKERS- BEERMAKERS.
Free Catalog. (800)841-7404. Kraus,

7850-L, Independence, Missouri 64054.

www.eckraus.com/offers/Lasp
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MECHANICAL ENGINEER

Name: NATE BALL
Location: BOSTON, MASS.

Age; 28 Years on Job: 6

ONate Ball spent his childhood tinkering in the backyard. "I grew up without TV, so I spent all

my time being creative and making stuff," he says. That came in handy when he entered the

2005 Soldier Design Competition as a mechanical engineering student at MIT. The team's challenge:

Create a device that would allow a person to scale a structure quickly. Today, their invention—the

Atlas Power Ascender— is used by the military and government agencies to climb mountains,

buildings and ships around the world. Ball is passionate about encouraging children to pursue an

interest in science and engineering—and the ascender helps him do that. "It's a huge kick to see their

faces when you pull the trigger and jump off the ground for the first time," he says. "They see that

engineering can be cool." — douglas main

THE ATLAS POWER
ASCENDER

HOW IT WORKS
-> The ascender—first
covered by Popular

Mechanics in September
2010—handles rope

similarly to a capstan,

which raises and lowers

anchors: Its grip tightens

as more weight is added.

After the operator wraps a

loop around the machine's

rope-grabbing spindle, he

clips his harness to the

ascender, engaging the

rope with the battery-

powered mechanism.
As the spindle turns, the

ascender climbs. The rope

is typically pre-secured in

place above the operator.

But the device can also be
equipped with a grappling

hook and shot from the

ground to an anchor
for use in extreme situa-

tions. "It's very much like

Batman," Ball says.

WHAT IT CAN DO
-> The latest version of the

ascender (APA-5) weighs
15 pounds and can lift

500 pounds up to 700
feet on a single battery

charge and hoist a person

up a five-story building

in 10 seconds. Special

models can rocket at

10 feet per second. "It's a

huge thrill," Ball says, "but

you have to be focused

and ready to avoid

obstacles at that speed."

APPLICATIONS
-> The power-tool-size

device allows people

to scale cliffs, buildings

and oil rigs; explore

caves; inspect shipping

containers; and perform

rescue operations. Next

up for the APA: helicop-

ter rescue. "With the

ascender, any helicopter

could be used for rescue,

even a news chopper," Ball

says. In a recent test, his

ascender hoisted a team
of Marines into a CH-46
helicopter hovering 100
feet above the ground.

PHOTOGRAPH BY BRAD DECECCO



Does your insulation keep your
home warmer, cooler and healthier too?

Ours does.

Johns Manville is the only complete line of certified Formaldehyde-free™ fiber glass

home insulation. JM improves indoor air quality for the health and well-being of your family

by reducing overall exposure to formaldehyde, enabling you to follow the EPA's recommendation

to limit exposure to formaldehyde. Look for

our naturally white insulation at Lowe's, or

specify Johns Manville with your builder. For

more information, visit JMhomeowner.com.

Available at "fr*i
Healthier, safer fiber glass insulation from JM. Better Living from the Inside Out9

Plastic-wrapped Insulation • Tear-to-fit Insulation • Mold-resistant Insulation • Blow-in Insulation

© 201 1 Johns Manville © 201 1 Lowe's, AH rights reserved Lowe's and gaijle design aie registered tradmarfcs of IF. LLC Used with permission



NET MORE SAVINGS
with HP Multipacks.

Save up to 10% every day with HP Multipacks.

©2011 Hewlett-Packard Development Company, L.P. 'Compared to HP Stonda'd cartridges. Bosed on average retail
|

HIT PRINT
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